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PANTOMIMES,
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still goes on, and while most other first-class makers
as to who received TIIE FIRST
PRIZE at the

GENERAL

CITY

HA.LT,
ON

—

—

Thursday

§11

arranged by Ct. B. Bartlett of Deerfield, Mass.,
assisted by a large number of Ladies and

§11

Gentlemen of this

city.

Doors open at 7 o’clock; commence at 8.
Admission, 3r> cents Tickets to be obtained at F.
Sturges & Co.’s, and at the door.
Reserved Seats, 50 cents, to be procured at Stock-

F. 1 [ale’s,

bridge^oct23d5t
*

/

ARMY AND NAVY

SIX CONCERTS,
ONE LECTURE.
AND AN

—

§11

Baud.

$11
$11
$11
$11

§11

§11

ttao

magnificent steamer
by Unll’a Celebrated

CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL

$11
$11
$11
$11
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!

Be sure before purchasing your tickets for the
Centennial and inquire about this route of borne of
the party of 423 persons who went on our excursion
of September 12th.

Excursious leave
Portland
Oct 21th.

—

Coe. of Cougrc.a nud Exchange Street*.

Committeej

and until further notice,

of nnnnnnrinir

Public, that

in

the

their

WITH
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A

Grand Transformation Scene.

nvt-

I5th,

Nov.

BY-

Wednesday Evening,

Annual
OF

Thursday evening, Nov. 16, 1876,
WITH A LECTURE BIT

Chapin,

Wednesday, SIov. 29th,

PROF. EDWARD S. MORSE.

the Progress
of Popular JLiberty.”
or

Subject— “Evolution.”

ENTERTAINMENT.
Dec.

21st,

GRAND CONCERT
—BY THE

Wednesday, Dec. 13tli,

RICHARD S.

and New in

Europe.’’

Wednesday, Dec. 37th.

—

SMITB-ffHiTNEY CONCERT CMPill.
H.

STORRS, D. D.,

Subject—4Tlie Old

Musical

FESSENDEN,

Entertainment.

Wednesday, Jan. 10, 1877,

Tenor.

MR. MYRON W. WHITNEY, Basso.
MISS CLARICE, Pianist.

Stanton

Block,

PORTLAND, ME.

Insurance

FOURTH ENTERTAINMENT

Thursday, Evening, Jan. 4th,’77.

Wednesday, January 31tl>,

will give the great Moral Musical Drama, ontitled

“Out Of Bondage.”

NBW HAMPSHIRE FIRE INS.C0.,
Quarter of

Million Dollars!

a

TOTAL ASSETS OF OVER

Ex-Got. E. A. Straw, President.
Ex-Got. James A. Wemtou, Vice Pres.
Geo, IS. Chandler, Treasurer*
John C* French, Secretary.
Frank A. ITScKeen, Special Agent,
Geo. W. Eastman* Asst. Secretary.
This Company was organized
by the leading business men of New Hampshire, and emphatically possesses the elements of
economy, success and
solidity,
permanency. The names of the officers and directors
are as familiar as household words, and a voucher
for the prudent management and Integrity of the
corporation. With Oue Quarter ot a Million Dollars
paid-up Capital, and over Half a Million Dollars of
Assets, SMALL RISK.M widely scattered, the
safer classes of risks only insured, and the highest
ratio of assets to liabilities, this Company offers the
very best indemnity against loss or damage by tire.

Every Honest Claim has been Promptly
Paid when

vency

or

the

resources

the
the

city.

GRAND INSTRUMENTAL
AND VOCAL CONCERT
BY THE

SIXTH ENTERTAINMENT,
Grand Concert by

Chandler's Full Millitary Band & Orchestra,
II. CHAN DEER, Conductor.

Assisted by the best Vocal and Instrumental Talent
m the
city.

Higginson,

Wednesday evening, Feb. 14th,
Readings by

FOR

The Eighth Entertainment will be the

Grand Concert of the Course,
and will be announced in

a

few days.

Concert before the Lecture and Reading by tbc
Portland Band.
Coarse tickets, $2.00 each, for sale at the usual
places. Reserved Seats for the Couise. $1.50 each.
Sale will begin at Army & Navy Hall, Wednesday
evening, Nov. 1st, at 7 o’clock, aud numbers will be
given (-ut in tbe afternoon, the same as last year.

The Reserved Seat tickets will be tor sale at Wm.
E. Thornes*, under Music Hall, after Nov. 1st.
Members’ tickets, $1.00. Each member entitled to
two. Can be procured of the Treasurer, T. J. Little.

COMMITTEE:
W. E. DENNISON,
F. J. LITTLE,
W. E. SIMMONS,
GEO. E. BROWN.

A. K. PAUL.
W. E. THOMES,
R. Iv* GATLEV,

dtf

oct21

would

Entertainments will be

The arrangements for this date are not yet fully
completed, but will be announced in a few days.
The Second on

Saturday Afternoon, Jan. 13, 1877,

Barnabee,’'

which occasion the renowned Humorist, II. C.
RARNABEE, and others will appear.
of eight entertainmember entitled to

two.)

Reserved Seats $1.00 extra for Evening entertainments only. Evening Tickel* 50 Cent*.
Purchasers of Course Tickets will be entitled to
two tickets to each of the Children’s Entertainments.
Bf

one-half hour

( HANDLER’S RAND
previous to each lecture.

Members’ tickets can be procured at Stockbridge’s
Music Store, on and after Wednesday, Nov. 8th.
The sale of Reserved Seats will commence at the
same place on Saturday, Nov. 11th. at 9 o’clock.
Doors open at G.30 o’clock. Evening Entertainment at 7.45. Afternoon Entertainment at 2.30.

EECTCRE CO.iniITTEE:
CIIAS. W. ROBERTS,
M. B. COOLTDGE,
JOHNC.

PROCTER,

H

F.

FURBISH,

BENJ. BARNES, JR.. GEO. L. SWETT,
GEO. C. BURGESS,
oct2t
dtnov!7

vxreat ileauction

parked way DOWN !
tiud will bo sold at a

GREAT

DOWN !!

opportunity.
manufacture,

Remem-

and examine our goods and get
fore you purchase.

DEANE
oct2

our

will open Mondn

BROS.
dim

JtJ miDIK E ST., where they will
tiud the Ini^CMt Stoclt of due llooin
in thin Country.

M. «. PAEmEK.

OF

STATE-©MAINE.
City

of Portland.

fro,n t,ie Mayor and
Aldermen of the City of
the dulv
qualified electors of said city, are Portland,
hereby notified to
meet in tlieir respective Ward
rooms,

Tuesday

Sure to Come
jul2dU

l'LEASE.

I? ,'?an?.nts

prices be-

Ladies’

moderate Prices.

To the Electors of th3

Hlen, Women and Children who are particular to have eaxy lininu. *ood looltiutf and nerviceable Bootw nre

to

AIM:-TO

at

warran-

JBEIST l
Call

JanS

Work

tlie

ou

Seventh day of November

next, at ten o'clock in tlie forenoon,
then and there to give in their votes for Electors of
President and Vice President of the United States
The polls on such day of election to remain mien
until lour o’clock in the afternoon, when
they shall
be closed
The Aldermen of said city will he in open
session

at the Aldermen’s Room, in City Building from
nine to twelve o’clock in the forenoon and from two
to five o’clock in the afternoon on each of the five
secular days next preceding such day of tlie election
for the purpose of receiving evidence of the qualification of voters whose names have not been entered
on the lists of qualified voters, in and for the several
wards, and for correcting said lists.
Per order,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

October 19, 1870.
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next

Address all orders to

COLLINS <& BUXTON

Alwo

Cloak

n

Boston, as follows:
Agc25vears, $19.80, which amounts
month, or 42 cents per week.
Age 30 years, §22.70, which amounts
month,

Trimmings.

Portland, Sept. 23, 167Csept23d2m
THE PREMIUM

BUBER
Tbe best and
market. Liberal

WOOD PUMP !

cheapest
discount

Asent"' Portland, Me.

COW

dtf

“ESTELLF7"

FOR SALE.

4

Vein. old; .ire Euclid, dnin

Commercial Nlrect.

rates

are

to

$1.90

participating,

Sole Agents for Portland and vicinity for Geo. Wood
& Co.’s PARLOR ORGANS.

Congress street, Forland, Me.
deli

jul5eodly

Audrez.

eod2w

it, mothers, it

will

selves, and

give

rest to

you

We have put up and sold this article for years, and
CAN SAY IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it,
we have never been able to say ot any other
medicine-NEVER HAS IT FAILED, IN A SINGLE INSTANCE, TO EFFECT A CURE, when
timely used. Never did we know an instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it. On the contrary,
all are delighted with its operations, and speak in
terms of highest commendation of its magical ettects
We speak in this matter
and medical virtues.
’•WHAT WE DO KNOW,” after years of experience
AND PLEDGE OUR REPUTATION FOR THE
FULFILMENT OF WHAT WE HERE DECLARE.
In almost every instance where the infant is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief will be found
in fifteen or twenty minutes after the syrup is administered.
This valuable preparation has been used with
NEVER FAILING SUCCESS in

and ARE

Thousands ol Cases.
only relievos the child from pain, but in
the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity
gives tone and energy to the whole system. It

It not
and

will almost instantly relieve

Richardson & Boynton’s

Griping of the Bowels, and Wind
Colic.

WROUGHT IRON
FURNACE.

believe it is the best and surest remedy in
world, in all cases of DYSENTERY AND
DIARRHOEA IN CHILDREN, whether it arises
We would
from teething, or from any other cause.
say to every mother who has a child suffering from
not let
of
the
complaints—do
foregoing
any
THE
PREJUDICES OF
YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR
others, stand between your suffering child and the
relief that will be SURE—yes, ABSOLUTELY
SURE— to follow the use of this medicine, if
used. Full directions for using will accompany each
We

the

timely

UNREDEEMED

bottle.
Be sure and call for

Over Coats & Reefers,

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,”
the fac-simileof “CURTIS & PERKINS5*
outside wrapper.
by Druggists throughout the world
dGm
aug26

About 250 on hand, and for sale at less
than half price to pay advances.

Having
the
Sold

on

NEE AT

ABRAMS’

LOAN OFFICE,

PRINCIPAL

9 Market Square, Opposite U. S. Hotel,
eotlly
jyl5

rri* A WAdf Aim TT111 ATI
■

Fleischmann & Co.’s
Makes the best and healthiest
This yeast is made
BREAD.
from Eure Graiu. Factory at
Bli.-svil'e, L. I. For sale by all

General Agency
—

TitADP.

AT

—

*2 20 federal St. Portland.
sep2SdGm

mark.

PAPERS

ROOM

AT

—

This furnace is without exaggeration, the mostturnace ever naiie. It has the best
The radiaGrate and Sitter ever put in a furnace.
tors are made of heavy plated iron and riveted in
the most thorough manner.

powerful heating

Warranted

—

NEW STORE'ON FREE STREET.
Special inducements in prices and styles.

Perfectly
AND*

ECONOMY

Gas

Tight,

DURABILITY

UNEQUALED.
Please call ami examine it before pur-

chasing.

SHADES

Nutter Bros. & Co.,
29 MARKET
PORTLAND,

AW D

lnl-121

COTTON 818.
dtf

For Comfort, Elegance and

fa

Durability,

:buy
of

Tbc Froncb Last

Shoes,
a

Ten Widths.

1

J_I

An ornamental Parlor Desk

specialty. Sold by

IS THE WOOTON

VIS,1’ } LEAVITT & DAVIS,
1 EL1I NTKEST

*

VkJVVl MM.

TU Ul. V U

nVrlJK. VJ.

egraph Company has reduced its rates more than
52 PER
CENT, in ten
years. Its own lines are
connected with more than
thousand stations
seven
and

through its

connec-

E^liange

JOHN

graph business.
J. S. BEDLOW,
Supt. 2d Wist Eastern Wivison.
dtf

St.

"s?AXLE¥,

567 1-2 Congress Street,

in

oc20-lw#

E’aiis of
Desirable Draft
Horses and Harnesses

be ottered for sale at a bargain, at Stables,
29 Pearl Street, on the 26tli inst.jwell
adapted to heavy teaming and logging; horses weigh
from 1200 to 1400 lbs each,
oct21eodlw*

WILL
No.

SAMUEL

Making Executed in

First-Class Manner.

varieties.

it*

reasonable.

selected
of ladies desiring

a

|

Jane Shore is the latest historical characacter who is getting whitened up and made
presentable in good society. A London playwright has discovered that she was a chaste
wife and persecuted saint, and stands ready
to call any critic hard names who questions
the historical accuracy of his portrait.
us

who are horrified because the

regarded in Turkey
will do well to remember in what estimation
the testimony of a Chinaman is held in San
Francisco. There seems to he no call to go
into hysterics over Turkish intolerance in
that regard.

CABINET DESK

from New York with a stock
patterns and designs, solicits the at-

Dress andSGloak

Democrats,

The advertisements in the Charleston News
ami Courier which are so narrowly bigoted
and partisan in trying to conduct business
wholly among the Democrats Indicates the
same principle held by some of that party in
the State of Maine. A few days after oar
fiie in ’66 an eastern man came to this city
tosee.ashesaid “if there were any good Democrats that needed help.”

Those of

KINSMAN.
L.

than that of the

oath of a Christian is not

d3m

ABBS*

proportionally

and that the latter canuot probably throw
over 30,000 majority in the city, which would
leave the stale to the Republicans. More"
than 119,000 names were entered in the first
two days of registration, a number utterly
unprecedented in the history ot the city.
Great frauds will evidently be attempted, hut
the United States authorities arc making
extraordinary efforts to detect and prevent
them.

will always he as low as
hy the lines of any other
Company that has any capacity for handling tele-

Fixtures I

128

The great registration in New York at
first alarmed the Republicans and encouraged
the Democrats.
Close investigation of the
lists however developes the fact that the
Republican gain is this registration is greater

tions reaches directly more
than ten thousand stations.
It has twenty-eight wires
coming into Portland from
all directions, while its rival whose advent is heralded .with much sounding
phrase, hut one wire in
one direction.
The rates
hy the Western Union lines

octl2

WO.

lias

of well
tention

eodCm

A BEAUTIFUL LIBRARY DESK,

J. €. Bennett & Barnard’s superior grade

Ladies’ Fine

MAINE.

aug29

GEO. M. BOSWOB1H,
COBWEB EKEE

SQUARE,

J&vy

—1-

there is another and equally important point
in connection with the matter which the
journals above alluded to seem to have entirely overlooked. Under the act of Congress approved in 1802, any person of foreign birth
who has served in the Army of the United
Ssates, may in the event of his desiring to be
naturalized, and thus entitled to vote, present
his discharge certificate in lieu of having
taken out “first papers” and upon the
presentation of such certificate, supported by
the proper oath of identity, final papers may
be issued to him and he become a voter at
once; subject of course to the registrations of
the State, County or city in which he may
happen to reside.
It can readily be seen how the unlawful
possession of certificates of this kind may
lead,to the perpetration of election frauds in
cities or districts where the foreign eloment
largely predominates, and this may afford a
partial explanation of the enormous registry
which has thus far been made in New York
city. The War Office seems to be the natural
and proper repository of all such papers, and
it is to be hoped that efforts of the Government officers to gather them up and deposit
them there may meet with the success which
is in every way due to so laudable an effort.

vigorates

d2aw\V&Stf

*1---•

hundreds of tbonsands. Every one of these
papers can be made tbe base of a fictitious
and fraudulent claim
against the Government when presented by unprincipled parties haviDg no rights to ownership in them
whatsoever. In the hands of the brave and
resolute men wbo shouldered the musket and
carried tbe knapsack over every battlefield
these papers would be secure from any fraud or
attempted fraud. Tbe trouble is that tbe soldier is liable to lose, and in thousands of instances they have lost thsir discharge papets.
In
other instances tbe; have died, leaving no
heirs, and tbe discharge certificates have fallen
into tbe hands of men wbo have not hesitated
to use them for fraudulent purposes. This has
heeu carried to such an extent as to render tbe
subject one of serious thought upon tbe part of
the Government officers, and the movement
looting to the bringing of all such papers into
tbe custody of the United States has been the
result. Once lodged in the War Office, they
will always be accessible to the soldier or his
heirs, and will forever cease to bo tbe instruments ot fraud iu the hauds of others.
While the above is unquestionably true,

what

PORTLAND, MAINE,
auy of the Eocnl Agents tlirougliont
this late.

SYKUP

For Children Teething,

upon

one

City upward of fifty thousand soldiers’ discharge certificates that are not in possession of
the rightful owners. They have been gathered
from all parts of the state, and some of tbem
have been brought from longer distances.
Other metropolitan centres possess them in
about an equal ratio, swelling the aggregate
number in all parts of the country to

Belief and Health to Your Infants.

per

C. TAR BOX,

oct4

Five;

Apply ul
OFFICE POICTLA1VD PACKINfJ CO.,
0;t2I

§1.65 per

56 cents per week.

above

Having just returned

WHITNEY,

SOOTHING

Depend

Age 40 years, §31,50, which amounts to §2.63 per
month, or 66 cents per week.
Age 50 years. $47.00, which amounts to §3.92 per
month, or 98 cents per week.

or

out door pump in the
to tbe trade. Scud for a

KENDALL &

to

Cor. of Middle and Exchange St.,

sepO

circular.

augll

or

WINSLOW’S

Sure to Regulate the Bowels.

GENERAL AGENT,

jy7dtf

Ntock ©t

BOYS,

all

month, or 48 cents per week.
Age 35 years. §26 50, which a mounts to §2.21 per

Prices.

IMPORTATION.

there are very many thousands of these certificates in various parts of the United States'
notably in all large cities, which are not in
the possession of the soldiers to whom they
were originally issued, aud every one of
which may be made the basis of a fraudulent
and fictitious claim against the Treasury.
Iu alluding to this phase of the subject the
New York Times says:
The importance of such a measure is ap-

greatly facilitates the process ol teething, by softening the gums, reducing all inflammation—will allay
pain and spasmodic action, and is

01 THOUSAND DOLLARS

Drapery Work of all kinds at very Low

Cloakings
nice

MRS.

Tlie desire of each workingman or business man,
the welfare of a family to consult, is to enIt is
that welfare by increasing his estate.
conceded by astute business men, and the best intellects of tlie age, that Life Assuiance is the EASIEST au«l SUREST way to accomplish that
result.

The

TREBLE LA

THEIR OWN

now going forward in ail the
principal centers in the Country, including
this city, and is certainly a step in the right
direction, especially when we consider that

that a soldier’s
sense, a draft
issued in advance upon the Treasury, it being
the document of all others required by the
Government officers in the settlement of claims
made by the soldier or his heirs for back pay,
clothing, bounty, or pension money, and the
only paper upon which a claim of this character can properly be based.

OF BOSTON.

—AND—

exlcu.ire line ot

SCHOOL FOB

Washington.
This work in

parent when it is understood

REDUCER by the annual distribution of the
Company, A EVER THE FIRST \ EAR.
Persons contemplating to insure their lives are invited to call on or address

GOI/L.D,

nil

at

discharge certificate is, iu

retail grocets.

KENDALL

Nautrigon

Fall Term will Commence August ‘i8.
Mr. Eaten has associated with himself Mr. Joel
Wilson (late Principal of Gorham Seminary). They
will be assisted by Miss N. E. ilunton, Preceptress,
Mrs. Joel Wilson, Teacher of Music, Mrs. N. W.
Otis, Teacher of Drawing and Painting; John H.
Webster, A. M., teacher of ancient languages.
For particulars address
H. F. EATON.
augSdtf

of

—

SOCKS WINDOW

llDIM'RNl

PHOTOGRAPHER,
The Rent

aud

Gents’ heavy double Heel anil Toe

&

the

NORRIDGEWOCK, HUE.

he secured to your estate MUttEDIATELY
by paying to the New England Mutual.Lite Company

INSTRUMENTS !

NOTE THE TRICES.

early examination ot these goods is solicited, as
we only have about 25 dozen iu stock.
Also One More Case
ol
those

by

EATON FAMILY

«

can

All of our Corsets to make room for our new makes
that we are to put in the first of November.

An

dtf

firoblems

COMPKENSED YEAST

Our 75c Cored* for 63c.
Our $1.00 Cored* for 75e.
Our $1.25, 44-bonc French Embroidered
Corset, for 1.00.
Our $1.50, 56-bouc French Embroidered
Cornet for $1.25.
Our 82.25, 6$-boue, Henry French Embroidered Comet for $1.75.

Maine.

BREEK, 199 Franklin 81.,
Will teach navigation by the use of the “Nautrigon*
Invented by Rev. Dr. Hill of this city. Persons who

°

eotl3w

CLEANING OUT!

JuA-MSOIST,

ST.

DISCOUNT.

Do not fail to improve this
ber our Stock is of our own
ted to be the

JR.,

Addrtsi,

have acquired no knowledge of navigation can learu
in a very short time by this instrument to solve the
problems of time, latitude, longitude, azimuth, course
and distance on the great circle, and several other
useful in navigation. The expense of learnug navigation by this method is very small.
jyl5tf

w

PORTLAND, ME.

Agent for Portland.
se23d2m*

24:4= Middle Street.
article

ALLEN,

Ladies’Cloakings

BROS.,

STREET,

ocl6

CALL AND

GEO. GOULD, President.
EDWARD WALLEY, Secretary.

503 Congress Street.
scptlP®<ltf

—

EXCIIAME

Every

BOSTON, MASS.
CAPITAL $200,000.

NELSON

FURNITURE
51

CASH

Co.,

FOIt 25 CENTS.
Respectfully,

ia prices of

DEANE

OF

Insurance

SHAKER

1

AT

Suffolk Mutual

WM.

entitled

CONCERT

MIDDLE

OF BOSTON, MASS.
CASH CAPITAL $200,000,

Saturday, Dec. 16, 1876.

Tickets to the regular course
ments !$l .50.
Members* tickets $1.00 (each

191

$200,000.
40,000.

WM. ALLEN, JR.,
AGENT FOR PORTLAND.

s

■EDUCATION,

EDWARD

w

V.

Alfred BICKNELL, President.
J. S. PARSONS, Secretary.

■

Portland,

0

Navigation

Mutual Life

JR.,

ALLEN, JR,

of

BUSINESS

sure

1

FOR PORTLAND.

collateral

NEW ENGLAND

OF BOSTON, MASS.

WM.

■ the kind
struction in

lOoMeepingi
jiclLaw
■ ■branches

having

REVERE FIRE INSURANCE CO.,

an-

CHILDREN.

“An Afternoon with

& Peck,

AGENTS.

MUSICAL

J. H. WELLMAN, President.
J. W. BELCHES, Secretary.

Discharge Certificates.
The Philadelphia, New York and Boston
papers como to U3 with notices that the
Government officers have been for sometime
past, and are now, at work on a matter relating to soldier’s discharge certificate?, with
a view to having all documents of this character, not now in the hands of their rightful
owners, brought Into the custody of the
United States, and lodged in the War office

usinessflollege
se

FOE PORTLAND,

CASH CAPITAL
SURPLUS

STREET^

information,

YORK,

NATHAN A. FARWELL.
First District-SYLVESTER LITTLEFIELD.
1. WARREN MERRILL.
Second
Third
BENJAMIN D. METCALF.
Fourth
J. W. PORTER.
SETH L. MILLIKEN.
Fifth

PIANO AND ORGAN,

,^,r

WHEELER,

For Presidential Electors.

TEACHER OF

institution of ■
Thorough in- ■

A.

At Large.—WILLIAM W. THOMAS.

8819,160.46

Sparrow

PORTLAND.

ALLEN,

WM.

oct21_

DOW

OHIO.

NENV

t*

—-

Co.,

OK1

M

over

Mechanics’ Mutual Insurance Co.,

TWO AFTERNOON ENTERTAINMENTS
The first of the Children
given on the afternoon of

CASH ASSETS
Liabilities.

ACCIDENT.

AND

AGENT

Subject to be announced.

In addition to the above the Committee
nounce that they have arranged lor

on

Prof; J. w. CHURCHILL.

—

FOR

813,300.96
2,583.33

WILLIAM

814,884.29

--

ALLEN, Jr.,

AGENT

Wednesday, Feb. 21st,
REV. H. M. GALLAHER.

SEVENTH ENTERTAINMENT

-1^

Basso and Humorist Vocalist,

Subject—<4Thc Aristocracy of the Dollar.”

EURGNE WEIMAR. Flute.
ADOLPIIRELZ French Horn and Viola.
Assisted bv
HmZILLA LUIIME McQUESTEN,
Vocalist.

/*!

RARNABEE,

—

New Lecture.

LIABILITIES.

Unadjusted Losses,
Rents ot Offices. Ac.,

affect the solcorporation.

FOUR MILLION DOLLARS

Wednesday, Feb. 7lh,

BERNHARD ETSTEMANN, Violin.
FR1 « z EI«TEMANN, Violin.
A. FKEVRANIL Harp.
ADOLPH JHAKTOEOEN,Violoncello.

8831,044.75

OF

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,!

FRANK A. BLACKSTONE,

Office.

A. J. CHASE, General Agent lor State.

Col. Tlios. Wentworth

Boston Philharmonic Club.

Select

pleasing Contralto,

the talented Violin Soloist,
HOWARD M, DOW,
the accomplished Pianist,
lUu.ical Director.

Jan. 18th.

Assets,

RUTHERFORD B. HA FES,

PROF.

1-3

Patent

secured.

Price*

“THURSTON,

GENERAL AGENT.
3

Free Street Block, Portland.
_dty

sepl6

_

Vaults Cleaned and Aslics Uemoved.
ORDERS promptly attended to l>y calling at

ALL

or

addressing

Jauldlt

In his last book of poems Robert Browning
has perpetrated the most extraordinary

Agents Wanted.

GIDSON,
588 Congress Street
It.

It cure* the rery worst cases, no matter
how Revere or loug Rlnuding.
If there be a human being ou the face of
the earth Muttering from cither of these
diotrcRRing complaint* we do assure him
thut in I.ORINU’S SPECIFIC he will
surely flud relief.
Sold at wholesale by PERKINS & CO., PHILLIPS
A Co., Portland, W. E. MANN, Bangor.

wtf39

oc!4cod2w

has been made to yield its incumbent a net inof 8100,000 a year and more. It was the
source of Mr. Kelley’s own fortune.
He held
it for two terms and did well in it all the time.
Since Mr. Green has been comptroller, the perquisites have been cut dowD remorselessly.
Much of the profit isjderivable from constructive fees, and these the indexible guardian of
the Treasury has refused to pay. It is doubt-

come

FOR PRESIDENT,

JIA88B, A. M., Iuntrue tor lu
the French Language and Literature
In the High School of Portland, wishes to say that
he has greatly reduced his prices ou account of hard
times. He will give lessons to classes at private

ol the Portland Publishing Company. The finder will confer a
favor by leaving the same at fills

39,377,05
40,783,44
6,895 49
7,672.12

Total Aiielt nearly

MB

FIFTH ENTERTAINMENT

Thursday Evening,

LIFE

MR. J. C. COLLINS,
the eminent Tenor,
the renowned

Banks,
Premiums Receivable,
Interest Accrued,

ME.

houses whenever desirable.

317,090.00

U. S. Bonds,
184,850.00
Other Stocks & Bonds,
92,641.60
Loans on stocks,
60.250.00
Cash in Offices,
107.80

OF DAECTFOBD, CONN.

distinguished Soprano,

MR. II. C.

ASSETS
Real Estate,
884,377.25
Loans on Bonds and

can

of this

Travelers Insurance

MISS 'ANNA C, HOLBROOK,

MB. SAM LUCAS.
MR. A. C TAW LOR.
MIMS ANNA I'l. HYERS.
Mis-HEMMA L. HYERS.
MISS MAW DANIELS,

O.

WOT.

JANUARY 1, 1876.

Ollier

PORTLAND,

References—Andrew J. Graham, 563 Broadway,
Standard Fhouopraphic Work,
eod3m

a6

New York Oct. 21, 1876.
Municipal politics are beginning to evoke
lively animation among the voters of the metropolis. Tammany Hall, under the leadership
of .John Kolley, after
abandoning all hope of an

Magistrate of a million people is
light distinction even if they a re a somewhat motley and heterogeneous constitnency.
The place of sheriff, with good management

Prof. M. may be found at Loring, Short & Harmon’s. under Falmouth Hotel, from 11 to 19 A M.
or at the Chadwick Mansion, Congress Street.
dim

sem i-annuaiTstatement.

Hue.

sweeping lire

or

cripple

$250,000*00

CAPITAL,

“

HALF A MILLION DOLLAES !

AGENT

consisting of the following aitists:
MRS. H. E II. CARTER,

Characters by
MR. J. W. LUCA.
MR. WALLACE KING.

oi mis

Polity

municipal Politics—Mtruggliug for the
Spoil*—The Opposing Candidate*—The
Struggle for the Stale.

no

New York, Author of
oc2i

A number of unreceipted Bills

N. Y.

BROOKLYN,

Mortgages,

—

HYERS SISTERS’ CONCERT CO.,

—

Life

Marine,

--—----,

THE

&CL WIIU

Our New York Letter.

be the chief

Pho-

NO. 696 CONGRESS STB EFT,

LOST 2

—

_

all its brauclies
attended to.

in

promptly

flagration

Mrs. Louise Woodworth Foss.
SELECT READINGS.

—

CUilUlCI,

NOTE dated Aug. 15, 1876, payable to the order
of STAPLES & DOE.Ior Two Hundred Twenty
Dollars and ninety cents. (220.90), three months afterdate at Canal National Bank, and signed by A.
H. Davis All persons are cautioned against negotiating such a note as payment has been stopped.
STAPLES & DOE.
d2\v
0Ctl9

FIRE INSURANCE CO.
OF

EDUCATIONAL.

PARLEZ-VOUS FRANCA IS*

A

Exchange St.,

Sale Risks widely Scattered,
ana the public may rest assured that no con-

be announced.

To

MBS, R. M. SMITH. Soprano.
MISS. ABB V c LAM HE, Contralto.
MB. W

31 1-2

One

Subject—“The Ministry of Wealth.’’!

Evening,

FQUNd7~

lUtlia UUlUfV

dtf

nography,

GOLD NECK CHAIN with Locket attached.
1UC IWC UI

at 75 Free St.

of Standard

Db. Hamlin seems to prefer that
Turkey
should not become a Christian State unless it
can become his particular kind.
This feeling
may be Christian, but it looks more like sectarian bigotry.

alliance with the Democratic faction iu revolt
against its power, has been forced to the alternative of putting forth a straight tickBt for the
important city officers that are to be contended
for on the 7th of November. The prizes are of
such value iu respect of emolument, patronage
and power that they are likely to be struggled
for with desperate tenacity. The Mayoralty,
(salary 812,000) is a coveted post of honor. To

MISS EDITH J. CUMMINGS,

lostorstolmT

Long

MAN CHUNTER, IV. II.
CASH CAPITAL PAID CP

—

Subject: “John Hampden,

Thursday

Couise

REV. HEM WARD BEECHER.

LECTURE

THIRD

Fire Insurance.

—

Pleasant Front Rooms to Let

MA

U. Jk.

sep20dtf

Reporter and Teacher

flowers iii gold and stone. Supposed to be lost on
the Ogdensburg Excursion ot Friday, Oct. 13tb.
A suitable reward will be given by leaving at
oct21d3t*THIS OFFICE.

ORGANIZED 1853.

or short term Insurance at current Rates.

a

Apply

ANNUMjINADYANCE.

a

Journal.

be

can

room.

draw three
year for the
about eight

House Wanted.

\

boarders

two
accommodated at
ONE416 CUMBERLAND
STREET with pleasant

front

apr29

small family without children desire a
rent in the western part of the city.
House
must contain from seven to nine rooms, having
considerable direct sunlight, and be supplied with
gas and good water.
Reference given. Address L.,
Box 1557.
se27nalwttf

LOST AND

regular attache of the Press is furnished
Card certificate countersigned by Stauley T.
Editor.
All railway, steamboat and hotel
Pullen,
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

dim

with Board,

IiOSt,

GENERAL. AGENT.

and Accident.

COMMENCING

Dee. 6th.

Rev, Dr. E. H.

Stools 1

Every

with

TO JLTET WITH BOARD.

JOSEPH HOBSON* Saco.

THURSTON,

oclMTS&T

oct7

ootl7d3w

Leavitt’s Scotch Polish.

SAMUEL

Fire,

Entertainments!

ENTERTAINMENT

BY

order.

to

RESPONSIBLE party to cut and
to five millions of spruce timber a
next three
years and drive the same
miles into the
Androscoggin river.

ORGANS,

Piano

remain in the hands of
Gray streets,
present proprietor who now has desirable rooms
vacant, furnished and unfurnished.

or

anted!

Loggers_
A

WAREROOMS 3 FREE STREET BLOCK, PORTLAND.

HALL.

Twenty-Fifth

K.OTZSCHMAR, Pianist.

—

Covers !

Tuning done

septlldtf

X-..

CITY

MISS. EMMA THIJRSBY, Soprano,
MISS ANNA DRASUIL, Contralto,
(First appearance in this city.)
MR. WM.J. WINCH, Tenor.
MR. JOH.N F. WINCH. Basso.

SECOND

Piano

—

—

HERMAN

HAMLIN

all warranted, and at LOWEST PRICES possible for first class Instruments.

tempted in

_

GRAND CONCERT
—

Misery.

Elaborate Scenic Production ever atthis city. Replete with marvelous
Illusions, Elaborate Mechanical Effects, Beautiful Music ami

The most

KLYILIL,

Wednesday Evening,

and

Money

EntertniuittculM will begin nt

CITY

&

WM. ALLEN, Jr.,

The Grand Scenic Production,

TENTH ANNUAL COURSE
of

MASON

MONDAY, OCT. 23d,

—

Army & Navy Union
have the nleasiirt*

a

Billings & Wlieelock’s Uprights, &c., &c.,

FIRST CLASS

266 MIDDLE STREET.
ectl2dtd

THE

on

Park

corner

JL

of

THE

OF

its laurels

gained by its superior excellence in
steady growth during the last quarter of a century.
rests

can

the

Wanted,

TICKETS FOR SALE BY

PORTLAND MUSEUM,

—

5

active intelligent man to travel in the counfor a Wholesale Grocery House.
Must
experience. Address BUSINESS, Box 1052
name.
octlHdlw
real
giving

securely

Congress

number of table
accommodation at
oc20-dlw
Blairs,_

and a
find excellent
street, up

boarders

To Bonrders.
well-known boarding house,
PglHE
and
will

AN try
have

Tuesday

T>. II. YOUNG,

Lecture and Concert

lO

to leal n Telegraphing for posit ions in Telegraph officer. Employment as soon as qualified. Call or address Port land Telegraphic Institute, 396$ Congress
octl9.ltf
St., or 162 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

§11
§11

!

!
!
!

BRAND PROMENADE CONCERTS
every evening on board
Bristol and Providence

YOUNG MEN

JL

2U4

istg

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are In
All cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undeitake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

——

1

fflWG single gentlemen

5 YOUNG E ABIES

CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL

§11

--

PRESS.

Tuesday mormyg, oct. 24,

ronmw)
31 JELjI hTKBET.
eod2w*

Boarders Wauled.

—AND—

and Avoid rvi-ht (.'huntfc*, making early and
sure connections, aril zing at Fall River at 7 J p. m.,
aup enjoy a trip on the Pineal Cleansers in the
World.

and Friday evenings,
October 26th and 27 th,

FOIt
octl4

ii.’gcntlcmen'XIarg efront

or

»*

Wanted !
lO

BY

THE

Board.

a

oct2Id2w»_Portland

quarreling
Centennial, the
are

HOSPITAL,

will be given at

BOARD.

WANTS.

BY

for tlie benefit of the

MAINE

TERMS $8.00 PER

_____

party with good experience, (chiefly in flour,)
and having a few thousand dollars in cash.
Address
.-A. B. B. B
P. O.

Don’t go by a Second-Class Route w hen
you (mu go b.v the First-Class Route
at the Lowest Rates.
GO

LtxuiunLjujMm——a——m—n———

Business Wanted,

PIANO-FORTE WAR

THE

iumuhuu

PRESS.

MORNING, OCTOBER 24. 1876.

PORTLAND, TUESDAY

ENTERTAINMENTS.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

DAILY

m

ful therefore, whether the post is such a desirable one unless the Finance department is in
facile hands. There are grave responsibilities
attaching to it and personal risks that it requires no little astuteness to escape.
The County Clerkship is a clean place and
carries with it a certain income of not less than
800,000 a year tor three years. Under our
unique system of local administration any man
is eligible to it who can write his name. Even
that qualification is not iodispensible, as the
Si^TDEtlirB CAD lift, and oftpn
hppn mnda hv
proxy. But as a concession to popular preju.
dice that standard of education has usually
been maintained in the selection of'candidates
for this clerical situation.
The Democrats ran extremely close to the
lice when they elected the present incumbent.
His name is William Walsb, but his compatriots of the Fourth and Sixth wards knew him
only and fondly by the more familiar sobriquet
of “Billy Welsh” He has made rather a Deat

thing by immigrating to this country and
turning his attention to politics.
A still more important, though less legitimately lucrative office per se is that of Surrogate
corresponding to the position of Judge of Probate, as it is called in our New England nomenclature. The salary of this functionary is

$12,000

His powers are

per annum.

large,

the

patronage at his disposal immense. He has
the appointment of numerous referees whose
compensation is of that indefinite and elastio
nature that depends far more on rapacity than
capacity. The reform coalition of last fall captured this office, choosing thereto Mr. Van.
Schaick a very estimable and upright gentleman
forthe full term of six years. But he died a few
mouths after he was installed, and bis defeated
opponent was appointed to fill the vacancy till
the next election.
The three coroners who are to be chosen are
paid by fees, and the places are estimated to be
worth $20,000 a year.
A Judge of the Superior Court and a Judge
of the Marine Court, and four Alde'men-atlarge, make up the rest of the ticket, on which
there are iu all thirteen names.
The Tammany nominee for Mayor, Smith
Ely Jr., is in all respects unexceptionable and

worthy.

He

is

a

well to do leather

mer-

chant, and has filled several offices very creditably. He has been a school officer, State Sen
ator, Supervisor, and is now serving his second
term in Congress. He was a member ef the
Board of Supervisors when it was nothing less
than an organized and defiant banditti. For a
considerable period himself and a Republican
German member were the only two of the
twelve who did not share in the crimes and the
plunder acquired by them—which made that
body infamous beyond any precedent in the anwa

^UD UIUCI

mauniuu.

and

»OU CUWICU

1UHI m

conspiracy

to despoil the city,
Tweed was their leader. There never was a
more bare faced, impudent
and undisguised
combination of thieves than
these fellows.
They carried matters with a high hand. They
audited bills in the ratio of nine dollars steal to
one dollar of value received and divided the

league

difference between themselveson a scale of distribution mutually agreed upon. Tweed got more
than any of the others, but all received their
allotted share. Mr. Ely’s only honest colleague
was of a quiet and taciturn| nature, aud rarely
displayed bis opposition except by his votes.
On Mr. Ely therefore devolved the unequal
and onerous task of stemming this seething torrent of corruption. He is not of a combative
disposition and has very little taste for controversy. But he fought the rascals gallantly and
peisistently, so much so that they resorted to
the artifice of withholding from him notices of
their meetings, in order to evade h'.s scrutiny.
He even had to appeal to the courts for a mandamus to compel them to summon him to their
councils.
To arrive at a just estimate of the courage
and manliness of Mr. Ely during this eventful
period, it is necessary to recur to the existing
demoralization prevalent throughout the whole

city. All moral sense seemed to have literally
died out of the people. Tweed bad pursued
his gigantic depredations for. several years before their very eyes and under their very noses.
And yet he was the supreme autocrat of the
Democratic party in the city, and

more

poten-

than any other one man in their ranks
throughout the state. His principal coadjutor
called himself a Republican, and contrived by
the use of bis patronage and his stolen money

tial

to keep a somewhat influential standing in that
organization. The citizens looked on, and saw
this vile gang augmenting their taxes and burying them under vast mounds of debt, yet they
made no sign.
Many of the rich property
owners made terms with the bandits in consideration of having their own estates placed
It required real pluck and
at a low valuation.
a good deal of
it to be a reformer in those
days. Whoever did so was sure to be scowled
at

by the rogues he

was

exposing and sneered

by the

populace he was endeavorimpossible to conceive of a
more idiotic, helpless and abject community
than that which inhabited the city during the

thankless
ing to eerve. It is
at

Tweed decade.
l:\inv.

linwpvf>r

No personal nor official vilp.IaatIv iMtuhlinlu'd

rlpfrAPtari

atom from any man’s chances of election,
Not merely the ig'
or re-election to office.
norant anil vicious, but the aged and respectable classes, either maintained an attitude ot
stolid indifference to tho depravity of their
local rulers, or actually fawned upon the hands
that smote them. The most startling exposure
an

of felonies substantiated by specific and irrefragible evidence failed to produce the slightest effect upon the torpid creatures who listened to them.
1 remember well that a full and minute nar-

ration

was

made to a orowded audience in

Coopor Institute one evening in November 1865
of a glaring instance in which the treasury had
been robbed of 8120,000 by the payment of a
printing bill of 8135,000 for work which—supposing it to have been done precisely of the
quality and in the quantity represented—would
havo cost on the anthority of a capable expert
only 815,000. The Ring did the printing.
They committed peijury wheu they audited the
bill aud theft wheu they took tho money. [That
was based upon documentary testimony furnished by supervisor Ely. .It acquired
the usual publicity accorded to the proceedings
of public meetings, but did not awaken a perceptible ripple of popular indignation beyond

statement

the limited assemblage to whom it was recited.
A few days afterwards Mr. Tweed’s candidate
for Mayor was elected by a decisive majority.
It did indeed seem, at that gloomy era |of

rhyme on record, “Tommy-make-room-foryour-Uncle-us” and “homunculus.” This
mixture of Latinity and slang is more striking than commendable.

municipal history, as if New York was hopelessly given ova* to rapine and destruction.
Tweed’s Ring grew stronger and bolder as each

Up to the closing of the gates on the 19th
inst. the total admissions to the Philadelphia
Exhibition were 7,020,213, and the total receipts at the gates $2,914,130.

the 4th of July, 1870—Tweed presided over a
meeting of Democrats in Tammany Hall—
playing the part of host to United States Sen-

successive election demonstrated his apparent
impregnability. Nearly five years later—on

ators and other magnates of his party in great
numbers, who joined with him in declaiming
against the extravagance and corruption of a
Bepnblicau national administration and praying for its downfall and the advent of "reform I”
It is only justice to record that Mr. Ely was
not only hostile to Tweed during all that period
but that he was almost alone in his antagon-

ism) to the robberies of his gang. The two
men sat in the same hoard of twelve
year after
year, but there was neither intercourse nor
recognition between them. Mr. Ely braved
the displeasure of his party, and hazarded his
chances of political preferment by standing
by his convictions of right, although he had
no encouragement nor support from within or
without. It would be a shabby thing to withhold from him the meed of praise to which he
is entitled, for having been upright and faithful when virtue and fidelity were unpopular
and out of fashion, and for having waited
patiently for ten years for his (ellow citizens
to realize and trample down the enormities
which he had been pointing out to them all
the while. It is no fault of his that the Bing
was not exposed and overthrown at the very
outset of its iniquitous career.
If the remainder of the Tammany ticket was

good

head, it would have a strong
claim upon popular favor., But there is no
other name on it of conspicuous excellence, and

as

as

its

there are several that make it decidedly objectionable. It looks very much as if Mr. Ely had
been selected in view of his acknowledged
availability and was to be used to carry through

less popular associates. They are most of
them of the average party stamp and perhaps
up to the usual standard, with the exception of
Delano 0. Calvin, against whom onelcharge is
made of so flagrant a character that unless
some explanation is given of it, he is likely to
prove an exceedingly vulnerable candidate,
even here where the electors as a general thing
are not at all particular whom they vote for. As
a Beferee he gave a judgment against the city
in favor of one John H. Starin, Jr., for ®389,000 on a claim which from the standpoint of
any layman would be overpaid if there were
ninety-nine per cent, taken off it. The Comptroller has appealed the case, and the judgmay be set aside. It is generally believed that it is an affair of jobbery, and that
there are a great many parties who expeot to
get a share of the spoil if the judgment is sustained. This may be an incorrect surmise, but
ment

Sa

aa

JiAlanD

4a

nn^aanianJ

and the referee are both

lawyers; that it is a
the profession for lawno mem-

ber of the bar could so far forget bis allegiance
to his order as to abate one jot or tittle of any
bill, account or charge, however excessive and
exorbitant it might be, that was asserted by a
brother lawyer. But even this plea has its
limitations. It wont count for much outside of
the craft, and as a voting power the legal profession is but a small atom in the grand mass
who cast ballots.
The anti-Tammany voters and reformers will
bestow their votes upon Andrew H. Green.

He is tbe actual, earnest, practical champion
and embodiment of genuine “reform.” With
him it is not

catch-word,
living, acting
Through impediments, misrepresenta-

faot.

but

a

a

tions and persecutions he has defended the
Treasury agaiost all besiegers. He has his reward at last in the universal respect and confi-

dence of every good citizen of New York. If
municipal politics could be separated from national he would be adopted by the Republicans, and his election as Mayor could hardly
be prevented. The fear that the concentration
of the Republican vote upon him might work
adversely to the electoral ticket may lead to a
scattering of the opposition to Tammany, by
the nomination of a full list of straight Republican candidates. In that event there wQl be a
triangular canvass with the chances strongly
in favor of Mr. Ely. The Republicans hold it
to be their first duty to save the country by carrying the state. Local issues will be subordinated to national ones. The preferences of the
party are undoubtedly in favor of Mr. Green.
But they will be set aside without a particle of
hesitation if it shall appear after a deliberate
and careful survey of the field, that by entering into a combination with the opponents of

Tammany Hall,

there will be any sacrifice of
the paramount interests of Hayes and Wheeler.
The Republicans ot New York, state and city
are nerving themselves
up {or a gigantic
struggle with their Democratic foe. They feel
that the fate of the Republic is in their hands.
They deplore the possible restoration of the
party of caste and sectionalism as the greatest

disaster which could befal the cause of free
government. All minor considerations sink
into insignificance when contrasted with the
all

absorbing questions—shall

surrendered to the

throw, or preserved
Its perpetuation?

A Wiscasset

MATTERS IN MAINE,
Accident in n Ship Vnrd.
Bath, Oct. 23.—JotUam Carleton, aged 45,
fell from the main deck into the hold of a ship
in William Rogers’ yard, this
now building

morning, and

was killed.
He leaves a wife.
The Buckaport Tragedy.
Bucksport, Oct. 23—Edward M. Smith was
to-day brought before Trial Justice Pillsbury
charged with the murder of Mr. Robert Trim,

his

daughter,

daughter

on

the Union be
who sought its overby the men who fought for

men

Yarmouth.

is to be formed in New York having for
its object the securing of a clergyman to
marry
them at clnb rates.
This going out between the acts “to make
owers

affidavit at the bar” has resulted Ln one good
thing, says the New York Mail,and that is that
a gentleman is known in the audience
by keepseat.

A rich man in

Anaheim, Cal.,

ejected from

a

had

a

poor

house because the rent

was

not paid; and the poor man’s mode of vengeance was to get into the rich man’s hallway
and die there of smallpox.
M. de Molineri beheld at the tenth milo

underground

in the Mammoth Cave the dreadful advertisement “Gargling Oil.”
“Immediately,” he says, “I looked on all sides for
‘Sozodont.’ ‘Sozodont’was not there! Thank

God!”
The old Court House in Rappahannock,
Va.,
in which John Waller, Robert Ware. John
Shackleford and James Greenwood were in
1874 arraigned for preaching the Gospel contrary to the law of the colony,is to be converted
into a Baptist church.
A correspondent writes: “While
walking up

Chestnut street in Philadelphia a few
days ago,
I was accosted by a decent-looking
man, who
presented me with a small bine card, without
saying a word. On one side of the card I read,
‘Acquaintance card. Miss: May I have the
pleasure of your company this evening. If so,
keep this card; if not, return it. Yours

truly,

Mum, Mum.’ On the reverse was a natentmedicine advertisement, which suggests the
purpose of the card. Is this one of the Centennial institutions, do you think?”
The Loan Exhibition of
Paintings at the
New York Academy of Design and
Metropolitan Museum is to bo kept open until the 10th
of November, when the Centennial Exhibition
closes. It is in many respects a more noteworthy collection than the one at Philadelphia.
Some idea of the value of the paintings included in it may be gathered from the fact that
they are insured for $1,200,000. As to the Philadelphia art-gallery, which by comparison is so
unsatisfactory, Bayard Tayior says that MrSartain, the mezzotint engraver, is responsible
for the frightful mismanagement there. One

Attorney

General Emery and County Attorney
Dutton for state. H. D. Hadlock for defend-

ant.

Low Water at Rochester.
Rochester, Oct. 23.—The Norway Plains
mill at Rochester are nearly all shut down for
lack of water, the reservoir that feeds the
Cocheco river being dry, and the river unprecedently low for this season of the year.
Accident at Somersworfh.
George D. Richardson of this place, was badly hurt in Somersworth Sunday night, by being
thrown from a wagon. Toe night was pitch
dark and his horse ran into a load of lumber,
carelessly left stradiDg in the road.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Another One.
Medway, Oct. 23 John Gormley, a lad of
9 years, was fatally shot this afternoon by a
playmate named Sheehan carelessly handling
a loaded gnn.
The White Murder.
Springfield, Oct. 23.—The examination of
Graveliu for the murder of White still continues.
Discoveries were made to-day which led
to the arrest of Henry Carpenter, who is believed to be either principal or accomplice.
Court Sentences.
Worcester, Oct. 23.—In the Superior Court
to-day John Morrissey was convicted of shooting bis wife while intoxicated last June, and
was sentenced to tho state prison for ten years
—two days in solitary confinement.
—
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Not Confirmed.
New Yokk, Oct. 23—The repotted arrival of
Tweed at the navy yard, lacks con firmation.
In the Fog.
Up to this hour we have had one of the most
dense fogs for a year past. Neither the Hudson
nor the East river can be seen from the top of
tne Western Union building, and all navigation
except by ferry boats at infrequent intervals, is
suspended. A fine drizzly rain is falling and
the streets are in a horribly muddy condition.
Notwithstand the weather, however, Broadway
and Liberty street have been crowded with people wending their way to the Centennial.
On the bay the log was so thick that very few
vessels succeeded in making their way to quarantine.
The steamship Kenilworth from Antwer p
arrived during the morning and anchored at
southwest spit, at which place the Germanic,
outward bound, is anchored having been unable to get to sea.
Other steamers due here are no doubt at a nchor off Sandy Hook, not daring to venture in.
The fog on the river tonight is thick, rendering
navigation dangerous and detention at the ferries are unavoidable.
A Foolish IHorc,
At the regular meetjjg of the Methodist ministers this morning, Rev. Mr. Dykenson moved
a vote of censure upon President Grant for visiting the Philadelphia exposition on Sunday.
Rev. Hr. Tiffany of Chicago defended the President and said he was a strict observer of the
Sabbath, and would neither use his horses nor
ailow his servants to work on that day.
No
action was taken by the body in the matter.
William Orton Dying.
William Orton, President of the Western
Union Telegraph Co. is reported dangerously
sick and he was thought to be dying at one
time last night.
New York Rascality.

Two highwaymen were arrested in the streets
up town last night; also two roughs for outraging and robbing an unknown servant girl; and
a brute was arrested for cutting|a man’s face
to pieces while defending a woman from his
»
attacks,
Henry Schamb for killing Henry Belts, was
sentenced
in
the Hudson county court,
today
N. J., to be hung Dec. 8lh.
The Steamer Colon.
Judge Barrett of the Supreme Court has denied a motion lor vacating the attachment by
the commissioners of taxes, against the Pacific
Mail Co.’s steamer Colon, and stay of proceedings pending an appeal to the United States
Supreme Court, on the eround that the attach.
ment was not an enforcement of
judgment
against the Co., holding them liable to be assessed, but was an official action of the commissioners without process of court.
Railroad ktrike.
The engineers and firemen on the New Jersey Central Railroad struck work at 12 o’clock
to-night. Wherever trains happened to be the
engineers damped the fires and the men left
the eugines. The consequence is that all traffic on the road is stopped and many trains en
route are uiiabie to proceed.

reasons

governed the Commission in refusing to
strike out the supplemental awards,whichwould
have disposed at once of the whole
difficulty.
As the awards stand at present, they are not
which

only without value to those who have received

them,

bnt also a lasting scandal and disgrace
to the nation. It is greatly to be regretted that
the management of the Centennial, which has

been,

on the whole, se intelligent and
honest,
should be obliged in its last hours to suffer
the imputations which will arise from this

scandal.

METEUKOl.OlilCAL.

A European IVar and Our Ronds.
New Yobk, Oct. 23.—A Washington special
says Secretary Morrill does Dot think that in
the event of war in Europe either the status of
our securities generally, or more
particulary
that of 4£ per cent, loan and its growing success, would be materially affected.
Should
Russia engage in war the demand for our bonds
might be choked temporarily, but eventually it
would benefit them, because they would be
more sought after as reliable securities.
Interfering With Our Neighbors.
Washington, Oct. 23—A Washington special this atternoon says there is a rumor in official circles that our government is drawing
up
a note to be addressed
to the Spanish government protesting agaiDst the rigid persecutions
of Protestants throughout Spaiu and demanding that they be accorded religions liberty. According to the same authority this matter
has been the subject of correspondence between
our government
and Great Britain and understanding reachedjthatiformal protest shall be
made by each government as has been done
by

Germany.

POLITICAL
Effect el'

Passible Democratic Victory
the National Credit.
Washington, Oct. 23.—Notwithstanding the
emphatic statements by August Btlmout aud
ethers, letters have been received here from
London saying that the Syndicate will not
make any efforts in connection with
funding
American securities beyond what the contract
compels them to do, until tbe question of the
Presidential election is settled; and that in case
Governor Tildeu is elected, they do not believe
it would be possible to rnaae any additional
steps successful. Not only have such advices
been received here from London, but similar
letters have reached persous representing certain Syndicate interests in New York. Farther
than this, since Mr. Belmont’s card appeared,
emphatic statements from persous authorized
to speak on the subject, bave been received
here, asserting its incorrectness The presentation of this aspect of the Presidential question
has excited the Democrats here more than any-

Col.

Oscar A. Mack, inspector of national
And formerly aid on Thomas’s
staff,
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died
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paigu, and the whole machinery under control
t>f that party has been set actively at work to
deny the charge.
The Mouth OaroHua Mitiintiou.
Columbia, S. C., Oct. 23.—Troops are arriving daily. Thirteen companies are now in Columbia and twenty four in other parts of the
state. Affidavits affirming peace and submission to the law are received daily. The
political campaign is conducted vigorously by both
parties. The so-called rifle clubs have all disbanded. The colored militia are still organized.

THE INDIANS.
filifilereucc of Opiuion.
Oct.
23.—Gen.
Sherman,
speaking 01 Iudian affairs at Fort Peck, said
Hull
could
not be coming in to do vioSitting
lence, because he hasjouly a handful of [followers. perhaps not twenty men.
“The old fellow
is tired of fighting and worn out with harassing.
Almost all his warriors have left him, and he
wants to come in now to be cared for and fed.
He sees he has no chance now but this, except
of being hunted down by soldiers who are after
him continually.”
Frontier meD who profess to know Sitting
Bull and his warriors do not ogree with this
view. They say that his visit will not prove
of a pacific character. There are no
troops at
Fort Peck, which is only a trading post for Indians on the Missouri, and hence, wuatever the
object of liis coming there, Sitting Bull can
have his own way. It is inferred that he is
going to raid all along the Missouri for supplies and ammunition.

Washington,

The Express Robbers.
Salt Lake, Utah, Oct 23.—Geo. W.
Rose,
a private detective of this
city, was to-day
arrested ou a charge of complicity with the
messenger in robh ng the Wells, Fargo & Co
Express between this city and Ogden.

TWENTY’ four

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal
)
Officer, Washington, D.C.
1
Oct. 24, (1 A.’
M.))
For New Knglnud,
Falling barometer, warmer, southerly winds
veering to cooler westerly, threatening and
rainy, succeeded during the afternoon or night
by clearing weather.

Mo.

Another INaine Vessel Wrecked.
Gloucester, Mass., Oct. 23.—The schooner
Barraeouta of Newbury brought in the wreck
of the schooner Ocean Ranger. She picked
her up Wednesday, 99 miles off Thatcher’s

Murdered.
New Orleans, Oct. 23.—A special to the
W. .1. Law was murdered
that
Bulletin states
near Bastrop, La
Saturday night. Law was
riding out of town when he was tired upon and
mortally wounded and his horse killed. No
clue to the assassin.
MINOR

Secretary

Di«»eiu»ion» in

total loss. The crew were saved.
Wreck of a Jlnine Vessel.

returned to

Washingtou

Internal revenue receipts yesterday, £575 033.

CuBtoms, £530,273.

Switzerland.

Portland Wholesale Market.
Monday, October 23.—The markets are quite firm
to-day, but they partake the spirit ot the times to a
great degree and when the prospect ot a Eupropean
war strengthen they correspondingly grow stronger
and prices show jui inclination to advance, consequently to-day they are not quite so strong as last
week, but sales have been very good at the last quoted prices. Sugars are strong and in good demand.
Corn is in excellent demand but the 6upply is still
small.

and a colored man. From the survivors
he learns that the brig Almira sailed from
Portland Sunday. 14th instant. She blew away
her sails and was wrecked the same night.
The captain and crew, five in all,taking to a
hastily constructed raft, on which they were
found, having with them only a part of a
gallon of molasses for nourishment, the survivors have no recollection of them, but supposed the captain died Thursday. The other
members of the crew jumped from the raft
into the sea the forenoon of Saturday, and
were drowned.
The bodies of the captaiu aud
seaman wero buried in the sea.
The two survivors are improving, and are well provided
for at the Central House.
[The Almira was about thirty years old, and
ton

Receipts.
Boston & Maine Railroad.—Josselyn &
Domestic

By
Co 1 car feed and 4

do flour, Waldron & True 3 do
Norton, Chapman & Co 6 do flour, Rufus Peering & Co 1 do lumber, G Truej& Co 1 do corn, Hathaway & Woods 1 do flour, D W Coolidge 4 do flour,
Howes, Hilton & Co 2 do flour, W L Alden 1 do
flour, D Keazer 2 do flour, G A Hunt & Co 1 do
flour, W S Jordan 1 do flour, C B Varney 2 do flour,
J F Kandal)& Co 1 do flour, Woodbury «& Latham 1
do flour, King, Gilman <& Co 1 do flour, Hopkins &
Son 1 do flour, Parrott & Chase 3 do corn, Hallowell Mau’fg Co 1 do cotton, Cabot Mau’g Co 2 do cotton, Lawrence & Blackwell 1 do flour, James A
Craighton 1 do flour, Preble & Dunton I do bran,
Bates Man’f Co 1 do cotton, G W True & Co 2 do
corn. Andro. Mills 2 do cotton, A L Loring 1 do bran,
A S Lowery 1 do bran. S W Taaxter & Co 2 do corn,
Paris Flouring Co 1 do do oats. Holway & Robinson
2 do flour, Keusell, Tabor & Co 4 do corn and 1 do
bran, J B Fiske 2 flour, J H Bonney «& Co 1 do flour,
Waldron & True 1 do oats, D W Taue & Co 2 do
corn.

formerly owned in Portland and employed
in the West India trade. 1
British Barque Wrecked.
Havana, Oct. 23.—The British barque M. E.
Chapman, with coal from Philadelphia, was
lost in the hurricane Thursday night ou Cayo
Diego, near Cienfuegos. The officers and crew
were saved by a Spanish man-of-war.
Three unknown vessels are reported ashore
on the coast near Cienfueeos.
The Hurricane.
Partial accounts from the interior of the
island report that the cane was much broken
up by the hurricane, and the damage done is
serious.
Two steamers have arrived from Spain,
bringing 1000 sold'ers each.
was

flour.

t

By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G
W. True & Co.
_

Foreign JBxpovu.
HHALLFAX, NS. Br Steamer Alhambra-f)50O
bbls Hour, 100 do oatmeal, 90 do beans. 352 bags feed,
399 do bran, 4000 ft lumber, 420 galls oil.
MATANZAS. Brig Agenora—5000 shooks and
heads, 670 prs heading, 297 boxes herring, 400 kits of
mackerel, 100 boxes haddock, 585 bbls potatoes.
Foreign Imports.
Br Scbr Bonetta—220 tons plaster
50 doz eggs to A D Wliidden.

KEMPT, NS.

FOREIGN.

Market
[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Oct. 23.]
$1,000 Eastern R., new bonds,. 47
50 Boston & Maine Railroad. 95}
10 Eastern Railroad.... 6}
Bouton block

The Eastern War Cloud.
A

MORE

SILVER

LINING.

TURKISH

Roumelia

VICTORIES.

Declares

10c.

Independ-

ence.

European market!.
London, October 23—1.00 P.M.—Consols at 241
aud
account.
for money
London, October 23—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, 1865s, 1023; 10-10s,* 1071:
Erie at 10$.
new 5s, at 105g.
London, October 23—1.30 P. M.—Consols 94J for
money and account.
Liverpool, October 23.—12.30 P. M.—The Cotton
market is firm; Middling uplands at 5 15-16d; do
Orleans at 6|d jsales 14,000 bales, including 2000 bales
for speculation and export; leeeipts 9,000 bales, all
American.
MARRIED.

New Fork Stock and Monev Market*
New York. October 23—Evening.—Money market
easy at 2 @ 3 per cent, on call. Sterling Exchange
quiet and weak at 482} @ 482} for 60 day sand 481} @
484} for demand.
Gold declined from 109} to 109} on improvement in
English consols, but became more active and strong
under cable dispatch announcing probable alliance
ofltoumania with Russia, the price reaching and
closing at 110; carrying rates 1 and } per cent, and
borrowing rates fiat ana 1, 2, and 3 per cent, per

and 1-64 per cent, per diem. The clearances
at the Gold Exchange Bank were $23,680,000.
The
customs receipts to-day were $304,000.
Treasury
disbursements $18,800 gold and $9400 in silver. Governments 6teady. State bouds neglected.
The following were the ciosmg quotations of Government securities:

lasting pacification.

Brussels. Oct. 23.—A special from Vienna
that Gen. Ignatieff, Ambassador at
Constantinople, will insist on a six weeks
armistice. He is instructed to explain Russia’s
motives to the Porte. It is believed bis representations will be moderately couched and will
not take the form of an ultimatum and that the
other powers will support Russia’s proposals.
London, Oct. 23.—A steady advance in consols and other international stocks, which fell
during last week’s panic, indicates the prevailing impression here that a war is not imminent
and that a peaceable solution of the eastern
question is not impossible.
The Times says:
There is perhaps danger that unreasonable
alarms may be succeeded by unreasonable
hopes, but is evident that we need not despair
of seeing the crisis pass away without hostilities between Russia and Turkey.
A despatch from Vienna to the Times says
the most touching harmony reigns again among
the powers. Germany’s answer, uttered with
that almost cynical frankness, which has more
than once startled didomaev mav he credited
with having brought the
understanding about.
A despatch to lteuter from Constantinople,
announces that the government has discovered
a conspiracy to murder the Grand Viezier and
Midhot Pasha, and consequently arrested two
Ulemans of high rank, and Ramiz Pasha.
The culprits have been exiled to Vanons
Islands. Other arrests are expected.
A despatch from Bucharest says Roumania
has resolved upon declaring her independence.
The government relinquishes all claim upon
European protection, replacing it with an
alliance with Russia. A proclamation is about
to be issued proclaiming Prince Charles
King
of Roumania. The army will be mobilized and
paper currency issued.
The despatch creates great excitement hereIt is generally considered that this action by
Roumania will retard and perhaps break off
entirely the negotiations for peace now going
announces

Fightiog in the Simok and Morava Valleys
and on the Drina has been renewed with great
Gen. Tchernayeff telegraphs
stubbornness.
that the Turks are repulsed, but the evidence of
newspaper correspondents is unanimous that
the Servians were badly whipped audjlost 1500
men
in their attempt on Saitsch&r, and 3000
about Deligard, according to Standard special.
The Turks have taken all tbe positions to within cannon shot of Djunio and very likely will
take the latter, whereupon Deligrad, Alexinatz,
Gen. Tchernayeff’s new
headquarters at
Kaonlck, and tbe whole Moravan Valley will
be in their hands.
This new aspect of affairs is likely to hasten
Russian action, either for war or peace. Russian officers, of whom there is said to be 14 for
each Servian battalion, suffered heavily in the

recent

fighting.

Belgrade, Oct. 23.—The Servians admit
that theffiurks captured Krevet Heights, southwest of Djauis after three days
fighting. A
Servian bulletin says although the position is
its
loss
is
believed
indecisive. As
important
Djanis oommands the Servian line, the position
isgreported critical and Russia’s active aid is
anxiously awaited.
London, Oct. 24 —A despatch to the Standard from Djnnis says that there was no fighting Sunday. The Turks have advanced their
headquarters five miles. The storming of a
fortified mountain, over which tbe highway to
Kruscbevatz runs, is still to be done.
The Standard’s Belgrade correspondent represents that unparalleled distress prevails in both
armies and throughout Servia. Unless peace
is speedily proclaimed, the covntry will be
totally ruined. There is no suffering in Belgrade, but in tbe interior thousands of people
are starving.
The majority of the soldiers are
wearing their summer lineu uniforms and have
no blankets.
There are 180,000 Bulgarian and
Bosnian refugees In Servia.
The same correspondent reports that the
Russian diplomatists say Gen Jgnatieff has
been instructed to inform the Sultan that
Russia makes the Eoglish proposals hero with
additional guarantees. If the Porte rejects
them, intervention will be begun simultaneously by Russia, Greece and Roumania.
A telegram from Vienna states that the
interpellation relative to the Eastern question.
wnicu
it
is
proposed to introduce in the
Reichsrath, is regarded in diplomatic circles as
ao error of jadgment, as the Austrian
policy is
still adhesion to the triple alliaoce.
A telegram from Coustautiuople announces
that Geu. Iougateff will have a private audience with the Sultan to-day.
The Times despatch from Berlin also says
that the Porte is ready to grant Russia’s latest
demands provided the integrity of the Ottoman
Empire is guaranteed.
A despatch to the Daily Telegraph from St.
Petersburg states that Lord Loftus has no diplomatic mission at Lavidia.
The Czar prolongs his stay thero till December, therefore
the ordinary conduct of political business is
transferred to Lavidia.
London, Oct. 24 —In

Currency 6’s.

123}

The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co, ex.
713
Pacific Mail. 233
New York Central & Hudson R R.104
Erie..
11}
Erie prelerred...21
Michigan Central. 48}
Panama.129
Union Pacific Stock.63
Lake Shore.......... oog
Illinois Central. 83}
Pittsburg R...89
Chicago & Northwestern.
4ug
Chicago <& Northwestern prelerred.62}
New Jersey Central... 36}
Rock Island....4..
102}
St. Paul. 28}
St. Paul preferred..
59$
Ohio & Mississippi..........
11}
Delaware & Lackawanna. 78}
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 16
Missouri Pacific. 3}
Atlantic & Pacific preferred. 2
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
Union Pacific.
Land Grants.

,109|

105$

100}
Sinking Funds.
9l|
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st. ]g}
Guaranteed.7..........
17
Providence Print Cloths Market.
j
Providence, R. I., October 23.—The Printing
Cloths market is dull at 4} @ 4gc for 64 x 64 standard
auu

extra wuuuut

any important

sates.

Domestic markets.
NKw York, October 23—Evening.—Flour—receipts
9916 bbls; the marketiis still slightly iu buyers tavor with only a light
trail! doing for export and
home use; Bales 10,800 bbls; No 2 at 3 40 @ 4 U0; Superfine Western and State at 4 60 @ 5 00; exra Western anil State (at 5 25 @ 5 50; choice Western and
Slate at 5 55 @ 5 65; White Wheat Western extra at
5 70 @ 6 75; hancy White Wheat Western at 6 80
@
8 00; extra Ohio at 5 23 @ 7 00; extra St Louis at 5 30
@ 8 25; Patent Minnesota extra at 7 60 @ 8 75; choice
at 9 00 @ 9 50; Southern at 5 30 @ 8 75. Kye flonr is
steady at 4 40 @ 5 10 for suptrfine. Cornnteal a shade
firmer at 2 85 @ 3 40. Wheat—receipts 131,438
bush;
the market is about lc lower with only a limited export and milling demand; sales ol 122,000 bush; 1 12
® 1 17 for ungraded Spring; 117 ® 1 2g for Mixed
Spring; 1 24 for new No 3 Milwaukee; 1 26 for new
No 2 Chicago; 1 20 for old No 2 Milwaukee in store:
1 26 @ 1 28 for Winter Red Western; 1 35 for Amber
State; 132 for Amber Western; 1 30 for White Canada afloat and bond. Ryo firmer; 73 @ 80c for Western; 85 @ 92c for Jersey, Penn, Canada and State.
Barley dull and declining; uugraded Canaifa at 1 15;
very choiec 6-rowed State 1 U0. Barley Malt is quiet;
No 2 Canada at 112}. Corn—receipts 181,370
bush;
the market is a } @ lc lower with a
light trade for
export and and home use; sales 78,000 bush; 58 @
for
58}c
graded and ungraded steamer Mixed; 58}c
for graded low Mixed; 58} ® 58Jc for
graded Mixeu;
59} @ 60c for graded Nol; 58® 60c for ungraded
Western Mixed ; 59 @ 60c for KansaB Mixed, latter
extreme; 59}c lor steamer Yellow; 60c for Yellow
Western on track; 59c for No 2 White. Oats—receipts 82,892 bush; the market is without important
change wiili a moderate trade demand; sales 50,000
bush; 31} @ 48c for Mixed Western and State; 33 ®
50c tor White Western and State,
including rejected
at 31}c; New York No 3 White at
36c; New York No
Id 10}® 41c; Mixed Western
3!}®41}c;
White do at 36 ® 42c;; Mixed State 46 ® 461c;
White
do 47 @ 50c; old Mixed Western at 48. Coftee—Rio
quiet, supply light; 16 @ !9}c gold lor cargoes; 16 ®
20}c gold tor job lots
Sugar is very firm at 9 @ 91c
for fair to good refining
;9|c for prime; refined firm at
10|cl'or standard; 11 ® ll}c for powdered; 1 lie lor
granulated; 11} ® 1 ljc lor crushed. Molasses quiet

-------

-----
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seller for October; 15 30 seller all
year.
is in
lair demand bat lower; nctv 9}
cash; 101 old: seller
October 9 50 @ 9 55; seller Novomber at 9 35 to) 9 371
Bulk Meats are steady and unchanged; shoulders at
t>$c; short rib middles at 84; short clear middles HI
Receipt*—13,000 bbls dour, 119,000 oush wtieai 179
000 bash corn, 56,000 busn oats
40,000 bosh barley
J1
8.000 busb ol rye.
Shipments-11,000 bbls tiour,77,0C0 bush wheat 3R1
000 bush corn, 55,000 bush oats, 12,000 Dash
barley
760 busb rye,
On the call of the board In the afternoon—Wheat
strong and higher 1 llg(selier November; 1131 seller
December. Corn higher at 43Jc seller for November
Oatstirm. Provisions firmer but unchanged.
Toledo, October 23. Flour is steady. Wheat is
steady; No 3 White Wabash 1 22; No 1 White Micliigauat at 1 23; No 3 White Michigan at 117- Amher
Michigan 1 21J; seller November 122; No 2 Amber
Michigan at 113; No 2 Bed Winter at 1 27-No 2 at
119; seller November at 120; No 3 Bed at 113 No 2
Amber lUlnoisIl 24. Corn is dull; High
49Jc
low Mixed at 49c; new 484c; no grade at
484cat 47c; damaged new 40c. Oats
steady;
381c
1
rejected at27c.
Receipts—300 bbls flour, 34,000 bush Wheat. 25 000
bush Coni, 6,000 hush Oats.
Shipmems-800 bbls flour, 29,000 bush Wheat SR
000 bush Corn, 4,000 busb Oats.

Larii

a

Mixed’
new’
White’
■

Milwaukee, October 23.—Flour

in fair demand
and steady. W heat opened unsettled at
advance »c
and closed farm; No 1 .Milwaukee at
118; No 2 Milwaukee at 1134; seller November at 1 144; seller for
December at 116;|No 3 Milwaukee at 1 osj,
Corn in
scarce and higher; No 2at 47
@ 48c. Oats are steady
and in fair demand; No 2 at 32c. Bye is nominallv
firmer; No 1 at 024c. Barley higher and in fair
mand; No 2 Spring at 86c; No 3 Spring at 49J fa) 50c
Provisions quiet and unchanged.
Receipts—11,000 bbls flour, 100,000 bnsL wheat
Shipments—16,000 flour, 21,000 bush wheat, g
Detroit, October 22.—Flour is active at 6 25 ®
6 50.
Wheat is veiy slow, and prices fuliv maintained; extra White Michigan at 1 304 ;No 1 White Michigan^ 25. Corn is nominal; No 1 Mixed at 52 ® 53c
Oats quiet and firm—White 404c; Mixed 371c asked
Receipts—1,589 bbls flour, 1,550 Oush wheat
hush corn, 5,669 bush oats.
Shipments—1525 bbls flour, 31,303 bush wheat 4->q
hash corn, 0000 bush oats.
Sr. Louis, October 23.—Flour is firm and
unchanged. Wheat is inactive and lower: No 2 Hod
Fall at 124 for cash; 1 224 bid at close; No 3 ltod
fall at 113 @1134 cash. Corn is dull
lowerNo 2 Mixed at 41 ® 41§c cash; 41c seller
Oats dull; No 2 at 33jc. Bye dull and
drooping
P 8 at 57
7
Pork
bid.
dull
and unchanged.
@ 574c
Receipts—6000 bids Hour, 72,00u oush wheat 77
000 bush corn, 31,000 bush Oats, 44,000 bush barlai
oariey,
5.000 bush rye, 000 hogs, 00 cattle.

d£
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Prorogued.

London, Oct.

23.—The council previously
held by the Queen at Balmoral
was further prorogued from
Oct. 30th to Dec. 12th.
was

to-da.v. Parliament

Cleveland, October 23.—The Petroleum
unchanged.
I

INDIA.
Teirible Famine in India.
London, Oct 23.—A Calcutta despatch to
Times
the
states that the prospects for crops in

coup...U5§

@
85; se.ler October quoted at 16 70 @ 16 75; seller
November 16 00 bid; seller all the year 15 85 ® 15 90;
seller January 15 80 @ 15 9,1. Beef is
quiet at 8 ®
10. Cut Meats quiet; middles dull and
heavy; 91c
for Western long clear; city
clear at 9}.
Lard
long
opened decided lower and closed firmer; prime steam
at 9 95 ® 10 00: new 10 00
@ 10 15; old seller October
November at 9 85; seller for January
J at
J°o£°A8;r
itr closing
9
80 ® 9 85,
9 85.
Freights to Liverpool—The market is heavy.
Ohioago, October 23.—Flour in light demand and
holders firm. Wheat is quiet and steady;
No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 09} @ 1 10 cash; 1 10J seller for Novemher; 1 12} seller December; No 3 Chiccago Spring
at 95c® 102}; rejected at 84
@ 94c. Corn is dull
and shadejlower; No 2 at
43Jc cash; 43| ® 43}c seller
November; rejected 43}c. Oats dull and shade lower
at 32} ® 32}c ior cash or December.
Rye is steady
and uuchauged.
Barley is steady and unchanged.

GREAT BRITAIN.

announced

United States 5-20’s,1865, new.112}
United States 5-20’s,1867.
115}
United States 5-20’s, 1868 .116}
United States new 5’s.114}
United States lo-40s,

andluricbangcd. Rice is unchanged. Petroleum is
dull and heavy; crude at 12}; refined at
26c; cases at
30. Tallow steady at 8| ® 8}. Naval Stores—Rosin
is unchanged.
Turpentine is steady at 35c for spirits. Pork dull; futures shade
lower; new mess 16 75
16

semi-official statement the Post announces that the Porte acweeks
armistice, suggesting a furthcepts a six
er prolongation of six weeks, if at the conclusion of the first six the deliberations are incomplete, and if at the end of twelve weeks no
settlement is reached, that there he a farther
aimist ce of two mouths. The Reuter telegram
confirms this statement precisely, except as to
the proposals for the prolongations of the armistice which they say are made as conditions
not as suggestions. The Post denies that RusThe Ottoman
sia has sent an ultimatum.
government has not been summoued to subject
its foims to commissioners protected by an
It is to be hoped that the two
armed force.
powers who are in direct negotiation may come
to a speedy understanding.
England, while
having withdrawn interference will resent any
infraction of the stipulations of the treaty of
Paris.
A special to the Daily News from Pesth says
the Russians believe that if the Turks take
Kruschevatz, Russia will make a armed intervention.
From Belgrade comes the news that General
Tcbernayeff has withdrawn from Djunio and
the road is open to Kruschevatz.
It is reported that the hospodar PriDco
Charles is to be proclaimed King of Roumauia.
Bucharest, Oct. 23—It is reported that the
battle array of the concentrated Roumanian
army has been officially published, and that
Prince Charles assumes command.

Parliament

United States 6s, 1881, coup.118}
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.112f

New

market

Fork,October 23.—Cotton is dull; Middlin'*
0

uplands at lOJc.

Charleston, October 23,-Cotton steady; Mid-

1 dling uplands at lOJc.

[

Mobile, October 2.-Cottou is Urmer;

uplands lOJc.

SPOKEN.
Sept 26, lat 10 N, Ion 118, ship Monte Rosa, Carter,
from San Francisco for Queenstown.

SPECIAL .NOTICES.
D fit.

THAYER,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

BE

CAN

—

at

OF

CDARRE

liis rooms in

In this city, Oct. 22, Annie F. Ames, aged 13 years
6 months,—youngest daughter of the late Frank J.
and Maria A. Ames, and adopted daughter of Asa L.
and Mary E. Ames.
[Funeral services Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock.]
In Deering, Oct. 23, Mr. Joseph Maxfield, aged 64
years.
In South Bridgton, Oct. 17, Mrs. Mary S widow of
the late Eliott Staples, aged 87 years.

SWAN & BARRETT,

DEPARTURE OP STEAMSHIPS.

Portland Municipal 6s,
Portland Aid Railroad 6s,

FOR

DATE

Clyde.New York. .Havana.Oct 24

Russia.New York. .Liverpool_.Cct 25
City of New York .New York. .Havana.Oct 26
Cimbria.New York. .Hamberg.Oct 26

Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct

28
28
28

Leo.New York. .Nassau. <&c.. .Oct
California.New York .Glasgow.Oct
Australia.New York. .London.Oct 28
Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool.Oct 28
City of Chester.New York. .Liverpool_Oct 28

Atlas.Boston.Liverpool.Oct 28
City of Havana.New York. Havana.Oct 28
Scythia,.New York. .Liverpool.Nov 1
Atlas.New York. .Kingston, &c.Nov 1
Columbus.New

York..Havana...,, Nov 2

Sardinian.Quebec..Liverpool.Nov
Ethiopia.New York.. Glasgow.Nov

Elysia.New York. .London.Nov
Andes...New York...Aspinwall... .Nov
Marathon. Boston.Liverpool....Nov

4
4
4
4
4

""""""—w—

Almanac....October 34.
Sun rises.6.24 I High water.4.13 PM
Sun sets.6.04 | Moon sets.10.20 PM
Miualurr

MARINE

H. M. Payson& CO.,
BANKERS AND BROKERS,

BATES

32 Exchange Street.
eodtf

my27

34 PAt.K ROW, NEW YORK.

Dr. Wilbor’s Cod Liver Oil
and Lime. Invalids need no longer dread to take
that great specific for Consumption, Asthma, ana
threatening Coughs,—Cod Liver Oil. As prepared
by Dr. Wilbor, it is robbed of the nauseating taste,
and also embodies a preparation of the Phosphate of
Lime, giving nature the very article required to aid
the healing qualities of the oil, and to recreate
where disease has destroyed. This article also forms

J. H. Bates, late ot
D. R. Locke, o Locke A
S. M. Pettengill A Oo.
Jones,'Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

T. C. EVANS,
RAISING

ADV

106

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Dealer in Wood aod Metal Type ar.d all kinds ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements! nserted in any
paper iu the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

by all respectable druggists throughout the country,
and should be kept in every family, for convenience
of instant use on the first appearance of Coughs or
Irritation on the Lungs. Manufactured only by A.
B. Wilbor, Chemist, Boston. Sold by all druggists.

ESTABLISHED IN 1819.

S. M. PETTENGILL & CO.’S

eodlw

'

CHINESE.
eep26

furnished gratis for

Estimates

Newspapers in the United

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT
No. 5 Washington Building,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

S. K. NILES,
ADVERTISING

I

Street,

nd British Proviucea.
Office No. 6 Tremont

OF

—

^OVERTIMING AGENTS
FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.
Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
.’ype, Presses, etc.

A

Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

I will open next Saturday,

5J_“CALLED” BONDS.

October

14th,

The Greatest Bargains
—

the finest and largest assortment
of

ALWAYS (iETTUE BEST!

ever

all

the Novelties
Season.

ARE AGENTS FOR THE

of

Fox.
Brig Agenora, Walls, Matanzas—J D Lord.
Sch Aiizona, Maxwell, Georgetown, PEI—master.
Scbs Mai cell ns, Remick.and Vandalia, Betts, Bangor—S W Thaxter.
Sch Caroline Kriesclier, Devereux, BaDgor—S W
Thaxter.
Launched—At Searsport 18th, by Capt J C Nicka wbiteoak ship of 1300 ton*, owned by the builders, Capt Peleg Nickels, (who is to command her)

els,

towed to

Bangor

to load

deals tor Europe.
At Millbridge 17th. by Nathan Hinckley, a brig of
500 tons, named Henry T Wing, owned by the builder and others and to be commanded
by Capt Aaaron
H Small.
Capt V C Coffin, of Addison, has a three-masted
echr of 325 tons on the stocks, to be lauuehed about
the Middle of November,—for sale.

in Plain, Boiled and Grog Grain Ribbons
from 1 to 9 inches wide,
in all colors, still selling at last summer's low prices.

50 Pieces Silk Web Velvets
in Cold find Black in 5 different gradm

or not.

for Stulls ani

Buying all

Insurance Companies,

FOR

OF LONDON,
I

$35,000,000
oc9

BOSTON

Underwriters,
OF

Assets,
I N

$3,000,000

slj~R,

E S

[FROM MERCHANT'S EXCHANGE.?
Ar at New York 23d. brig R W Messer, Hewett,
Invertkettiug; ech Grace Webster, Young, from Cardenas.
Ar at Philadelphia 22d, sch Nellie F Sawyer, from

Also other classes of property at fair

MEMORANDA.

lantsails.

Barque Keystone. Thompson, from Baltimore fo^
has been abandoned and sunk at sea. All
hands saved. The Keystone registered 56# tons, was

Lynn, E,

built at Pembroke in 1867 and hailed from Boston.
Sch S J Gilmore, Sylvester, from Bangor for New
York, was run into 20th, off Eaton’s Neck, Long Islaue, by one of the Sound steamers, and cut down to
water on port side, carried away fore and main rigging, demolished bouse, &c. Was towed to NYork.
Sch Annie W Barker was successfully floated on
the 19th, and is to be towed to Baltimore lor repairs.
She is leaking badly. After making necessary repairs, will load at Baltimore for Rio Janeiro.
Sch D B Everolt, lrom Sagua for New York, which
put into Savannah in distress, had experienced bad
tails, and received other light
weather, lost
^

audjplit

damage.
Sch Carrie Alice, which was burned at Ocracoka
Inlet, had a cargo ot fish, furniture, lumber, and

gunny clotb. She is to be raised and towed to Norfolk, and probably will be rebuilt.
Sch Mary A Harmon. Mahlman.at New York from
Demarara, teports, 14th inst, in a NW gale stove
bulwarks, &c.
Sch Medford, from Bangor for Boston, was ashore
at Lovell’s Island 21st.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 13th, barqne Penang, Patten, Nanaimo.
PENSACOLA—Ar 16th, sch Almeda Wiley, Wiley,
New York.
JACKSONVILLE-Ar I6tb, sch W G Moseley,
Warren, Boston.
SAVANNAH—Sid 21st, brig Lizzie M Merrill,Williams, Havre.
CHARLESTON—Sid Igth, sch Georgie D Loud, for
New Haven.
Sid 21st. sch M G Moseley, for Weymouth.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar i7th, sell Helen M Condon, McCarty, Searsport.
RICHMOND, Va—Sid 18th, sch J C Crafts, Greeley, New York.
FORTRESS MONROE— Passed in LOlIt. barque
Florence Peters, Mountlort, from Canleuas lot Balti-

more.

ALEXANDRIA—Sid 20th, sch Carrie Walker, (fm
Georgetown) for an eastern port.
BALTIMORE—Cld 2tst, schs Ward J Parks, Bogart, Boston; TS Me Lellan, Farr, Portland; ME
Rawley, Rawley, Rockport.
PHILADELPHIA—At 21st, brig Eugenia, Veazic,
Turks Island.
Cld 21st, sch F A Bailey, Hutchinson,tor Portland;
Clara Fletcher. Satgent, Barhadoes.
NEW YORK—Ar 20th,schs Ulrica RSmith,Smith,
and Addie M Bird, Fales,Windsor. NS; Seventy-Six,
Teel, Calais; Kate Clark, Guntil], Eastport; Wellington, Lewis, Orland; M J Laughton, Hallowell,
Whiting; Charlie & Willie, Cousins, Spruce Head;
Ellen Morrison, Clftord, Kennab*c; S J Gilmore, Sylvester, do; L L Mills, Armstrong, and A L Perkins,
Thompson, Bangor; Laura A V*ebb,Hatch; Ocean
Wave, Lansil, and H Curtis, Haskell, from Bangor;
Grand iBlanil, Mclntire, and D Davidson. Lewis,
Rockport; Win Thomas, Littlejohn, Hallowell; A
Hammond, Goldtbwaite. Saco; Edw Everett. Thurston, fm Rockland; Washington Freeman, RobinBon,
Thomaston; Mary Helen, Sanborn, tm Portland for
-Lwauiii jcj

messcr, vjre-

gory, ami Kocheko, from Boston for Philadelphia:
A McNichols, do lor Port Johnson.
Ar 21st, barque B F Watson, (new, 99C tons) Hawkins, Baih ; schs Almeda, Smith, Hillsboro, NB;
Anna Frye, Smith, Kocklaud, NB; M Sewall, Haskell, Deer isle; Tany Tot, trom Hallowed; Huzzar,
Matthews, Ellsworth, with loss ot mainsail by collision; R M Brookings, Brown, Kennebec; Aliston,
Fitzgerald, Wiscasset; Geo B Ferguson, Ferguson,
Belfast; Mary B Rogers, Gardiner; Albert Dailey,
Naeon.do; Sami Hart, Brown, Boston; Mahaska,

Williams, Portland; Sophie, Barrington, do; Orizon,
Otis. Bath; Harry Percy, Percy, do.
Old 21st, brig Anna Elizabeth, Burgess, St Thomas
gch J C Rogers, Fletcher, Boston.
At Hart Island 20th, schs Alaska, lm Windsor, NS;
das H Deputy, from Bath; Hannie Westbrook, and
Nellie Belle,from Bangor; Mott-Haveo, from Calais;
Sahwa, from Boston.
Passed through Hell Gate 21st, barque Sarah, Ingersoll, from Port Johnson lor Portlaud, (and anchored at Hart Island.)
NEW LONDON—Ar 19th, sch Marion Draper, lm
Boston for New York.
Sid 19tb, sch Kenduskeag, for New Haven, having
repaired.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 20th, brig J II Crandon, Pierce.
Memel; sch Tantamount, Gilkey, Bangor.
PROVIDENCE Ar 21st, schs Hampton, Fletcher,
Calais; Wm D Gargill, Rich, do; Express, Emery,
Rockland.
Sid 20th, sch Howard Holder, for Portland; Atlantic, Knowlton, New York.
BRISTOL—Ar 19th, sch Mary, Ilallowell, from
^

Dennysville.

FOB

—

AND

Rooms

We have the pleasure to inform you that
opening our fall stock of

French

Pattern

Sterling

ON

we

are

now

Belfast Banking:
—

London,

FOB SALK BY

an

inspection of

stock

our

Thursday, Oct. 19, 1876.

H. F.

nly

BAILEY’S

New Book

Bindery

49 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.y
UP STAIRS,

Portland,

Mo.

Mnsic, Magazines, Newspapers
and various Periodicals of the day
bound in any desired style.
Giving my personal attention to
the business 1 hope to have a
share of the public patronage.
gndtf

Michigan Apples !
Jubt received Choice Michigan

These Apples are
as

they

a

Apples,

Barrel.

oct18

dlw

TO

GENTLEMEN.

The attention of gentlemen, and their personal examination, especially those particular in matter of
dreBj, is respectfully solicited to the
Largest and Best Stock
OF

»l

JKrer

COniOERCIAL STREET.

PORTABLE COMO RANGE.
Valuable improvements have been incorporated

into this Range, which gives it the
advantage over
any other Range in the market, and all who have
seen and tested it, have been disabused of the idea
that the day of invention and
improvement had

18tb, sch Maggie Todd, Norwood
Calais; Pearl, Thayer, Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH—Below 21st, schs Douglas Uayns,
Adams. Perth Amboy ior Gardiner; Ella, Foster,

PORTLAND.

BISHOP
are

SPECIAL DESIGNS "OF QUIET PLAIDS
for the Fall of 18T6, in
EXCLUSIVE STILES

NUTTER BROS. &
—

BY

Boots & Shoes

JAMES PEJfNELL, Saccarappa,

to tlie consumer as well as
to the trader,

RETAILING
AT

—

and save the consumer fully 20
per cent.
Those who are
to
purchase
Boots and Shoes this lull, we desire
to call upon us and allow us to establish prices before making you r
purchases that we may have the
satisfaction ol proving to you thn t
you cau save your 20 per cent, cverytime, and that what we here
advertise is true. We buy and sell
lor cash only, and our
long acquaintance with the shoe interus
gives
every advantage pos-

sible iu our line ot business.
It does not put us out ot breath
to show oar goods, so please call,
see, examine, and price.
TT

fN

-a

n

ya

t, n, staples

to.,

Wholesale Dealers
—

13!

&

—

SHOES.

STORE 88 CROSS ST.
N. B. Cut tills out tor future reference.
oct3

dim

YOUNG BUSINESS MEN.
Immense Variety of English and
French Elysian*, Fnr Bearers, etc.
Rich Fancy Roods for Over Coatings,

Something Entirely Original.
Large Assovtmeat of Fiue Cloth-Finish
French Diagonals, for half dresst
Street Saits, in all colors.

Portland

Daily Press

or

WE ARE THE LARGEST IMPORTERS OF

Rich French Cashmere Vestings
IN

THIS COUNTHV.

examination of onr entire assortment l,y
be found the choio
-t,
gentlemen, confident that it will
most elegant and desirable ever offered. Our garin
the
most
artistic st j :e and
ments will be made up
We invito

tit/

CHAS. A. SMITH & CO.,
Merchant Tailors and
18

OPPIC B

Importers,

_6t-teo<13w

ICE SAWS.
Best Quality at Reduced

Posters,

Chicago.

Cards, Tags,

eod1m«&w4w

For Baltimore.
Ship
Oracle,” Capt. Humphreys.
For freight apply to
oct21dtf
CHASE, LEAVITT & CO.
new

For Sale.
HATTIE E. SAMPSON,

23b 61-100 tots

SCHK.
burthen, N. M., well found in sails and rigging
to
MlUAH
Apply
jne21dtf

Hapd Hills, Hill

Heads,

Prices.

R HOE & CO.,

&e.

Printing

& 20 SCHOOL STltEET BOSTON,

oc 10

THE

Job

Rcdaced Rates, adupted io the
times.

Rrently

—

and about all oi the first-lass dealers in the State,
BUd3w
octlfi

ol

An

New York &

CO.,

large stock

—FOR—

octlO

for sale by

have decided to

BOOTS

Boston,

PANTALOON GOODS.

& CO.,

BANGOR.
These Ranges

Displayed

in

OVERCOATINGS, SUITINGS AND

hand picked and
from the tree

CLARION

WOOD,

RIGID ECONOMY,

GENTLEMEN’S DRESS GOODS

were taken

J. S. CROCKETT,

Golden,

UNDER PREBLE HOUSE.

GEORGE L. BAILEY.
eepHS

3 Bushels In

Believing as we do that llie presprospective state ot the

ent and

WHOLESALE PRICES.
We invite

Weber Piano, and
makers, at extremely low pricee
Orders for Tuning attended to as

aug28

SPECIALTY.

LATNER BROS.

—

other

ORGANS.

A

Congress Street.

and other Novelties.

—

t.RUtn

OFFER FOR THIRTY DAYS

Laces, Costnmes, Cloaks

67 EXCHANGE STREET-

and

539

directly

nov29eodly
ED‘ B ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle
PTAWn<!
Street,
riAlHIU has the celebrated

0c9d3msn

Hats,

FLOWERS,

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

j packed

Bonnets

FEATHERS,

Company, Ireland,

VABUniieiM,

times demand

—

MESSRS, J. 8. MORGAN & CO.,

mil

HATS

our

Messrs. Drexel, Morgan & Co.
—

TRIMMED

we

and Round

Exchange I

ALU

EXPERIMENTAL!

6631-2 CONGRESS STREET.
Hats and Bonnets trimmed to order. Material lurnlshed or not at the option of customers.
octl9sndlw
Ei. G. WORTH.

.iiiiurru

Swedes and deals’ Dog Skis dloees.
Oar present prices beat the world.

can pride ourselves and confidently say that
in the above line of goods we can show the
largest
stock in the city, best values and lowest pi ices,
which are very essential in these times.
Samples gladly given ot cut goods, which can
prove tacts.
sept4eod3m

MILLINERY.
see

KID GLOVES !

We

—

COSTUMES.

sndtt

at my

CORSETS,

Also Hats trimmed to order by oar well known
and experienced Milliner, at the most reasonable
charges, and satisfaction guaranteed.

—

Millinery

AGENTS,
184 MIDDLE STREET.

passed.
We claim to have produced the most elegant and
economical, compact, and convenient Cooking Range
ever ottered to the
public, and we have no hesitation
in saying that all who will
carefully examine it will
be convinced of these facts.
All in want of a new Range are invited to call and
6ee for themselves aud obtain a pamphlet containing
description and the names of partita having them
in use, to whom we refer.

for Portland.
NEWBUItYPORT—Ar 20th, sch Hesperus, Wooster, Port Johnson.

OF

Opening

SPARROW & PECK,

glad to

leas than last Winter’s prices.

Thousand* yd* of Hamburg*, al*o Scarf*
and Ties, Collar* and CnlTa,
all at your own prices.

|

Grand Fall

rales.

ones

Silk and Worsted Fringes, Rut tons
and Ornaments

500 doz. pairs of Kid* of the beat standard make* for Codies. Gent* Vlisse* and

GET THE BOSTONfOBM OF POLICY.

Having returned to the city I shall bo
my old customers and welcome new

before

Bonnets,

FRENCH ASD AMERICAS

d2w

—

NEWPORT—Ar 20th, sch Hattie, Gilchrist, Irom
Belfast for Bueksville.
Sid 20th, sch Grace Webster, Young, (from Carde
nas) for New York.
VINEYARD-HA YEN—Passed by 20th, brlgAk
bar, Thompson, Boston for Philadelphia; sch Vashti
R Gates. Holmes, Calais for Middletown, Ct.
Sid, schs Active, Jos Fish, Laura & Mariou, J & H
Crowley. Susan Ross, Win Flint, Harmonla, Telegraph, Monitor, Roamer, Harbinger.
BOSTON—Ar 21st, schs Maggie
Mulvcy, Fountain,
Alexandria; Chattanooga, Snare, and Mary Eliza,
Bullock, Bangor.
Cld 21st, sch Lizzie Major, Tracey, Philadelphia.
Ar 22d, sch John A Djx, Pinkham, Cape Porpoise.
Ar 23d, schs Gertie E Merrow, Meader.
Newcastle;
Mineola, Holt, Ellsworth; Winslow, Colson, Bangor.
SALEM—Ar 21st, schs Jos Fish, Gilchiist, Philadelphia ior Gardiner; Orozimbo, Guplill, Calais tor
Stonington ; Cbromo, Wooster, Sullivan for New
York.
BEVEBLY—Ar

Heavy

KID GLOVES t

01, THREE OR FIVE YEARS.

oct20

general news columns for loss of the "brig
Elmira and part of crew.
Ship W R Grace, Black, at San Francisco from
New York, reperts, Sept 20, Ion 14, in a heavy NW
gale, split fore and mam upper topsails and topgal-

50 Gases Hats and

—
—

ever

American and French Fell, Mtrnw and
Velvet Hat* retailing at case prices.

4, Deering Block.

0Ctl3

than

consisting of
Tip., Feather Trimming.,

Ostrich

at 25 per cent,

NO.

prices

■Peacock’s Wia«,, Brea.l* faacy Feather*
Bought at a sacrifice—will be sold at less tbau
Manufacturers’ prices,

BOSTON, MASS.

jsuiimngs, uweiungg,
Houses & Furniture

Kennebec.
Sid fm Gibraltar 21st, brig Clytie, Dow, Leghorn.
Sid fm Hamburg 21st, sch gliomas R Pillsbury, for
New Orleans.

Real

T. Lobenstein,

antf

qualities and lower

300 CART0NS0F FEATHERS

RespectinJIy,

Exchange St.

—

offered.

able to secure Bargains,
and sell at lowest prices.

!

Trimming*.

ALSO

25 Pieces Silk Finished Velveteens
better

am

OFFICE,

No. 33

my Goods

CASH,

ASSETS

Soule’s new ship San Joaquin is all rigged and
nearly ready for sea. She is to be towed to this port
the first pleasrnt day. It is undecided whether ehe
will go to San Francisco or a Southern port.
The new ship Oracle, recently lauuehed at Bath,
will probably arrive here to-day. She is to be placed
in the ary dock to be coppered, and will go hence to
Baltimore to load for San Francisco.

owuuwu, uu,

BROTHERS.

200 Cartons of Ribbons
the

I invite my triends and the
Ladies in general to call and
examine the Goods, whether buy*

ing

—

before offered will bo found at

LATNER

GOODS,
and

in fine

MILLINERY GOODS

IMPORTED, ALSO DOMESTIC

Andersons & Dow

CLEARED.

She will be

Stieet, Boston.

—

Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, New York—Henry

AGENT.

GEORGE P. ROWELL A CO.,

The highest market price paid for such bonds and
for Government Bonds of every description.
Par and interest paid for Calais bonds matnring
Dec. 1st, 1876.
ju7eod6m2dp

Maine Central RR.
Sch S B Smith, Barker, Salem for Bangor.
Sch James R, Lewis, Rockland for Gloucester.

in al
Prov

C. J. VVIIEELEK,

sntf

Cleaveland, Ohio, 7s,

COMBINED

Advertising
British

States and

ncee.

BONDS,

NEWS

Monday, Oct. *3.
ARRIVED.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, Boston for
Eastport and St John. NB.
Barque Sarah E Frazer, Knight, Baltimore—coal
to Boston & Maine RR.
Sch Cygaus, Steele, Baltimore—coal to Evans &
Mooney.
Sch Western Star, Crocker, Baltimore—coal to

AGENTV

State St., BostoD, and 87 ParkRow, New York

No. VR

PORT OP PORTLAND.

and others.

AGENCY A- PRINT.

KRS’ WAREHOUSE,

Contracts for Advertisements In all Newspapers of
*11 nitlnc nr..) tnnma A>
I.*
liiotao
,lc

anil other oqnally choice investment securities.
needed information given relative to

UNITED STATES

LOCKE,

*

Newspaper Advertising Agent*,

BAiiC

cuu

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

121

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at tne lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.
_HORACE DODD.

ADVERTISING

DIED.

urrihit

DODD’S
ADVERTISING AGENCY,

by

of both the Allopathic and
homoeopathic Schools,

No. 200 Middle

CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA.PA.

607

or exchanged for other
Securities on the most favorable

terms

the

iu

thuir'ottice,

Bought

Graduate

DEALERS IN

Receive advcrtiseniei ti for all newton..
United States a_ 1 Canada, at

£-20 BONDS

a

Office Hours 9 to 19 A. HI., 1 to 5, and 0
to 8
ML.
deft
lebl7sneodtl

FROM

Newspaper Advertising Agents,

oet23

has been in extensive practice for twenty years. Diseases of the Eye and Ear, Throat and Lungs, skillfully treated. Also Chronic Diseases in all forms.
The Doctor’s success in both acute and chronic diseases, warrants the assertion that he never fails
to cure where a care is possible.

NAME

COE, WETIIERGLL Ac CO.,

Mechanics’ Hall Building.
The Doctor is

_AGENCIES.

remarkable tonic, and will cause weak and debiliated persons to become strong and robust. For sale

—

FREE

CONSULTED

SPECIAL NOTICES.

a

Late of Philadelphia,

city, Oct. 17, by Rev. Father Bradley, Geo.
W. St John and Miss Alice A. Runey, both of Portland.
In Deering, Oct. 22, by J. B. Wheelwright, Edgar
W. Rollins and Miss Julia E. Witham.
In North Buxton, Oct. 22, by Rev. W. S. Mclntire,
Granville T. ThompBon and Louisa S. Perry, both of
Standish.
In Biddeford, Oct. 23, by Rev. G. F. Cobb, Joseph
A. Stackpole and Mies Cora M. Falker, both of Biddeford.

Gloucester

Middling
6

Fatras Sept 27th, barque Speedwell, Tower,
Pireus.
At Trieste Sept 30, brig Dauntless, Williams, for
Pernambuco and Santos,
Ar at Bordeaux 18th inst, ship Scotia, Baker,
New Orleans.
Ar at Palermo —, brig L Staples, Stowers. Bangor.
Sid fm Stettin 20ib inst, barque Isaac Hall, Ryder,
New York.
Passed Montevideo Sept 4, barque Josie Mildred,
Ginn, from New York for Rosario.
Sid fm Rio Janeiro Sept 13tb, sch Lamoine, Leach,
Hampton Roads.
Sid fm Cow Bay CB 19tb, brig Tally Ho, Cates, for
Boston.

In this

annum

Sx. Petersburg, Oct. 23.—The departure of
Lord Loftus, British Ambassador for Livadia,
and Gen. Ignatieff for Constantinople, should
be interpreted as proof that Russia and England are endeavoring to arrive at a sound and

cutta.
Ar at

for the week 2200 boxes aud 400 bhds, including 1600
boxes, and all for the United States.
Freights are more active; the tonnage in port is
somewhat increased; loading at Havana for the
United States per box of sugar 75c; loading at ports
on north coast (outside ports) for the United States
box sugar 75c @ 1 00; per hhd sugar 3 00 @ 3 75; per
hhd sugar ou the north coast, outside ports at 3 75 @
4 00; per hhd molasBes at 2 50 @3 00.

_

Daily

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Hong Kong Sept 15, ship Alice Buck, Herriman,
for San Francisco.
At Calcutta Sept 12, ship Ivanhoe, Herriman, lor
Bombay: barque R P Buck, Curtis, lor Batavia.
At Bombay Sept 15th, ship Cora, Coombs, lor Cal-

JDnvnnn market.
Havana. Octocer 21.—Sugar—The market opened
into stagnation afterward, but
relapsing
active,
prices firmly sustained at last quotations. Stock iu
the warehouses at Havana aud Matanzas are 133,500
boxes aud 4000 bhds; receipts for the week at Havana aud Matanzas 200 boxes and 400 hhd*; exports

FINANCIAL AND COiMEBCIAL

Pbovincetown, Oct. 23.—Schooner G. F.
Huntress, Capt. Rose of Gloucester, put in hero
last night, having on board Leonidas Pendleton, mate, and Hobart Dodge, cook, only survivors of the crew of the brig Almira of Isleboro’, Me. Captain Rose reports to James
Gifford, Esq., deputy collector here, as follows:
Saturday last, at 1 p. m., 93 miles east-northeast from Highland Light, fell in with a raft,
having on it the above named survivors and
the dead bodies of Captain Tolman D. Pendle-

Ar 21et, sch Helen G King, Brady. Rondout.
BATH—Sid 21st, brig Charles Dennis, Dodge, for
Philadelphia.
Sid 23d, ship Southern Rights, Woodbury, for Savannah.

firm; Middling

Norfolk, October 23—Cotton is quiet; Middling
at 10J @ 10Jc.
AUGUSTA, October23.—Cotton quiet anj steady;
Middling upands at 9fc.

ultra montaues at Stabio Canton of Tassin in
couseiiueuce of dissensions over the apportionments of representation in the Grand Council
of the Cantons. Two liberals were killed and
four wouuded.

The schooner Saxon Brugson of Boston,
from Sullivan, Me., with granite for New
York, went ashore Saturday night, half a
mile east oi Eastern Light. Vessel and cargo

is

uplands

Berne, Oct. 23—Intelligence has been received here of a tight between the liberals aud

Bangor.

TELEGRAMS.

Chandler

yesterday.

uplands

SWITZERLAND.

Island. The Ranger was disabled and abandoned Juesday momiDg oil Boone Island. She
was loaded with lumber
for New York from

23.—Cotton

Wilmington, Cctober 23.—Cotton steady; Middling uplands at 9gc.
New Orleans, October 23.-Cotton firm; Middling uplands lOJc.
Louisville, October 23.—Cotton Is quiet; Mid*
dling uplands lOJc.
Galveston, October 23.—Cotton steady; Middling

the rubbee and winter crop9.
The collector of Poonah reports that not a
single blade of grass is visible for miles. Tanks
and rivers are drying up, aud cattle are dying
from starvation. The collector at Sholapore
gives a still worse report. The government has
opened relief works aud is employing people in
excavating tanks aud making roads.

on.

A

The sad mess which was made of the Centennial awards in the department of
paintiDg has
caused the conscientious managers of the Exmuch
position
chagrin. The Commission at
first voted in committee of the whole to
reject
all the awards as utterly
valueless, but afterwards reconsidered this action. We have
yet
to hear any intelligent statement of the

PROBABILITIES for the next
HOURS.

VfiRK

Schooner Ashore.

Gloucester, Mass., Oct. 23.—The schooner
October, Roddin, of and from Wiscasset, Me.,
loaded with lumber and shooks for this port,
went ashore yesterday on Milk Island. Vessel
and cargo are a total loss. The crew were
saved.

ore a

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

of his blunders was the admission of some
miles of rubbish, which surround and hide the

good paintings

young
Nine

WASHINGTON.

A London paper contains the advertisement:
“Wanted, a situation, either as a private detective or as publisher of a weekly newspaper.
Can be recommended in both capacities.”
It is ascertained that an association of wid-

man

her
13tb.

witnesses for the government were examined.
The trial adjourned till to-morrow at 9 o’clock.

News and Other Items.

ing his

Mrs. Thayer, and
Friday night, Oct.

4l.a4. .'4

not at all wonderful that imputations of sinister motives should he made. The only palliation I can imagine for it is that the claimant

part of the etiquette of
yers to stand by each other, and that

BY TELEGRAPH.

Savannah,October
uplands 10Jc.

Bombay are daily more gloomy. The districts
of Kbaudeish, Nassick, Ahmemlruggnre, Poonah, Sholapore, Kalodgi and Dhurmar, containing a population of nearly six millions, are
threatened with severe distress. The local
government estimates that over 200,000 persons
It is
must be relieved in these districts alone.
stated the Monson crops have entirely failed,
rain
the
of
the
absence
and
prevents
sowing of

NEWS.

MARINE

SAMPSON,
lOOemmerelal SL

notice.
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THE

AN INTERESTING DOCUMENT.

PEESS,

TUESDAY MORNING. OCT. 24,

The Last Will and Teataiueui of

1876

©. J. Smith.

TOE I* HE Sts
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Isros., on all trains that run out of the city.
At Biddeford, of Phiilsbury.
At Saco, or L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
At Watervillb, of J. S. Garter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co.

CITY AND VICINITY.
To-Day.

New Advrrfi»ciutui»

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Eureka Machine Twist.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Lost—Opera Glasses.
Found—Wallet.
Wanted—C. L. Marston.
To Let—E. Pouce.
To Let—Tenement.
To Rent—Furnished Front Rooms.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Special Art Sale—F. O. Bailey & Co.

Attention

Companies C

and E,

Every member of Companies C and E are requested to meet at Lancaster Hall WEDNESDAY EVENING, Oct. 25th, to make arrangements for the
grand parade to take place at Boston Thursday, Oct.
26th. Every member that cannot go will confer a
great favor npon their captains by leaving their uniforms jat Lancaster Hall on or before
Wednesday
Evening. Every member is requested to go to Boston with us if possible.
Per order,
CAPl’. SKAVERNS, Co. E.
CAPT. SANBORN, Co. C.

CO. A. CONTINENTALS.
Meeting for important business THIS (Tn aj)
EVENING. Let every member who desires
goto
Boston bo present.
R. T. McLELLAN
apt.
W. S. COREY, Clerk.

PIONEERSRATTEN

N.

I. F. TRUE, Clerk.

CHAS. W. BEAN, Capt.

Attention Co. B, Hayes
All

members of this Company

Battery.

requested to
meet at Republican Headquarters THIS
(Tuesday)
EVENING, at 7J o’clock, as business of importance
is to come before tbe Co.
W. R. GRIBBEN, Capt. Com.
D. W. BUZZELL, Clerk.

Attention

are

Company F, Hayes

Wheeler Guards.

&

Every member is requested to be at School House,
Turner’s Island, on TUESDAY EVENING next, at
7 o’clock, in full uniform, to go to
Knightville, and
also to make arrangement to take part in the
parade

in

Boston, on Thursday evening next.
CHAS. H. MERRILL, Capt.

Fer order,

Continental Drum Corps Attention
The presence of every member of the above Corps
requested THIS EVENING, at Lancaster Hall,
at 7J o’clock, for rehearsal, and to complete tbe arrangements for the excursion to Boston, on tbe 2Gtli.
A full attendance is requested.
Fer order,
FRANK F. HINDS,
Major and Instructor.
is

__

Headquarters Portland Continentals, t
Lancaster Hall, Portland, Oct. 24, 1876. j
General order, No.
Every officer and member of this organization will
meet at the Headquarters, THIS
(Tuesday) EVENING, at 74 o’clock.
Business of importance.
Officers of other Republican organizations are re
—

quested to be present.
By order,
II. R. SARGENT, Adjutant.

H. H. RICH,
Lieut. Colonel.

Superior Court.
OCTOBER CIVIL TERM,

187G—SYMONDS, J.,

PRESID-

ING.

Monday.—Matthias Ridlon vs. Thomas P. Lakin.
Assumpsit to recover back the sum of one hundred
and fifty dollars purchase money paid for a horse.
The plaintiff claims to recover upon two grounds:
First, that, therfl

was a

wnrrntitv

nf

41, a

w,.>....

she turned out to be unsound because she was
aflected with the glanders. Secondly, there was a
recission of the trade—a return of the mare
by the
plaintift and an acceptance qf her by the defendant.
Upon these two questions of fact there was much

that

The following is nearly the full text of the
will of the late Hon. F. O. J. Smith!
Tbo last will and testament of tTancis O. J.
Smith, by his own hand:
To all persons to whom these presents shall
come.

Bo it

known,

That I, Francis O. J. Smith of
in the couuty of Cumberland, State
Maine, beiog of sound disposing mind and
substantia) bodily health, do make aud declare
this instrument to be my last will and testament, relating to my earthly interests.
As to my spiritual interests, I have no will
other tbau what may be the will oE God, whatever that may he and which is %holly unknown to and Wholly unanticipated by me,and
about which I feel uo concern whatever—my
Soul reposing in perfect quietude under the
influence of the seutiment which I caused to
be engraved upon my tomb door in 18(19, and
for many years previously entertained by me
in these words: “Believe in God, aod fear
not to leave wholly to Him the Great Future.
His plans far Heaven as for earth must all
he wise benevolent aud immutable.”
Item I, I will and direct that on my decease,
wheuever aud wherever that may occur, my
bodily remains may ue brought to Forest
Home, if I should die elsewhere to remain a
a reasonable time for the inspection of
friends,
and then without auy public funeral but with
such private obsequies as will answer to tho
judgment of my surviving household and near
relatives who may be present, be taken quietly
in charge of male attendants, only, to my tomb
in rear of the Indigent Mothers’ Home, and
there deposited in the stono casement on tho
right of that which contains the remains of my
father aud mother, whose remains I shall
cherish until death, with the profoundest reverence and gratitude for their uniform
goodness
toward myself and as soon thereafter as
may
be, I will aud direct that the front of said casement be hermetically sealed with a marble
slab,
which 1 intend haying cut for the purpose of
having inscribed upon it my name, date and
place of my birth aud date aud place of my

peering,

decease.

Item IT.
As soon as may be, after the probate of this instrument, according to law, I will
and direct my executors, hereinafter named, to
proceed to an early adjustment of my estate,
paying as early as practicable
honest UCUl
debt
| a^UbauiC CVCl)
every UUUCSb
from me which they, on investigation, shall be
satisfied is ouistandiug and in the like prompt"
'tude resist, regardless of expeuse, every dishonest claim that shall be presented. They
will find in my method of indexing, my paid
bills on file during many years past a great
assistance in the performance of the above
requirements. It has in my file time saved me
from the duplicated payment of many claims
presented. Some presented with none but honest intentions, and some with none but dishonest designs, The de.ad are oftener wronged
than the living, and in the executions of this
and subsequent items, hereinafter contained, I
will and direct, and hereby empower my said
executors to take into their immediate charge,
possession and care, all of my personal estate
and effects, and all my real estate, wheresoever
ao

A meeting will be held at
Headq rters THIS
EVENING to see what arrangements can be made
for taking part in the Republican demonstration in
Boston next Thursday evening.
Per order,

II011. E.

n

situated, making

and place
and adding

or needful provision for the payment of every honest debt, or
as soon as
convenient, I will aud direct my said
executors to pay from the income and sales of
my real and personal estates hereatter directed
to be sold, an equal and like percentage as the
same shall become due on each bequest hereinafter named, and the payment of which is not
specially limited, and from time to time as
funds for the purpose shall come to their possession: and until each bequest shall have been
fully paid on the resources of my estates shall
have been disposed of and exhausted away my
devises in pro rata payments,
Item IV. I give and bequeath to my said
executors in trust and for the benefit of my
three children, Francis 11. Smith, my eldest
son, Nellie O. Tarhox, wife of Andrew V. Tarbox, and my oldest daughter and Adeline Harriet Smith, my youngest daughter, in equal
proportion to each or to the heirs of their respective bodies if any, by representation, in
case of the death of either said children before
my disease or before said respective legacies
shall be paid, the sum of §120,000, or §40,000 to
each, payable in installments of §0000 to each
at the end of each successive year from
my decease, provided real estate sufficient tberelor
can be advantageously and reasonably sold, or
as soon thereafter
as the
same can be sold
out of my estate, or said payments may be
made in whole or in part out of the proceeds of
my personal estate if the same will conveniently admit of such payments, and in [case of
the death of either of my said children having
issue of his or her body lives, and while said
bequests to him or her or any part thereof remains unpaid, I will and bequeath all such unpaid and remaining part to be paid to such issue, and in equal aud like parts if more than
onb by representation; and if no issue shall be
so living 1 will aud direct such unpaid
part to
my remaining children and to the issue ot any
deceased child by representation in equal proportions to each child, aud in case all of said
children and issue of their bodies shall have
died while any remaing portions of such be-
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portions shall revert to my estate

legacy.
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with the doiDgs of the Selectmen and Treasurthereon, should be open to the inspection of
all residents within said town. Aud such account shall be rendered on or before the first
Monday in March of eaoh year. And in case
such annual expenditures shall fall short in
any year of the income of said trust fund lor
such year the surplus remaining shall be added
and made thenceforth a part of said trust fund
and the guaranty of safety by the town shall
attach thereto as to the original fund.
5tb. That in case said town or its successor
shall neglect or refuse to accept said legacy in
trust upon the terms and conditions hereinafter
specified or should neglect or refuse after accepting the same to fulfil conditions of trust for
the period of one year, then said fund shall he
and become treated and recovered by my executors as a lapsed legacy belonging to my estate,
reserving therefrom in such form as executors
shall desire, a sufficiency to ensure the perpetual protection of my said tomb aud appurtenant grounds as is heretofore contemplated
Item XIII.
Lest I should be guilty of neglect and injustice to one who may be of my
•‘own kith aod kin” being so reported, 1 give
and bequeath the sum oi $4000 to my said executors in trust for the sole use and benefit of a
child who from his infancy has been more or
less in charge of Miss Louisa Milliken now of
Portland, who gave said child the name he
now bears of Herbert Ames.
And 1 will and
direct my said executors to invest said sum to
the best advantage in the state of Maine or
Portland city bonds bearing not less than six
per cent, per annum, payable half quarterly
until said Herbert shall arrive to the age of 21
years, and in the meantime to pay the income
of said investment to the guardian of said Herbert for his support and education.
Butin
case of his death before arrriving at said age I
will and direct that said sum and any income
thereof which was remaining unpaid at his
death shall bo retained and treated by said
executors as a lapsed legacy and part of my estate excepting bis funeral expenses.
Item XIV. I will and bequeath to my uniformly kind and abiding friend Hon. Ezra
Carter of Portland, in testimony of my personal esteem as a man “ever faithful found among
the faithless,” in all the relations of life, aud
if living at the time of my decease to be paid
by mv executors as soon as may be the sura of
$1000 and for bis sole and exclusive use and
disposition, not to bo appropriated by any process of law in payment of aoy liabilities or indebtedness if any may exist at the time, by my
said executors, and only to said Carter in perer

_i

lapsed

I give and bequeath to my slid
executors in trust for the use aud benefit of my
conflicting testimony.
son Hamilton B. Smith, who is the most disoThe parties reside in the northern part of the counbedient and disrespectful towards myself aud
ty. The mare was brought up back of the Court
towards his mother of all my children, aud the
house and the jury examined her during the trial.
mo9t destitute of them all, of ambition for even
As to what would constitute a breach of warranty
a common education, though less blamable for
where ahorse was “warranted all sound and right,”
these faults because largely influenced by the
Judge Symonds gave the jury, substantially, the folindulgent indiscretions of bis mother, the sum
of 820,000 payable when ho shall arrive at 21
lowing instruction:
years ot age, provided he shall theu or at any
If a horse is warranted “all sound and right,” it
time thereafter on his petition to the Judge of
does not follow that every temporary disease or temProbate of Cumberland county, with notice to
porary suffering would be a breach of that warranty.
my executors, to be adjudged by said Judj,e of
A slight or temporary disease would not be a breach
Probate, of steady habits and good reputation
of the warranty unless the sickness was such as to
for sobriety and industry, and 1 devise my said
executors during the miuority of said Hamilcause expense in treating the horse, or such as to
ton and until said adjudication shall be made
prevent the proper and convenient use of the horse
by said judge to keep said fund invested in reduring the time he was sick. But if a horse at the liable
national or State of Maine bonds, and to
time of such a warranty should bo in the
early pay from the income thereof, at proper time,
stages, even of a temporary disease, which required and up to the amount if they deem it expediexpense for treatment and care, and which preventent, of said income, all reasonable bills, for the
ed a convenient and proper use of him for a certain
support in board, clothing and., education and
reasonable indulgences of said Hamilton
time, it would constitute a breach of the warranty.
which his guardian may present before be
The jury rendered a verdict for the plaintift for
shall arrive at the ago of 21 years, or that shall
§153.77.
be afterwards presented by said Hamilton,
Hazen—Perry for plaintiff.
having regard in the latter case to the proper
N. S. Littlefield for defendant.
support and welfare of his family, should he
The above being the last case for the jury at this
have any by marriage, and according to the
discretion of my said executors, and under
term they were excused finally.
their periodical accountability to said Judge of
William II. True vs. Charles C. Chase. Assumpsit
Probate, and in ease said Hamilton shall deto recover the sum of nineteen dollars for profescease before said bequests shall have been fully
sional services as a physician to a child, and six dolpaid, I then will and direct that the same and
lars and eight cents as interest.
any unexpected income thereof which may reDefense—that services were rendered to defendmain be paid pro rata and per capita to the
heirs of his body who shall be living at the
ant’s brother’s child, and that defendant never intime of his decease, inclusive of heirs by ^precurred aDy liability.
sentations, if any such then exist, any income
The testimony shows that the doctor was called to
of said sum which shall remain at any time
the patient by the defendant, that on his books
unexpended or not needed for the purposes
credit was given to the defendant, and that the
aforesaid, I direct my executors to add to and
father of the child, at the time, was residing out of
to make part of said bequest, and if said Hamilton shall have no heir of his body, or by lineal
the State and has so continued to this date. Decision
representation at the time of his decease, and
for the plaintift for §25.08.
any portion of said legacy or income thereof
shall
remain unpaid, 1 will and direct that the
Brief Jottings.
same be held and disposed of by my executors
Schumacher is
frescoing the Hammond as
a lapsed legacy and a residuum of my estate.
*
street church, Bangor.
Item VI. To my wife Ellen E. O. Smith, I
We have the best of authority for saying that
give and bequeath precisely all the rights
aud interests in my real and personal estates
the Falmouth Hotel will not be opened this
which the laws of the state of Maine will acwinter.
cord to her in case ol my having died intestate.
The boys of '72 are reminded of the coufab to
She has had many, mauy thousand dollars lavished upon her from my property since our
be held this evening at Edgardo Nolieels em*
marriage, freely aud liberally bestowed accordporium. Business of great moment.
ing to my affluence. During my latter and|temThe CumbeiUnd County Musical Associaporary inability to continue the same scale of
tiou will bold its next session iQ Gray, Nov. 1st
Uvisbmeuts she has exacted and compelled
and 2d. There is a good prospect of a large atpayment by me from the proceeds of nearly
every sale of real estate I have made requiring
tendance
musical people.
her
signature, an advance satisfaction of her
__:_
—-b---*
v/jjucuacontingent right of dower therein.
Her dowburg who was injured by au accident on that able interest threrein beside the farm in Gorham.
which
1
have
r-ivon
bpr.
wliich
will
T,rr»hroad recently, has so far recovered as to be able
ably remain in my estate at iny decease, will
to take his place on the road.
be abundantly large for ber reasonable supThe ladies and gentlemen who are to take part
port, and I make no special bequest to her out
of
my estates.
in the ait, pictures and pantomimes are requestItem VII. I give and bequeath to my said
ed to assemble at the Reception Room, City
executors in trust and for tno benefit of Harry
Buildina at 9 a. m., and 7.30 p.m., Tuesday,
Percy De Forest, a male child adopted into my
family at Forest Home in November, 1873, and
October 24ib.
whose birth I have learned was on the 20th of
The It oh ton Demonstration.
July, 1873, tho sum of $20,000 aud the iucome
The torchlight procession in Boston Thurspayable on his arriving at the age of 21 years,
said executors beiDg empowered to approday evening promises to be the grandest politi- my
priate so much of the iucome of said gum as
cal demonstration ever male in that city. Almay be necessary aud judicious from time to
raady nine thousand torch-hearers have been time to expend for the support, board, clothing,
education and reasonable mdulgeusecured, and many others are expected. There complete
ces of said Harry until be shall arrive at said
will be a large representation from Maine, and
Aud
in case of his decease before arrivage.
Portland should not be remiss. It is understood
ing at said age, or before said legacy as income shall have been so paid, I will and direct
that three hundred torches will go from Lewisthat said sum and any addition thereto! of unton, and many from Bath, Gorham, Gape
expended income shall be retained, treated and
Tne Maine, New Hampshire disposed of as a lapsed legacy and
Elizabeth, &c.
unappropriand Vermont men will form the second divisated residuum of my estate.
Item VIII. I give and bequeath in token of
ion under command of Col. A. M. Benson of
my continued affection aud good will to Marthis city. This division has an excellent place
tha Spaulding, wife of Orin Spaulding, in her
ia the line, forming on Beacon street, with tho
own right aud for her own use aud at her disright resting on Charles street aDd the left ex- cretion for the benefit of ber most estimable
mother, Mrs. Emery, $3,000, payable in three
tending up Beacon Hill.
installments yearly from the time of my
The Portland men will leave here Thursday, equal
decease, aud iu case siid Martha shall not be
about noon probably, over the Portland and living at my decease thea 1 will and direct my
said executors to pay the said sum to her now
Tho fare has been placed
Rochester railroad.
only sou wlieu he shall arrive at the age of 21
at tbo low rate of two dollars for the round
years, and iu the meantime to pay to the guarand
a
and
two
half
in
for
diau of said son the income of said sum for the
uniform,
trip for men
others. The train returns after the show is support aud education of the latter, and in case
said sou shall not live untill 21 years of age,
finished.
Refreshments will De furnished in
then I do will and direct that said sum and inIt is hoped there come thereon that shall then remain shall be
Boston for all those in line.
retained and disposed of to my executors as a
will he a large turnout from Portland.
residua n aud a
lapsed legacy to my estate.
The Ulmek Benefit.—A very large audi- Said Martha aud husband formerly resided in
Buck field, Maine, but are now rerjorted resience, consideiing the Etorm, gathered at Mnsic dents of
Haverhill, Mass.
Hall last night, on the occasion of the testiItem IX. While spending
my Oongressiona
m
Ivzzie
the
life
to
May Ulmer,
monial benefit
popuWashington, D. c.. from 1833 to 1839,
1>.
B.
Hon.
hrench
and
actress.
his most estimable
Tho play
lar and talented soubref.e
wife, Elizabeth Smith
became most
selected was that excellent comedy “Our Boys.’’ dear aud valuable friendsFrench,
to myself and then
we
have
not
rendition
the
of
beloved
Ou the merits
wife, Jennie Lewetta Bartlett,
dearly
and so continued during their
respective lives
space to dwell. The actors, considering the
said friends, Francis O French
The
children
of
devote
to
very limited time which they had to
and Benjamin B. French, ,Jr„ now residents of
the lines and business, acquitted themselves
the city of .New York, were likewise endeared
to myself and first wife uu accouutuf
well. Au especial word should he said for Miss
their parents’ active friendship towards each of us
lu
Macdei’s “Clarissa.”
dear remembrance of all which I give anil beat
Miss Ulmer was very warmly welcomed
said
to
Fraucis
O.
queath
French, and his le»al
heirs iu case of his death before my decease
each of her appearances, and received other
parable iu five equal annual payments,the sum
marks of approba ioa during tho evening. She
of §5000, aud J further give and bequeath to
has reason to be proud of her reception. She
the said Fraucis, in trust and lor the bi-uefit of
made a charming “Mary” of course.
said brother Benjamin, the sum of $5000, the
inootne thereon to be paid said Benjamin or his
Police Ball.—Our readers should not forsaid wife at ihe discretion of said trie toe, quarThe principal to bo invested
be
to
for
benefit
ter or h elf yearly.
ball
the
the
benefit
given
get
for aud during the life of
They to the best advantage
of.the police department of our city.
said Benjamin, and the principal to he paid to
enare a most deserving class and should be
his legal heirs pro rato and per capita on the
deceaso of said BenjamiD.
couraged.

I give aod bequeath to the town
to be held in trust foievor by said
town, or its successors in municipal authority,
over the territory now
constituting said town
the sum of $4,000 for the uses aud
purposes
hereinafter mentioned, aud upon the following
terms: That is to say: (l) That said town
shall, within six months after my executors
shall notify the Selectmen of said town of the
provisions of this legacy, accept by legal town
vote? the said sum in trust forever, and will
guaranty the integrity aud safety ot Said sum
herein expressed, aud an iucome on the same,
aud its increase from time to time, if any, or
not less than six per cent, per aunum, payable
in semi-auuual installments into the treasury
of said town, or of its successors iu power over
said tow n in territory. (2) That said funds,
when so accepted, shall oe designated and
known iu the accounts of said town, or of said
successors, “F. O. J. Smith Deering Fund,’*
and the same shall be paid by my executors to
the Treasurer of said town, on tho order of said
Selectmen, for the time being, in four equal
annual payments from the date of my decease.
(3) That the Selectmen of said town, or their
successors in power over the territory now comprising said town, shall within ten days after
the first installment of $1000 of said bequest,
shall have been paid to the town Treasurer,
appoint a Board of Commissions, residents of
said territory, consisting of four male citizens

cy in said commission that shall thereafter occur from any cause, shall be promptly tilled in
like manner, by appointment by the Selectmen
of said town, or their successors in power, of a
person of the same kind as filled it when such
vacancy occurred, and a resident of said towD,
and each man appointed shall be for the full
term of three years.
(4) That by and through
said Commission as a Board, and upon tbeir
order thereof, sa!d Selectmen, as their aforesaid successors, by their order upon the Treasurer of said town, shall receive, appropriate
and expend, if needful, in each year, the annual income of said bequests so paid to the town
and for the following purposes, viz:
1st. So much thereof if any, as shall be needful for the protection at all times hereafter and
suitable repairs of the tomb and its area of
ground erected by me and described in Item I.
of this instrument,
2nd. All the remainder of said income, if
needed in the purchase and gratuitous distribution amoDg such poor and indigent families or
individuals, each residing within the limits of
said territory under whatever municipal jurisdiction it may be as
practical benevolence,
may dictate regardless of sex, age, nationality,
religion, politics and color, of wood, coal and
other fuel; said purchases to be made at the
discretion of said commission, and such distribution to be made only in the tall and w inter
months of each year and in such kind and
quantities to each such family or individual as
said commissioners shall determine to be politic
and proportionate to the needs of the whole
number of persons to be relieved.
And the
selectmen of said town or their successois in
power shall annually require of said Oornmissioners and it shall be the duty of said Commissioners to make annually to the Treasurer of
said town or his successor a faithful report in
writing of their accounts, purchases ana distributions of fuel during the preceding year, naming each recipient thereof and the kind and
quantity of fuel supplied to each, for the pur
pose of having such accounts propetiy and

discoveries may be made.
Item HI. After the payment

Item V.

son.

ItemXf. My three sisters still surviving,
Adeline A. Monroe of Medford, Massachusetts,
ana aarriet jvi.joaa'er aaa unvia Bi. a. Brink,
both of the city of Portland, being each and
respectively already possessed as I suppose of
a competency of property for their comfortable
support through life, neither having offspring,
renders it unnecessary for me to make other
bequest, except contingently as hereinafter
named, beyond that of bequeathing to each
and to the now surviving husband, namely,
Charles Monroe, an absolute and perpetual
right of interment iu my heretotore mentioned
tomb, wherein the remains of tbo husband of
the said Harriet, viz tho late Rev. Levi Lincoln Sadler, and of the husbaud of said Olivia,
the late Dr. John M. Frink, both of whom I
remember with deep fraternal feeling, now
repose. Provided, however, and I will and
direct that in the event that each or either of
my said sisters, from misfortune, (ill health er
otherwise, shall at aoy time after my decease
need pecuniary assistance out of my estate,
my said executors on request therefore by
said sisters, are hereby and shall be fully empowered to apply any proceeds of my estate
available lor the purpose in their possession,
quarter-yearly, and pay to each such sister so
necessitated, for her comfortable support, the
sum of $100 or $400 annually for and during
her natural iife, or during the continuance of
such necessity.
Item XVI. I give and bequeath to the
“Cumberland Law Library Association,” to
the members of which generally, through one
half century of the years last past, I owe many
grateful remembrances for their personal kindnesses and respectful courtesies, the
portrait of
Andrew Jackson and the portrait of Martin
Van Buten, formerly Presidents of the United
States, and during the three terms I served j in
Congress of the United States as a member of
the House of Representatives. The former is
an original, paimed for me in 1830 by Colonel
Earle, a loved nephew of President Jackson,
and residiug at the time in the President’s
family at the White House. The certificate
and bill iu Colonel Earle’s handwriting will be
found attached to the rear side of the canvass.
The portrait of Mr. Van Buren is an original
by the great artist Inman of Philadelphia,
and from which lithograph copies were circulated by his partisan supporters duiing his
first candidacy for the Presidency. It was

■.

imj

trt
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VVoahimr.

ton City, who executed the lithographs for
circulation. This bequest is made on the consideration that said Library Association shall
at all times keep and possess and preserve said
portraits in good and appropriate condition of
safety and repair, including the frames in
which they are set.
GENERAL REMARKS.

I

use.

By the terms and conditions of
my aforesaid conveyance to said institution the
mauagers thereof in the 111 article of said conveyance are empowered to organize themselves
at any time into an auxiliary association with
the style aud title of the "Association of
Smith’s Homo” for the relief of “aged, indigent females’’ and in furtherance of the provisions and purposes of said article.
XX. 1 give aud bequeath to the Cumberland
Bar Law Library Association $50,000 payable
to said Association as a corporate body as soon
as may bo after my decease with the following
conditions:
1st, That it shall bo invested when received
in Portland or Stale of Maine bonds.
2d, Until the office ef librarian of said association shall have the constant services and
personal attendance iu the library of the assoj
ciatiou a sum from the income of the above inItem XIX.

JJeeriug,

citizens who are not members of said Commis-

therefor,

tion the sum of $2000, to be expended, if so
much be needed, or so ranch thereof as may be
needed in repairs of premises when the same
shall be placed under renewed organization and

Item XII.

sion, or widows of deceased residents of said
towo, and their servioe shall be for the term of
three years next succeeding their respective
appointments, unless sooner dying, resigning
or removing from said town. That each vacan-

a correct inventory
the same on file in the Probate Office
thereto, from time to time as new

charter by the Legislature.
conditions at great length.]
ItemXVllI.
I give aud bequeath consequently as aforesaid to said last named institu-

uum.

ot

I have full confidence that the proceeds of
my real and personal estate, if economically
administered, and not hurriedly, aud all of
which I authorize my executors to sell as soon
as may be done without large sacrifice, the best
advantage, part for money and part on reasonable credit, safely secured by mortgage, at bank
rates of interest, aud seasonably payable, if
practicable, to meet maturing legacies, all of
which details 1 leave to the discretion of my
executors, will be sufficient to discharge all my
honest debt’, together with all preceding bequests herein made, without recourse to the
proceeds of my just claim upon the estate of
the late Ezra Cornell, now pending on a judgment entered up in the Supreme Court of Now
York, approximating 81100,000, aud subsequently
accruing interest; bat if my estate should prove
otherwise, and a dificit should exist, so’ said
legacies can not each be paid in full, then I
will and direct that payments, pro. rata., be
made thereon out of my said estates, aud the
remainder, together with 20 per cent, additional to which be paid ou and added to each of
said legacies out of the proceeds of said Cornell
claim. If, and whenever the same shall be recovered bv my said executors.
Item XVII. I make and bequeath the following sums aud legacies, to by my executors,
as soon
as
may bo contingently, aud on the
condit ons of my recovery and collection during
my life time, or by my executors after my
decease, of my aforesaid claim of said Cornell,
and not otherwise, that is to say:
1st. I give and bequeath to
Smith’s Home

for Aged, Indigent Mothers,”

a

corporation

CUT THIS OUT.

(Here follows the

Item X. To Yalta Maurice di
Maine, reported as residing in New
Orleans, and to George
lestus di Maine of the
City of New York,
brothers, I give aud beqdeath to each respect1at the time of my death, the sum
of $3000, a total of
$6000, payable in three successive annual installments. Jf either of said
legatees shall die before the payment of said
legacy to him iu full, £ will and direct that the
unpaid portion thereon shall be retained aud
disposed of by my executor as a lapsed legacy
to my estate and become a residium thereof.
Item XI. I give and bequeath to Mrs. Emma
M. D.,now residing in Springfield,
P:
Mass., if living at the time of my decease, the
sum of $3000, and a like sum to Mrs. A. M.
Nelson, now a resident of Boston, Mass., if living at the time of my deceaso Each has been
hind and useful to me In years oi my past
life,
aud I would not have them forgotten
by me iu
death. Said bequests I direct to be paid them
m three successive annual
installments after
my decease, aud if either or both shall die before the same shall be paid, I direct that so
much of each installment as shall then remain
unp id be retained aod disposed of by my executor as lapsed legacies aud constitute a
jetid-

It Hay Save

There is no person living but what suffers more or
Lung Diseases, Coughs, Colds or Consump.
tion, yet some would die rather than pay 75 cents lor
a bottle ot medicine that would cure them. Dr. A.
Boschee*s German Syrup has lately been intro
duced in this country from Germany, and its wondrous cures astonisbe every one that tries it. Ifjou
doubt what we say in print, cut this out and take it
to your Druggist and get a sample bottle for 10
cents and try it. Two doses will relieve you. Regular size 75 cents,
less with

sep20

dlyeom

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

In all contingent bequests herein contained
upon recovery of my aforesaid claim
upon the estate of Ezra Cornell deceased, and
wherein the time of payment is not otherwise
limited or supplied, I will and direct that said
payment be made by my executors as soon as
convenient after my death or as soon as the
claim is recovered.
In witness whereof\ and of each and all tbe
things and provisions hereinbefore set forth
ou pages hereof from 1 to 41, inclusive, of
these presents, all in my own handwritiog,
I have hereunto set my band and affix my
seal on this 8th February in the year of our
Lord 1876 at Forest Home, in the town of
DeeriDg aforesaid.
FRANCIS O. J. SMITH.
[L S J
The above instrument was signed, sealed
and declared by the above named testator,
Francis O. J. Smith, in presence of us, who
in the presence of said testator and of each
other, have hereunto subscribed our names, as
witness our hands and signatures ou the day
and year last above mentioned.
S. H Tewksbury,
CnAs. W. Bray,
C. Stephenson.

dependant

_Fred.

Personal.

rooms in a brick house, corner York and
Tate streets, with Sebago and all modern improvements. Rent $10 per mouth. Also one lent
of 6 rooms in a new house next to the corner. Price
$12.50 per month. Inquire ot E. PONCE, Corner of
Middle and Exchange Street.oct24dtf

peop'e

to hear him.
Hod. Arno Wiswell is rapidly recovering
from his late illness.
Hon. Lewis Barker and S. L. Milliken, Esq.,
of Maine, are addressing Republican meetings
in New York.
Hon. Wm. P. Ffye has been on the stump in
Wisconsin since the Ohio election, where is do-

*ug

most

effective work.

Col. Buckland of Rockland has been hired as
chief engineer of the Shore Line railroad for
one

Messrs.

year.

Spofford of Bucksport

Wyman of Ellsworth

are

WALLET
Saturday evening,
amount ot money. The
ONsmall
the same
and
a

by proving property

marked Mrs. John L. Shaw. The
suitabyl rewarded by leaving them at

the City Messenger’s Room, No. 4, City Building.
oc24
dtf

and
to be his assistants.

BOSTON,

furnished front

—

•

TENEMENT of 6 rooms at 22 BRAMHALL ST.
Inquire on the premises.

oct24_

ONLY

Wanted,
energetic talesmen.

Apply

street.

at

12$

C. L. MARSTON.
dlw

_

H. TALBOT & CO.
harertbe best stock ot

THE

AT

174 middle

—

1VE

GOT

Il.lVE

BOSS

by visitors

entirely

of debts, bankruptcy, &c., a specialty. Funds remitted soon as collections are
made. Also collects in England and foreign conntries claims of American heirs.

COLLECTION

Exhibition. This is the only
Furnace in the market this year.

Our sales of Furnace* are increasing every year,
thus showing that the community really desire a
fir*t claaa article.
We make them in Portable, Brick and Terra
Cotta. The latter style is very hnudnome and
unique, and in the production of which Mr. John
Magee (the InAentor of the Magee Company’s Gwotis)
devoted four years of unceasing labor.
As all of Mr. Magee’s productions have been imitated upon more or less by other stove manufactur-

uid

viucrcui

mo

Of

H. TALBOT & CO.

H. TALBOT & CO.

UNDERTAKER.

Robes,

H. TALBOT &

It la unnecessary to
in this community

and pre eminence.

Opposite the Grand Trunk Depot,

& CO.

& Warner's, Norfolk
Brunswick. American
Co. and New Britain Un-

New

Hosiery

FULLY

IS

—

derwear

WARRANTED.

We also keep constantly

House

on

hand

a

HAVE BEEN FORCED BY
COMPETITION.

large stock of

Furnishing

Instead of waiting a tenth of a century,
the Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph Com-

GOODS !

pany has,

We keep nothing but good Goode, and have the
bent workmen the State afioras, and we are
bound to do our level beat to please our cu«tomerg.
cc.l6dlm

AT

give you

Cartwright

The Latest and

FIFTY

Most Reliable Returns
for

a

safe,

sure

and economical investmentjmay always be iound with

have

Nobby Neck Ties, also Lace Goods,
Worsted Goods, Ruchings, &c.

Mo. 6

Clapp’s Block,

Merry,
237 Middle

the Hatter,

St., Sign of the Gold Hat.

and Travelling Caps, &c., just received.

HORSE

upwards of 700 persons from this city.
They
wore joined by a party from over the Maine
Central at Westbrook, and expected to bo still
added to on the way. This route is beeo popular that another excursion this
week has been asked for and will be given.

more

IS

just received from New York

have

aud Boston

markets some

with velvets to match.

The Museum.—‘‘Money and Misery” holds
the boards at the Museum. It will probably
be withdrawn Wednesday, the last perform-

SHAWLS
—

to-morrow.

STATE NEWS

Bastings

AND

—

Oa Friday night between 8 and 9 p. m., a
young man named Gordon, sou of Collector
Gordon, went up to his father’s house, a short
from Brettun’s Mills, Livermore.
distance
Just as he was entering the house be saw the
flash of a pistol and felt the concussion.
He
turned on his heels and fled.
The theory is
that the person who discharged the pistol, supposed his mark was Collector Gordon, and that
his aim was to rob the Collector.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Mrs. Sherburne Ward of East Sebago, Oct.
9th, was thrown from her carriage by tbe horse
running away,and had her hip not only broken
but fearfully mangled.
She is iu a very dan-

The Heiald reports a female tramp at. Camden. She was about 15 years old.
She did
some stealing, an infinite amount of lying, and
names.
was
different
It
at
last
discovergave
ed her name was Jordan, and she came from
Belfast.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The latest rumor in regard to tho
murder case is that the murdered
watch was iouud in Smith’s cellar.

Bucksport

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Merino Vests.
One case

more

extra

Congress Street,

BETWEEN OAK & CASCO STS.
dtf

u

;a

r; 11

--:_i

tbusiasm,
YORK county.

The recent deaths of Eunice and Lucy Libby, maiden ladies of Saco, brought to light a
hoard of gold and silver coin amounting to

$809.

Solution,

Forest Tar
Troches,
Forest
T
Salve,
Forest
Forest Tar Soap,
Forest Tar Inhalers,

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Purifying the Breath.

or Sore

ar

husky tones, interrupted frequently by a dry,
hacking cough, stated that ha wanted a couple
of boxes of Rieder’s German Snuff. “I am the
last of six,” he slid; “all the rest of my family
have died of consumption caused by catarrh. I
will try this new remedy, but I have no faith iD
it.” He did try it and to some purpose.
He
took iu all six boxes, and is to-day in perfect
heallb, all signs of catarrh being completely
gone.

_

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at salesroom,
35 Exchange street, at 2.J p. m., to-day, the
stock of a retail grocer, consisting of the usual
assortment of groceries and fixtures, scales,
show cases, etc.
Tub Eureka Machine Silk, 50 and 100
yard spools, has become tho universal favorite.

Deland,

receiving
cheap.

a

516 Congress street, Is now
nice lot of Baldwin Apples for sale
ocl23-lw

“Forest Tar Soap” cleanses the
promotes the growth of the hair.

scalp, and
oc21dlw

Medical authority asserts that seven persons
out ot every ten are affected with derangement
of the Kidnevs or Bladder. DU. BULLOCK’S
KIDNEY REMEDY, NE I'll RET! CUM, has
proved an effectual and safe remedy for these
complaints, and a single trial will commend it
to all alHio ed.
eod&wlw
13-28-43

For Kent.
elegant and convenient Cottage,
THEahnew,
tlie modern improvements. Apply at

augUiikUt

with

NO. 70 BRACKETT STREET.

493 CONGRESS ST.
LADIES’

or

Salt
the Toilet and Bath.

Rheum, Skin Diseases,

Inhaling for Catarrh, Consumption, Asthma.
For Sale by all Druggists.

Flint, Hazen & Go.,
SUCCESSORS TO E. WlfMAN,

Having returned

from New York with
styles in

Mrs, S. J.

563

see

their customers, at

CONGRESS

ST.

oct21

eo<12w

MANAGERS
playing Calais, and desiring a cosey attractive and roomy Hall, will do well
to engage

PIKE’S OPERA HOUSE.
F&Td2t*

A RIMMED GOODS
Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and Haddies.
family use, picnic parties, and

a very nice article for
on board vessels at sea.

For

4th,

Nov

at 3

octis

mu

Prior

Moving

to

Proposes

give his Custo-

to

mers, the

People,

A

BENEFIT.

The

lines

complete,

large proporgoods having

tion of the

been

full and

are

a

purchased

within
This
fine
Sixty days.
Stock amounting to at least
fifteen thousand dollars
will be thrown on the
market for the next three
weeks at

VANCE

SLIGHT

a

ON

intelligent

All

People

and
must

Dealers

that

acknowledge

here quoted
if

AD-

COST.

prices
ruinous,

are

continued

must

BEAD, BE ASTONISHED. Al
BONDER.
Madame

Foy’s Corsets
for; 87

cts.

eacb.

Fine W. Bone Corsets
from 45 cts. upwards.

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Vests
for 35 cts. eacb.

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Drawers
for 35 cts. eacb.

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Vests

for 50 cts. eacb.
Caalini opo TTmlaw.

lloorv

vests

Gents’ Heavy Shirts & Drawers

sale by Grocers generally.

Wm. SUarp,
30A Commercial Street» Portland, Me.
dtt
ju22

RUBBER COATS.
A new lot of Men’* Rubber Coals, all
perfect, for SI .50 each. Rubber Btaubet*
RUBBER
UAL.L.’**
only 90 cent*.
STORE,under ulmomh Hotel. sept27dtf

from 35 cts. upwards.

Boy’s

Mixed Vests and

Cloak and
Dress Trimmings including Silk
and Worsted Fringes, plain and
fancy Braids, Bnttons, &c.
has just received

Pants,

Children’s New Britain

Suits,

87 cts. and 81.00 per suit.

Ladies’

Heavy Cotton Hose,
10 cts. per pair.

Gent’s Heavy Shaker Hose
from IS cts. to SO.

561 CONGRESS 8TBEET,
new

We have just opened a full line
ot Ladies’ Two-Button English

Ladies Wool Balmoral Hose

Castor Gloves, the very best quality. Every one who has ever worn

Ladies’ Knit Jackets

these goods know that they are the
most economical Gloves to bny.

Larger sizes lor Gents’

dlw

wear.

from as cts, upwwrds.
from 38 cts.

upwards.

50 doz. Canada Knit Hose
for 50 cts. per pair.

Best

Quality

Ball Tarn,
all

colors, IS

cts. ball.

Silk Lacing Cords,

New

car

juu

Owen &

Pickles!

Crop
luaus

just

Moore,

Congress St., Cor. Brown.
OCtl8dtf

city,

from ao cts.

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,

13 UNION STREET.

Lowest Market Rates,

dlw

—

STORE

SHOE

Randall
CO

FOR SALE.

THE

of

surplus hay
HAVING
my farm, I will winter horses
Good
of first
a

that I wish consumed
for $1 50 a

bnillings, hay
quality, running
water in stable, sunny yard for exercise, horses well
cared for. Address,
C. D. SMALL,
ocl3dlm*
Cornish, Me.

22 EXCHANGE

M. G. PALMER.
dtf

forjsAle.
one

and

Fancy Goods
flourishing
Desirably located, and
most

factory villages
doing a good business. Sold for no fault. If not
sold, would take a first-class Millin r as partner,
In luire of
nne who can give good references, &■-.
augl5dtf

Oak

13

ST.

&

All our $1.00 Kid

ANNUAL MEETING.
mifE Annual Meeting of the Portland Widows’
I
Wood Society, lor the election ot officers lor
the ensuing vear will bo holden at its office, City
Building, on Wednesday evening, oct. 25th,
0. C. HAYES, Sec’y.
at 71 o’clock.

Now landing trom Schooner Koret an l for sale by
CURTIS & DAVIS,
oc6dtf
134 Commercial Street.

oct!8

doz.

for 73 cts.
all colors, tor 8 els.

a

spool.

Space will not admit of farther quotaWe expected to move to onr new
store on the first of October; this we
is
llnd
impossible. We had part of onr
goods packed; we were compelled to unpack them, and the resmt was, our angry passions rose. We decided to sell, If
possible, the entire stock at almost the
tions.

cost, and for a short season do BUSINESS FOB FUN.
Where the fun comes
in, "Deponent sayeth not.”
Yours very repectfully,

J. H.

Fitzgerald,
Me.

Portland.,

dtd

dtf

Ladies’ Fine

Boots!

A full line of Lsulles’ Hand-sewed
Kid of the finest quality, especially
der leet, at

Boots iu French

adapted

to ten-

FKLBLKUAvls^1 } LEAVITT & DAVIS
No. 1 Elm

J.V7

NPECIAL

EOpt2T___dtf

Ship Timber for Sale.

a

Gloves,

Spool Silks,

STREET.

Portland Widows’ Wood Society.

JOHN E. PALMER.
Middle St., Portland, Me

paper

Adams, Cor. Myrtle & Congress Sts.,

Ladies should be cautious in purchasing Gossamer Rubber Cloaks, and not
buy those with sewed seams as they are
SOT WATERPROOF. We are making a
superior quality with cemented seams
that ARE WATERPROOF, at HALL’S
Rubber Store, under Falmouth Hotel.
P. S.—Examine ours before you purchase.

men or women.

a

17 to as cts.

eep30

A full assortment in French Kid, neat and pretty.
AI30 in French Morocco for Walking Boots. Measures taken and nice lilting Boots made to order lor

FIRST-CLASS Millinery
ot
situated in
A Store,
in the State

McAllister,

COMMERCIAL

Rollins, Loring

Side Lace Boots I

4 cts.

3 cts

diflerent Routes
the West, Roston,
Hew Vork, Philadelphia and return, and
all points on Maine
Central R. R., at reduced prices.

Horses Wintered.

XVamsutta, 87 cts. & 81.15 each.

—

to
dlw

upwards

Best English Needles Stuck,

m •_i___
lit 111 III 1U^ IIIIUVU^

the

F. O. BAILEY A CO„

on

Sc

BY

piece.

Splendid Line of Buttons,

AT

sep6__distf
Railroad and Steamboat Tickets via all

Stock and Fixtures of a Shoe Store; ceDttally
located; doing good business; by immediate
application it will be sold at a great bargain, as the
parties have other business; store rented reasonable.
For information inquire of

octS3_

6 cts. a

lor

SALE

colors, Sets. each.

Unlaundried Gents’ Shirts,

G. W. Simonton & Co.,

FOR

all

Quality Dress Braid,

Best

The largest stock and the best variety of Coals in
the

oc!9

all colors, 3 cts. per yard.

Silk Tassels,

Bnstles in fine variety,

COAL.

umvcut

Firm and Fine Flavor.
Every
Barrel warranted.
For sale low to the trade.

week.

oct20

SATURDAY,

from IS cts. upwards.

Clough

35 and 37 Exchange Street;

happy to

on

sept23d2m

Castor Gloves !

the latest

Millinery & Dressmaking,
will be

WE

o’clock P. M„ the valuable Real Estate No 4
Cotton St. near Free, known as the Ambrose Colby
bouse. Said house is two story with 14 finished rooms,
ood cellar, cistern, &c. Lot about 43 x 95 feet.
This property is well siluated and the sale offers
a good opportunity for
occupancy or investment.
Terms at sale. Fo. farther particulars enquire ot
ALFRED BUTLER,
353 Washington Hi., Boston.
or of

Gent’s Heavy Merino Hose

to customers that pay cash.

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, BurnB,

Chapped Hands,

BY AUCTION.
shall sell

all sizes, 38 cts.

my5isdly

%

i

Co.,

and for Piles.

or

STREET

from 35 cts. upwards.

most of which are of our own importation, and very
choice styles; also a good stock of fine Domestic
Woolens, which we are prepared to ofler at greatly
reduced prices from last season.
We shall from this date offer special inducement

or Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

______________

“The Lastof Six!”—Ouo rainy forenoon, a
pale, cadaverous youth walked into the store of
one of our principal druggists, and in
weak,

D. I.

Tar,

For Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

Tar

octZOdtd

for 87 els, each.

Charles Custis &

OCt21

Forest

Auctioneers.

Ladies’ Heavy Cashmere Drawers

—

Very Low Prices.

heavy for

0C14

GO.,

for 87 cts. each.
AT

—

50 cents each.

537

granted, by the Bon.

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Drawers

—

w © r s

ful

and French

Portland, Sept. 23, 1876.

or

On Friday, lov. Connor and Council held a
pow-wow with the Fassamaquoddy Indians.
They visited the Indian school at Rleasant

AND

prices.

woman’s

Mr. Jotham Carletou, a well-known resident
of Bath, fell Irom the main deck timbers
iuto the bold of ibe new ship on tbe stocks,and
was so severely injured
that be died in a few
He was about 45 years of age, and
minutes.
leaves a widow to mourn her sudden affliction.

a

me

FREDERICK FOX, Executor.

F. O. BAILEY &

Portland, Oot. 19, 1876,

I.Qfliofii

ill all the latest styles at very low

OXFORD COUNTY.

John Brackett of Harrison, arrested on suspicion ot setting tire to the unoccupied buildiugs of L. G. Brackett of Waterford, was
brought before Justice Whitman of Norway,
Oct. 19th. After a hearing of the testimony in
the case, Mr. Brackett was discharged.

have just opened, and are now receiving
line of

BY

Nathan Cleaves, Judge ot Probate, within and
for the Couuty of Cumberland, I shall sell at public
auction, at the “Mart,” on Plum street, in this
city,
on Saturday, the twenty-eight
day of Oct, A. D.,
1876, at 11 o’clock in the forenoon, the following goods
and chattels belonging to the estate of John True,
viz.: One horse, one carriage and two robes. Terms

for 50 cts. each.

168 and 170 Middle Street, H> it
we

Executor’s Sale.
virtue of a license to

Children’s Merino Vests

gerous state.

KNOX COUNTY.

Shirts

Under

KENDALL,

English, German

CLOAK J NGS

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

MOURN &

Friday,

and

Ocl. 33th, 30th and 37th,
at 11 a. m. ami 3
p. m. each day, by order of G.
Giovamiaui .V Co., or Florence, Italy,
Every piece of marble positively warranted to be
carved from the original stone in Italy, and the
French Clocks to be twentv-one day and to strike the
hour and half hour.
Iaidies are especially invited to examiue this stock
oc24d4t
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

and

at least one half the telegraph business
of Portland.
The public need only to know these
facts to properly respond.
D. If. BATES,
Supt. Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph Co.

—

in all shades cut bias.

Wednesday, Thursday

octiedtf

DRESS GOODS New woolens I

Severe Accident.—A boy named Harry
Murphy, about ten years of age, was run over
while crossing Danforth street Friday night,
and one of his legs was seriously out by the
horse’s corks. Fast driving was the cause of
the painful accident.

being at the matinee

|

and yonr old Silk Elat in exchange* will
Nccurc the latest Dunlap Style of
Silk flats, at

THE HATTER,
MERRY’S,
oct!4dtf

choice

or

33 * 37 ElTCIIANGEiHTREET,

On

SATISFACTORILY

very

coming

ance

i

System,

per minute may be sent orer a wire, it
will be enabled to handle

Call and

BLANKETS

Tukesburv & Co. Ili

adorn Parlor, Hall

ONE THOUSAND WORDS terminate in Bankruptcy.

cepted the resignation.
Centennial Excursion.—The Odd Fellows Centennial excursion left yesterday afternoon over the Rochester road and nnmbered

ornaments to

Candid

by which

them.

see

avev. i_>x. oueiuou ua«

resigneu uis pastorate
the First Unitarian Society of Waterville,
to take effect Deo. 31st, and tbe society has ac-

Automatic

nobby" hats

dislw

over

j

(50) per cent, below the fifty-two per
cent, of the Western Union Company,
and the end is not yet.
With its improved

CONGRESS STREET.
oc21

STROKE,

ONE

reduced the telegraph rates to Portland

FOR LADIES AND CHILDREN.

H. TALBOT & CO.

dtf

The Western Union Telegraph Company
advertise that it has reduced rates fiftytwo (52) per cent, in ten years, bnt
omits to state that these redactions

keep

H. TALBOT

ME.

Notice.

Telegraphic

CO. Every Magee Stove, Range & Furnace

Moss and Feather Trimmings and Silk Braids.

VABDIOrTH,

more

FITZGERALD

enlarge, as the thousands in use
are daily testifying their nrrfit

—

and many

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

Coffins and Caskets Always on Hand.

augtl

Magee Dining Room Heater

BUTTOISTS

UIIIMtUtK,

Successor to tlie late George Mamton,

our

AMD

keep the largest assortment of

Yases, Statuetts, Groups, Card Receivers,
Fazzas, Ac.,

COTTON

_dtf

WAD

—

me.

Wlldoj

nov8

raiciim.

ASD

VALUABLE REAL ESTATE ON

The Natural magnetic Physician,
He shall lay band s on them and tbey shall he healed
lot Cumberland, Car. of Elm St.

Magee Yendome Parlor,
Magee Hall and Office Heater,
Magee Base Burner, new,

Braids!

—

a 3m

T,

STATUARY,

DIARBLE CLOCKS

ME.

ftaccarappa,

sep!9

Dr. H.

Magee Standard Range,
Magee Parlor Standard,

carry tho largest lino of

ITUII.V HURDLE

cash.

Law,

PORTLAND,
Branch Office at

We cordially invite the citizens of this Oily and
County to come and see this Fnrnaee. We have
gentlemanly and intelligent clerks to show our goods
and we give our personal attention to setting up the
same,

at

No. 51 1-2 Exchange St.

CROWNING ACHIEVEMENT
v*

KAY,

Counsellor

ers, he has, for the protection of this

TOWN.

rt&-wly

F. m.

at the
new

Street,

sep29

—

Library. To be sold at auction by
F. O. Bailey & Co., Auctioneer*.

J. B. SANFORD,

.JGEE STANDARD FURNACE

of

Bronze Figures of all sizes and desigus,
Florentine, Marble, Agate and Alabaster

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
83 School St., Boston, Mass.

GOODS!

Art Sale

Special
—

Oouni—lO to 14 A# M., 4 to 5 P. M.
ma3dArwtt

We knew itbofbre tho Centennial. Everybody will know it now that the Centennial has
declared it,
!
The highest encomiums were passed upon the

ALLEN.

c#

Regular gale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited.
ocddt

JOBBER,

THOMAS RAINEY, M. A. Iff. D.
Office 499 1-4 CoagreiH Nlreet,
Formerly occupied by Dr. Da veto.

THE

BAILEY.

F. O.

OF

ap!3__dGmntf

MEDAL

COLD

F. O. BAILEY Ac CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

PORTLAND, ME.

awarded to goods ot their class

dlw*

can

&

ATTORNEY AT -ILAW,

and the

Apply

seperately

Trimming

MAKER

FRED. N. DOW,

Centennial Exhibition, Philadelphia,

on

rooms

NEW HIGH STREET, between 1 and 2 o’clock P.
M.oct24dlw

IJST

BABCOCK,

5B Market Street, Printers Exchange,
lul
PORTLAND, MIC.
dly

Highest Premium

board,
second floor—square chamber and small bedWITHOUT
Let
ii desired.
at NO. 91

oc24

P.

Watch and Chronometer marker.’ Tool.,
mathematical. Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School

_

To Rent.

AT Exchange

Street.

MABUFACTCBEB

We are pleased to announce to our many friends
and customers that the goods of this Company for
Klegance of Design, Superiority of Fininh and Mechanical Skill in Construction
have received the

have

ATGLASSES,
lindor will be

once-20

MODEL

IN THIS CITY AND COUNTY.

paving charges.
P. WELLS,
House No. 5.
Engine
_Casco
Lost.
the Jubilee Singers* Concert a pair of OPERA

A

Middle

-an

I

Salesrooms 33 aud 37 Exchange Hi.

Jan5_dtf

Furnace Co.

OF

os24d3t

To Let

180
C.

contaiaing a

owner can

room.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Exchange Street,

Magee

MOTLEY,

OVER X. P. FARHINGTON’8,

REPRESENT TOE

Found.

two

WM. H.

■

AUCTION SALE

Apparatus, dfcc.,

FOtTR

and

Senator Blaine addressed the largest meeting
ever held at
Buffalo on Thursday evening.
Court House Square was crowded with 30,000

12

CARDS.

_BUSINESS

A. N. Noyes & Son

To Let.

vestment.

3J, And I make it a condilion of tho bequest liereiu that when llie fund of $25,000
herein before set forth as a building fund shall
have accumulated to the full sum of $100,000 it
shall be with its further iuoome appropriated
aud expended by said association in the purchase of a sightly and suitanle lot of land in the
city of Portland, near as may be to City Hall,
aud to erect thereon a brick file-proof building,
'i’ue first floor for offices and the second aud
third floors for library rooms.
The following inscription shall be placed on
tbe side facing the street!
“The Cumberland Bar Law Library Association, erected in the year
A. D. 190—,
from funds donated therefor by Francis O. J.
Smith.”
4tb, I make it also an unalterable condition
of the gift that the association shall causefeach
and all books to be imprinted at the expense of
said fund upon the outside cover of the same,
the following: “This book is the property of
the Cumberland Bar Law Library Association
and is not to be taken lawfully from the Library Room under any pretence except to the
Court Room on the written order and responsibility of a Presiding Judge, and only during
term time of the Court.
It is a contribution
from the fund donated by Francis O. J. Smith,
more than fifty years of the Cumberland Bar.
Item XXL Contingently I give and bequeath to the Corporation or Trustees in trust
forever of the New Hampshire Historical Society, situated in Concord, aud to be invested in
proper securities or saiu state, ©iU,UUU, to 00
known as tbe “F. O. J. Smith Fund.”
Item XXII. Contingently as aforesaid I give
and bequeath to the corporation of Phillips
Academy at Exeter the sum of $10,000, to be
denominated ou the books of said institution
my only alma mater, and ou tbs records “The
F. O. J. Smith Fund.”
Item XXIII. I hereby constitute Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. C. W. Goddard and Darius
II. Ingraham of Portland, Executors of this
instrument and of the sevoral provisions and
bequests herein contained, having unlimited
confidence in tbe ab'lity, integrity and good intentions of each.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Your Life.

I

Street.

SHIPPERS-OF

TO

dtf

NOTICE.

FREIGHT.

freight destined to points reached by the fellowing Fast Freight Lines, viz: Ked, White,
Blue, Canada, Southern, Inter national, Hoosac Tunnel and Merchant’s Despatch, must be shipped
by

ALL

Bostou «Sfc Maine Railroad.
Us

lading apply

to

For
K. A.

through rates and

McCLUl'CHY,

Agt. Fast Frgt. Lines at B. & M. R. R., Portland.
ang24
dtf

POETKY.
A Princeton

Ballad.
Princeton left col-

A young Southerner at
lege recently because negioes were received
on equal terms with the whites.
The college
paper gives the following:
Which

we

And

have to accommodate ’em.”
“From Boston?” Iiuth presumed.

“Wal, no—they ain’t Boston folks,” the
’squire thought. •'Teirrell—Tyrrell 1 Sounds
moro like a York name,” and then he bade
Iiuth good-morning, and walked homeward,

wish to remark,

language

our
a mau

is

ill.

snua-ah,

When they happen to possess a cottage on
the cliff, the most inveterate nomads might
subdue, I think, their roviug propensities,

That
which is dark
And has kinks in his
hai-ar,
Isn’t coming to lectures with “we *uns,”
And “we ’uus” consent to be thea-ali.

and consent to sojourn—say three months—
at Newport.
1 was surprised, therefore, by a
summons to Mr. Tyrrell’s bank, and my abrupt nomination to tbe command of an expeditionary corps. “Clara’s not well,” I was
informed; “finds Newport much too hot.
Your aunt proposes the White mountains,
and wants you to take them there.”

Which the lecture was that
On the “Science of Mind,”
And our hearts as we sat
Were at peace with mankind,
When who should come in but a nigg-ah
And squat on a seat just behind.
We looked up at Mac,

And he rose with a sigh,
And remarked it’s a fac’—
“Well, I wish I may die
If I'm goiu’ to sit here with a nigg-ali,”
And; we left without any reply.

This intelligence distressed me a good deal;
but I own that, coming from the hot pavements of a smoky town, I discovered all sorts
of tonic virtues in the breezes of Narragansett
bay, and eyed Miss Clara’s lassitude with

Wc repeat the remark,
And our language is squa-ah,
That a man which is dark
And has kinks in his hai-ah,
Isn’t coming to college with “we ’uns,”
And “we uns” consent to be there.

A

self, I expect. Bill Cutler, up at tbe Notch
house, can’t take no more, and wants to
send a string of ’em down here. I guess I’ll

Queen

wonder, uctil my aunt reminded me how
different, after all, the climate was to that of
Scarborough or Trouville—which, no doubt,
explained the phenomenon.
We were already familiar with the Franconia region, and being minded to try the
Conway side, were not disposed to quarrel

of Spades.

with the accident which transferred us from
rather shabby hotel to absolute control of

a

an
BY

M, W. IIAZELTINE.

[CONCLUDED.]
“Look, Ruth,

what a site for a

painter’s

home 1” cried Bob, on one occasion, when
they had walked out along the Bartlett road
to a point where Mount Washington itself
looms grandly against the northern verge,
shouldering a way between Mount Franklin
and Mount Monroe.
“You can’t mean,” said practical Ruth,
“you would exchange the old farm for such
worthless ground ? The view is very pretty
here, and I know our house lies in a hollow,
but the soil is ten times richer down the valley. Why, the country hereabouts is scarce
fit to graze over, and even buckwheat would
And she pointed
starve in land like that!”
to a field where the stone were, no doubt,

discouragingly
“But

numerous.

don’t intend to go on farming,”
explained Robin plaintively. “I was only
thinking of the summer months, and what a
paradise we might make of this quiet hillside,
ringed with forest and river art set in the eye
We ne.d know nothof that glorious scene.
ing of its bleak winter, for then we should be
I thought you understood,
in New York.
Didn’t I tell you I had taken a
dear Ruth.
we

studio in town?
“New York!” cried Ruth, almost broken“Give up the
hearted by this disclosure.
farm, take me away from home ?” And the
poor girl, though unuseu to the melting moou,
gave way to most unreasonable tears.
Here was a plight for a sensitive young artist, who could not seriously think of relinquishing his calling, and yet was loth to see a
woman cry—how much more a buxom cousin
with a hundred claims to his regard ? What
arguments and blandishments, what humorings and compromises were hero resorted to,
I cannot tell, but it is certain the betrothed
pair did not quarrel. How could they?
There exists not a gentler, more considerate
being than modest Robin, or one less qualified to take the tyraut’s vein; while Ruth,
with all her sturdy purpose and executive
turn, held quaint theories of female obedience and wholesome notions of the rights of
Tet all the fostering and comforting
man.
in the world cannot sweeten the cup of exile
to the foolish Switzer lass, nor will the model
meekness of your Griselda rob bereavement
I think Bob read this in his
of its sting.
companion’s patient looks, and, no doubt, he
Doticed that she seldom thenceforward went
singing about the house.
There is no situation more trying to thtemper than to find yourself the reluctant ex
acler of an irksome, rueful sacrifice, and no
wonder Bob’s spirits at this epoch underI suppose he
went considerable depression.
was conscious of his uncompanionable mood,
for he began to roam about the farm alone,
and evinced less relish for Miss Nell’s light
Over Miss Tyrchat during hours of labor.
rell’s portrait he was most assiduous, but
the picture made no progress. Had
ob addressed himself specially to portraiture
he might naturally seek to make the most of
a rather fantastic subject, and surprise by one
piquant masterpiece the suffrages of the academy. But I have often heard him disparage
that particular province of his art, and am,
therefore, at a loss to explain his present feTwo or
verish and unsatisfied behavior.
three weeks slipped away and still he was
dawdling and fiddling with the canvas. Was
it poor Ruth’s pensive shadow which thwarted and obscured his work, or was there something in the face he pored over which drew
the cunning trom his hand.
Why should ’Squire Allen, who regarded
art much as Bob regarded top-dressing, select
this moment to visit the studio, and ventilate
his unvarnished heterodox opinions ? To be
sure he was always loitering about the house
and consulting with Ruth Lyon, but matters

Simehow

of moment
4-

Trrno

those discussions, and
engrossed
f
nnlilnnocc tViof r,rnmnf ml

cntLnK

n

n

him to ask what Bob was doing.
The ’squire’s attitude as he surveyed the
atelier, whither Kuth conducted him, was
very affable and friendly, and the discourse
he pronounced on the occasion abounded in
fresh, fruitful suggestions, which Bob in a
normal frame of mind would have devoured
with infinite gusto.
“Them pictures o’ scenery,” he remarked,
in the course of his review, “air good and
val’ble. They ain’t no kind o’ use to me, but
city folks that lived cooped up in them brick
dwellin’s, and hain’t got room to keep a gardin, they kin hire a chap to paint suthin’
green and country-like which is hulsome to
the mind. Ain’t that the idee?”
Kobin thought perhaps it was.
“As for them palaces.” pursued the ’squirp,
pointing to a street scene In Ferrara, “and
marble meetin’-houses, I set my foot ag’in
’em as savorin’ o’ the pomps and superstitions o’ the old world.
They air the high
places of idolatry and the sink o’ corruption.
Let ’em crumble to the airth!”
“Crumble 1” said Bob, indignantly. “Can’t
you see the beauty of them as mere models ?”
“As models, p’raps,” "allowed the critic,
“for a state house or Boston post office they
kin be used. But that ere thing,” he continued, snapping a finger at Miss Tyrrell’s picture, “you kin say nuthin’ for! There ain’t
no sense in it.”
“What do you mean?” cried Robin, red-

dening.
“Why, they was fust rate,” the’squire
explained, “in the old times, and with money
I’ve got one o’ them likenesses to home
that cost a sight—” he referred to his sire’s
presentment, executed by Luke Slingbrush, a
local artist of some fame—“hut who’s goin’

too.

nowadays

for all them

paints and varnishes when you can get a photograph for a
dollar? You air smart, Robert,I kin see that;
to pay

but you can’t beat the sun, nohow!”
“The sun’s an assshouted Robin, provoked beyond endurance. “The sun would
make Shakespeare look a blockhead, staring
and gasping at that big bull’s eye. Good

Lordiman, do your features say anything?
And the expression of your face too, at a
given moment, what is it but the reflex of
one mood—a single letter in the alphabet of

AViornntAr?

ThAv’rA

otpII
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your photograph! But the pregnant face, the
soulful face, demands a painter to probe aud
ponder it, until he has spelled out its last
secret, and printed it there on the canvas
for the world to read. Talk of photographs
for a face like that 1” And the excited artist
flung a cloth over the insulted portrait,
lam not going to revile Robin for that

ranting, intemperate speech, for he was presently heartily ashamed of it. Ruth on her

part could not have looked more confounded
if one of her sheep had bitten her, and speedily invented an excuse to draw the ’squire
away.
“That’s no business for me,” the ’squire
observed, when the two had retreated to a
less fervid atmosphere. “1 guess it pavs,
though, when you get the knack of it. I’ll
tell ye,” he added, wbat Robert ought to do;
jest hurry up, paint off a dozen o’ them pictures, stock the old farm complete, and settle
down.”
“I don’t know,” Ruth said, in her heart
much impressed with the idea; “you might
talk to him—but I’m afraid he don’t like

farming.’

“You don’t

to say,” shouted the
disgusted ’squire “that he’d go on paintin’
mean

he’d made his fortin ? Darned if he
ain’t takin’ right arter his father, and he was
crazy as a loon!”
arter

“You musn’t say

things against my uncle,” said loyal Ruth, and the ’squire looked

contrite, and then she confided to him the
projected removal to New York.
The grief which shook her friend at this
announcement was unquestionably sincere.
“O Jerricol” the ’squire groaned, “that
beats the Dutch I Who's goin’ to post me
about them new-fangled tools, aud study the
sile and lot out the crops accordin’ ? There
ain’t nobody reads them papers aud gits the
meat of ’em, Ruth, like you. And the winter evenin’s, Ruth,—what’ll I do in the winter evenin’s ?”
“You must get married,” said Ruth arch-

ly*
“P’raps I will,” he returnod, gloomily; “I
guess I’m young enough.” And Indeed he
was, and some athletes of twenty might
envy his stalwart frame and ruddy cheeks.
“You wasn’t thinkin’ yourself,” he went

on with a curious hesitation in his tone—“I
mean, you wasn’t goin’ to git married right
away, was you? Next month—ain’t that
kind o’ sudden ? Howsomever, I wish the
boy well, and you too, Ruth—from my heart,
I do.” And the worthy fellow meant what
he said, but after all that he looked dejectel.
“It’ll be kind o’ lively, next month, in
Conway,” the squire continued with a fine
assumption of cheerfulness, “wbat with weddin’s, campmeetin’s, Fourth o’ July, aud city
folks thick as bees! I’ll have a housefull my-

old-fashioned farm-house.

We promised

ourselves not a little entertainment in the
naive discourse of our primitive host, and
my own contentment was complete when a
hair-brained
preposterous
painter-fellow,
whom ’Squire Allen hit off in his catalogue
of curiosities, proved to be no other than my
friend Itobin. I must say, however, that
Aunt Tyrrell seemed in no wise pleased with
this discovery, having lately contracted, as I
mentioned, a prejudice against my friend;
but it was absurd to suppose a contretemps
so trivial would be suffered to derange her
plans. “Now, at least,” she said, “that singular young man may have the goodness to
finish my girl’s picture.”
It is not likely many hours could pass before Bob and I came together, and, of course,
I was speedily apprised of an impending interesting event, and presented to the bride-

elect,

ana

ner

young
when Robin sped away to pay his respects to
oetote wuom

sister—

the Tyrrells—I pronounced a eulogy upon
that artist. In the course of the same afternoon the Misses Lyon came to call on my
kinswomen, and insisted we should drink tea
at the farm, where they set forth all the dainties they could think of, showed us the flower
garden, the bee-hives, aud the chickens, and
treated us generally iu a most hospitable fash-

ion.
I happened to be present at my cousin’s
meeting with Bob’s fiancee, and thought I
had never seen Clara look so well. Perhaps
she may have been a trifle pale, but her eyes
were very bright, and she talked with the
She watched
greatest spirit and vivacity.
Miss Lyon rather narrowly too, in a swiff,
observant way, but no doubt her observations
were

satisfactory,

for her manner was

quite

soft and kind when she took Ruth’s hand at

parting.
But, while clear-eyed, downright Ruth
conquered the hearts ot her new acquaintances—persuading even my aunt Tyrrell,
whose attitude at first was slightly captious,
to declare her a good, active little body—
Robin’s behavior was less gratifying. No
one certainly could have predicted that his

native air would cloud the man’s sunny temper,yet something of the kind seemed to have
occurred. I found him taciturn and moody,
aud his demeanor at times decidedly tart.
For instance, when he was taken to task

good-humoredly by Mrs. Tyrrell about his
remissuess in the matter of the picture, Bob
was almost surly, thought he must renouce
the undertaking altogether, and condemned
his rashness in meddling with portraiture at
all. When we were alone, however, he bore
himself more genially, and this circumstance
led me to conclude that he had lost his relish
for ladies’ society.
Of course Bob’s inclination in this respect
were not abetted by me,
I had brought my

friends,

as you know, to Conway in pursuit
of health and the exhilaration of fine scenery,
since
Rnth’s household duties would not
and,
suffer her to guide our rambles, Robin’s services were plainly indispensable. It happened for the most part to be Miss Tyrell’s
fate to endure Sir Dismal’s company in those
excursions, aud, while what he vouchsafed to
say was crisp and bright enough (Bob’s
tongue had a pretty trick of interpreting his
eye,) his fits of silence must, I know, have
depressed her, although I cannot remember
that she made any complaint. I will avow
that on one occasion the young man seemed
to regain his buoyant humor, and shone out
with his old flash and tervor.
We had driven out, that day, to the Notch,
for, while we knew the Franconia pass, the
grandeur of its southern namesake was yet
strange to us. It was afternoon when we
reached the middle of the gorge and we lingered there until sunset, held and mastered
by the scene. Who that ever saw it forgets the
desolate ravine choked with bowlders and

bristling with dark pines, the giant walls
black and bare that seem to bulge and topple
and hide the sky, and the puny, shivering

to hear my

step I understood, when presently voices, low but audible, reached us both
through an open door. I recognized Clara

first.
“Indeed you must not say that, Mr.
Lyon;
it is we who owe excuses. You must have
been greatly annoyed about that
picture, and
it was a selfish thing to ask at such a time.
If mamma had known; but I—but
she—you
must try to pardon us.”
“Clara 1” Bob could say no more.
She went on hurriedly.
“Let me have it as it is. I will not like it

“Clara!”—Bob’s voice

uo

au.

i'iw

nuuuu
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watching the girl’s kindling eves, shook off
the weight upon his spirits and gave himself
to the empire of the hour. The Notch aDd the
eager talk of my companions, and the drive
homeward in the twilight wrought me up to
so romantic a mood that I sat smoking in the
’squire’s porch until a late hour, and even
when I retreated a single candle was still
gleaming from Bob’s studio.
Why would he not stay and smoke a cigar,
and what in the world could Kobin find to do
alone in that grim and comfortless chamber?
Was he going over, perhaps, the pleasant
day,

and yielding anew to the sweet sorcery
of an emotional nature, which had quickened and compelled his own? Or did he
check those thoughts sternly and recognize

with sad sincerity that such companionship
was not for him ?
Must his days then know
no storm, no torrid sunshine, but be always
cool and sober and calm ? Could he call it
living, the pale spiritless existence which
stretched before him and Kuth ? Poor Ruth!
No, upright, noble Ruth—who was he to pity
that true heart? Had he forgotten wbat her
life had been—the patient, cheerful self-surrender, the long, meek sacrifice to duty ? and
was the fault hers if her eyes, fixed on that
mild star, had missed the hectic splendors of
the west ? Was he not man enough to love
her for what she was and mock and stifle the
mad thirst for sympathy ? That holy, mystic

charm of sympathy, truly a potent spell in
Paris saloons; but such simple words as gratitude and honor may out coDjure it amid

Yankee hills.
On the day following our drive to the
Notch—it was just a week, as I remember,
before Bob’s wedding—Clara and I stiolled
over to the farm, and found Miss Nellie
strumming the piano and Ruth busied about
many

things.

‘Where is Robin ?” I inquired.

“Nobody knows,” said Nellie, laughing.
“He was prowling up and down his den all
night, and this morning he went out at daybreak.’’
“In that case,” I suggested, “suppose we
avail ourselves of the priest’s absence and invade the sanctuary. There are many tricks
and devices familiar to the painter’s art which

There is no doubt that Clara looked inquisitive, and Ruth at once volunteered to
show the way.
“Sou would never know my trim storeroom,” said Ruth, as she let us into the
atelier, and indeed it was a chaos ot disorder.
“Bob’s easel was near the window. Nellie
ran to it and gave a cry.
"IjOoki" sue saiu, auu siarea in
the canvas.

We looked.

My cousin’s figure

stupor at

still
theie, but some studious stroke of the brush
had totally rased her features.
“Hullo!” I cried, “what’s the meaning of
this?”
Clara’s face was very pale. She did not
was

speak.

means,” said Ruth, with a quivering
lip, “It means we had no light to come
And she led us silently from the
here.”
“It

room.

I do not claim to possess the fine intuitions
of some gifted natures, hut I confess that Master Rob’s perfomance provoked sundry reflections, which I was shrewd enough to keep to
myself, and I think it regretable that another
member of the company, having less experience of the ways of men, failed to exhibit an
equal discretion. I had strolled into the garden, having observed that the ladies were
drifting towaid feminine topics, and was

ruminating over a cigar, when Miss Nellie,
equipped with abasket, intent on blackberries,
came running out aglow with mischief and
hilarity.
“buch fun!” she explained between peals
of laughter. “We were in the parlor just
now, Clara and I—she was teaching me a
waltz—when Bob came in, glum as a ghost.
So, ol course, I began to tease him about
spoiling that lovely picture, aud said be just
wanted an excuse to putter over it, aud then
he grew white, and Clara was in a flutter, so
I left him to defend himself. Won’t she
scold him, though!” and the picture of Bob’s
predicament afforded her infinite delight.
I was not quite heartless enough to be carried away by the damsel’s merriment, and
opining that the presence of a third person
might be grateful under the circumstances,
set forth to break the fefe-a tete. But a veranda skirted that side of the house, and a
window of the keeping-room, which adjoined
the

parlor, standing

open, I

glanced

into it

There was Ruth,
as Ifcpassed, and stopped.
half arisen from a chair, in a strange, irresolute altitude, her work fallen to the floor,
one hand shading her eyes and the other
pressed against her side, while her lips looked
dry aud parted, as if some word she sought ]
to utter found no breath. While she failed \
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“National
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young, t

e

middle-aged

Skowhegan
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Eastern

j Northwest. West and Southwest.
J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, ana is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 n. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

tion.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that pergonal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate ot
one passenger for every $500 additional value.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manaqer%

SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. Oct 16, 1876.
ap29dtf
W. J.

BUSINESS

most

Book Binders.
QUINCY, Room II, Printers’
No.
ill Exchange St.
Exchange,
imALL & 8HACKFORD, No. 35 Plum
wm.

Street.

A. WHITNEY, No. SO Ex.
change
Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

Pattern and Model Maker.

f&ittery,

Portsmouth,

Newbnryport,

Salem, Lynn, Chelsea aud Boston at
9.00 a. nr, arriving in Boston at 1.40 p. m.
Saco, Biddeford* Kennebunk, Kiltery,

Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newbnryport,
Salem, Lynn. Chelsea and Boston at

3.00 p. m., arriving in Bostou at 7.30 p. in., in
season for New York and Western connection.
Pullman Parlor Car attached.
5.20 p. m. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at 2.15 a, m
every day (except

Mondays.)
RETURNIMG-,

\

Clothed’* from head to feet, I
/
styles” at George Fen no’s,
)f Beach and Washington Street,
Boston,
dtdecll

Leave Boston at 7.30, 112.30 and at 8.00
p. m., connecting with Maine Central
aud E. & N. A. Kailway lor St* John
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

ys are

York

eep21

of five
TENEMENT
Inquire at No. 18 MARKET
oct23
rooms

j

Tlirongh Tickets to all Points South and West at
lowest rates. Pullman Car Tickets for Seats and
Berths at Ticket Office.
Passengers by this line avoid all change.
oc9dtfGEO. BATCHELDER. Supt.

Go to the Centennial
VIA

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LIE
ONLY

Cross St.« in Delano’s mill.
Q. L. HOOPER, Cor. York and maple
Streets.

HOTELS.

only

one

PHILADELPHIA,
On 42d Street, Columbia Avenne, Yiola
Avenue and Elm Avenne,
Directly pposite Main Exhibition Building,

—

United States

THE

Trains leaves Portland & Rochester R. R. Station
at 2.30.p. m., arriving in Philadelphia next morning

To Rent.

It

To Let.
YOU want the best fourteen dollar rent you can
find, call at W. W. Carr’s, 197 Newbury street:
a good rent for about seven dollars
per month.

oci3dtf

UET I

Room In the Second Story ot the
Printers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THliBSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.
OC12dtf
For Rent.
built, two story bouse,

MODERN
bath-roam,

ten rooms,
water-closets, gas. furnace, Seba'
Rent $400.
go, etc,, at West end.
Apply to WM
H. JEltRIS, Real Estate Agent.
oct12d2w*

HOUSE,

Agent.

A Desirable Rent.
a small family without
children.
Cor. High and Sherman Hired*.

FOB

oct9dtf

To

Let.

4 to 8 or 9 rooms, corner of Cumberland
and Franklin street, 203 Cumberland street.
Suppiiod with Sebago water, gas and furnace. 'I bo
rooms are all large and pleasant.
sep29dtf

FROM

To Let.
Three Story Brick Dwelling House, No. 174
THEDaulorth
Street, receutly occupied by Watson
with

or without the furniture.
Newball,
Possession
JOS. 1LSLEY.
given immediately.
septlo_ dtf

it did net

j

ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

fllHE House contains 40rooms and two Stores; is
A situated opposite tlie passenger station ol tie
Grand Trunk Railway, and in theimmediate vicinity,
and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and
suburbs. Address
ACG. P. FULLER,
iu24deodtf
Portland. Ale.

To Lei.
HOUSE, No. B Carlton Street; commodious, pleasaut and every way desirable.
BYRON D. VERRILL,
205 Middle Street.
septDdtf

BRICK

To Let.
easterly half of residence corner of Freo
and High streets, now occupied by VV. H. AnPossession given first of May.
derson, Esq.
e of
F. W. LIBBY,
42 Exchange St.
aprl8dtf

§116

LET.

cne

PORTLAND, ME.
GST’Callers will find

me

at

Wholesale Store,
Nos.

117 A. f 19
Thompson Block,
Street. Good location below the Post
IN middle
Office where all the wholesale

LINCOLN

se20

dry goods and other
are located,
The finest store in the
light and airy basement, two entrances,
two counting rooms, brick safe, and elegant show
windows, tables, counters and other fixtures. Will
be let very reasonably f applied for soon. Apply to
II. E. THOMPSON,
No. 32J Emery St. on the Spring St. Horse Car Route,
mlil4

d&w22

Store to Let.
Commercial street, next below
Dana & Co., now occupied by Joshua Hobbs &
Son. Possession given Immediately. Appiy at 96
C. OXNARD,
Dantorth St.
dtf
aprll
m
No. 122

To Let.
BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforih Street
containing all the modern! improvements In
quir at No. 10 Central Wharf.
Jndtf

rglHE
A

Portland & Worcester Line
—

STREET,

NUMBER.
dlaw4tT&w3m3D

the DIAMOND PECTORAL lor
and
Cough, Colds
Bronchial
affection.
the
AMERICAN VEGETATry
BLE HE ALTH PILLS tor a Mild

Physic.
Try the AERATED OXYGEN tor
Catarrh, Asthma, Lung Diseases,
Dyspepsia and Bronchitis.
For
sale at ROOM 3, Cahoon Block,
385 Congress Street,
dtt

oetll_

Freight leaving
BTHTra

MR.

&

MRS. DR.

WELCH,
CHIROPODISTS,
—

AT

—

502 1-2 Congress St., Corner of Brown
Parties treated at their residence without extra
octlOeodliu*

MURRAY’S

LAX

1 AND

PURIFYING

Bitters l
This medicine has been before the pnbllc most ol
the time for the past twenty-five years, aud lias given
excellent satisfaction to all who have used it.
The
Bitters are composed ol the best articles ol the vegetable kingdom, and are agaiu prepared bv the
original inventor, and are couUdently iecornmended as one of the best articles ever ottered to the
public, especially for all those difficulties aud ills attendant upon this season of the year.
recommended tor the cure of

ticularly

Indigestion
of

or

Appetite,

They are

have been appointed Agents foi
THEthesubscribers
Albion Lead Work*.
A superior
brand of
Mtrietly Pure White Lund ground in
On; for sale in the usual variety of packages, and
at the lowest market
prices: guaranteed to be as
represented.

WHIPPLE & CO.,

ill Market Square*

dtf

New York nt

Portland 1.15 p.

in

arrives in New York

MOKNINM.

livencNM, aud nil dioenses cai.-vcl
by an,unhealthy state of
the stomach or bowels.
Any number of recommendations might bo published, but the article is so well and favorably known
that it is deemed unnecessary. Let the sufferer
use

nt

0.00

5.00 p. ni.,
111. NEXT

11.50 p. m.,
NEXT

DRUG STORE,

Cor, of Exchange,

formerly occupied by Emmons Chapman,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
where may also he found a good assortment of
Drugs, Fancy and Toilet Articles.
apr29
fftf
storo

A

ON

and after Monday, Sept. 18ih, Excursion
tickets will be sold to tbe White Mountains as

follows:

From Portland

to

Glen House and

return
trawtord

j

$5.00

Portland & Rochester R. R.
On and after Monday, April, 3,1876,
gI.cave Portland at 7AO a. m.,
““2.30, 4.00 and 0.20 p. m.
7.50 A. M. Train stops at all stations between
Portland and Rochester, and runs through to
Worcester. Arrives at Kochc.ier at 10.00 a.
ra., (where it connects with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Nashua at 11.47
a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m., Boston 1.15
p. m.,
Ayer Junction 12.40 p. m., Fitchburg
1.25 p. m., and at Worcester at 2.10
p. ra.,
connecting with trains South and West.
3.50 P. M. Steamboat Express arrives at
Bocheater at 4.30 p, m., connects at Epping
for Manchester and Concord, at Nashua
lor Lowell and
Boston, at ATer .1 unction for Fitchburg and Hodsnc Tunuel

Line

at

Wnrppsf.or

with

Rnotnn

av

Albany Railroad, and goes through New
London without change of Cant,
there
connecting with the
magnificent
Steamers of the Norwich Line, arriving in
New York at Pier No, 40, North Rirer

at G.00 a. m.
8tate Room* can be secured in advance at
Barnes Bros., ^o. 28 Exchange Street and
at the Depot.
4.00 P. HI. Train runs to Rochester, stopping at
all stations.
6*40 P. HI. Train runs to Gorham.

TiBTTJJRISrilSr Gr.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.20, 11.25, 11.45 a. m.,
and 8.50 p. m.
7.40 A. 111. Stops at all Stations, arrives in Portland at 10 00 a. m.
11.45 A. HI. Steamboat Express from New London, leaving Norwich Line Steamers at 5.00
a. m., and Worcester at 8.00 a. m., etops at
Springvale, Alfred, Saco River, Gorham, Sacca-

rappa and Westbrook, arrives in Portland at
3 20 p. m., makes close connection with the
Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
11.15 A. HI. Train is a freight train with Passenger Car attached, stops at all Stations, and
is due in Portland at 5.10 p. m.
8.50 P. HI. Train is through from New York,
stops at all Stations when signaled, arrives
in Portland at 10.50 p. m.
Local Train from Gorham at G.00 a. m., arrives in
Portland at 6.40 a. m.

J. M. LUNT, Sunt,
dtf

apl

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG KB.
Change

of

Time, Oct. 9, 1870.

First-class Weekly mail steamof this line sail from Quebec
every
Saturday morning,

touching

at

Derry.
First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this line
sail from Halifax every other Tuesday, for
Liverpool* touching at Qacemitowu.
Passage—First-class—$50, $70 and $80 gold, or its
equivalent; Intermediate $35 gold; third-class at
lowest rates.
The Glasgow Line of steamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
passage $60, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark aud
Germany at lowest rates.
»uu

xveiuru

upwards._

MAIL LINE TO

Nora

day at 3 p. m.
Wednesday and Saturday at 8 a. m.—will touch at
Long, Little and Great Chebeaguo and Bailey's
Island each way. For freight, apply to CAPTAIN,
octllU&wtf

CLYDE’S

Philadelphia,

FOl'R STEAMER* PER AVEEK.

west. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
the “CLYDE STEAM LINES’* to Baltimore,
Norfolk. Richmond, CJharleMion, Newberne and Wnxhinirton.
D. O. C. IT]INK, C*enernl Knwtern Agent,
29 Devonshire Street, Boston.

Janll

p.

not in other
Dictionaries.
1840
3,000 Engraving*.
l*age* Quarto.

FOUR PAGES COLORED PLA TES.

“The

JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

Washington

OTEAMsniP LINE

_31a*w.d4wt D
A FARM AND HOME

Pt‘26

AND

OF YOUR OWN.

NOW /S THE TIME TO SECURE IT I
The best aril cheapest lands in Maiket, are in
EASTERN NEBRASKA, on the line of the UNION
PACIFIC RAILROAD.
The most favorable terms given, and very low
rates of faie and freight to all
"«rs.
The best

markets.

Unset

a

week.

First Class Steamship
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every TtEMDAV
and BATUBLAY,
—

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BI,ACKSTONH.
and McClellan.
From Providence every WEDNE8UA1
and BATlIRDAt.
Fielght forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. It. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240
Washington St.,

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R-R-. M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,

Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage 512.50 to Baltimore. To Philadelphia 515,
For freight or passage to Norfolk,
Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
noedtt
Providence, K.

FREE PASSES TO LARI) BRIERS.

Mars, descriptive pamphlets, new edition of “THE
PIONEER,” sent free everywhere,
O. F. DAVIS,
Address,
Land Comm’r., U. P. It. K., Omaha Neb.
sep26
dlwt
I Greatest Offer of ibe eeaAUIiii -I kj • sou. Eight S10 Chromos
given
away with Home Guest, including Hoover’s Peerless
Americau Fruit, 2J feet long, Lake l ucerne, Virgiu
Vesta, etc. Mounted Outtit, four Chromos, S3 00:
8 Chromos, $3.60. J LATHAM &
CO., 410 Wash-

AGF\T«

ington Street, Boston.

FOR NEW

LINE

YORK,

OF Alii.

OTHERS,

This is

tho» Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston A Providence R. R. Depot daily, except
Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and snperb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving In New York
always in advance at all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern KailroadB and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Llttle.Ct Co.’s,49J Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. 8. BABCOCK,
Pel

President.
dtf

73

BOSTON

DESIRABLE situation, corner of Brackett and
A
Vaughn streets is ottered to
person wishiDg
nice

STEAMERS,"

Inventors Union, 173 Greenwich St.

A AJT'VTjie If you want the best selling artiA kJ cle in the world and a solid
gold
patent lever watch, free of cost, write at once tod.
BRIDE & CO., 767 Broadway, N. Y.
sep2714w
RI PANIC If CARDS! all styles with name 10
Cts. Post paid. J. B. Busted, Nassau, Kens.
Co-, N. Y.
se28U4wt

p

In

Press—Oman, Kemly-The

Centennial Exposition

DESCRIBED AND I I.I.I NTRATE D
graphic pen-picture of its history, grand
building., wouderful exhibit., curiosiiirs,
great dais, etc. Piofu.rly illusiraied, thoroughly popular and very chrnp
Must sell
immensely. 5,000 At:ENT* WANTED.
Send for lull particulars. This will be the dinner
of 100 years to coin money Inst. Get the only
reliable hi*tory.
HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, Springfield, Mass,
Be uo1 deceived byprrmnfj 4 ITTIO\
AA\7lv mre books,
assuming to be
“official” and telling what will happen in
Aug.
and 8ept.
ocl3d4wt
A

Investigate the merits of the JllusA ft RWTfi
1^1.1 A titrated
Weekly, before determining
upon your work lor this fall and winter. The combination for this season surpasses anything heretofore
attempted* Terms sent fiee on application. Address
C1UA8. CACJCA8 A: CO., 14 Warren St.,
Y-

__ocl3d4wt
We w111 8tart y°u in tt business you
\
O
1A
cau make $50 a week without
capital,
Mft
AfP
VeapV and respectable for either sex.
ill11
Xi X

AGENTS SUPPLY CO., 261 Lowery,

Newlork.oc!3d4wt

HOUSE,

dtf

For Sale.
miles from

Ten

good

__

state

of

nitp m

ilo

Portland, in
Windham, on Stage Road to Bridgton, thirty acres of land, mowing,
pasture and
woodland; under:drained where needed, and in a
cultivation,

fr-nm

I'hnrM,

with one aero of
o»,l Pnct nffloo- holt

mile from School; three miles from Railroad. Story
and a half house with ell, blinded and furnished
throughout, with cement cellar,wood, ice, hen house,
and yard with barn all in good condition; orchard ol
young thirfty trees, grapes, pear, plum and smaller
fruits in bearing. Also the crops and farming tools,
including twenty tons of hay, at a bargain. Inouire

of W. H. VINTON, ESQ., Middle Street, Portland,
or DR. HUNTINGTON, on the premises.

SEE

For Sale

or

HOUSE
FOR

North Haven. Conn.
Please mention this pai>er in writing. octl4dlwf

Daily, at 7 o’clock P. M.,
WHARF, BOSTON, dally
(Sunday, excepted).

FARE

3

P.

VI.

$1.00.

Passengers by this line are reminded that thoy se
cure a comfortable night's rest and avoid the ex*
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

at night.
Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D. H. Young,
**
No. 266 Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Excursion Tickets to Philadelphia and return via
the Sound Lines $13.00.
Freight taken as usual.
dec27-75
J. ». €OYEE, *ir.. Gen’l Agt.

MAINE

STEAMSHIP

ST*

CO.

TO

1EW

YORK.

LOTS

SMITH,

Patterson’s Keal
BULLETIN.

Estate

TO
LOAN
first class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid,
etc., on
JIONEr

ON

Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, dealer in Real Estate. Office 3791

Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
and Pearl streets.
au28tf

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at d
P. M., and leave Pier 38 East R'ver, New York every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 1P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, Just built for this
route, aud both she and the Franconia are fitt
up
with fine accommodations tor
passengers, m .kino
this the most convenient and comfortable route f,,r
travellers between New York and MaiTlu-se
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven
urine thi
moQths °“ ti,elr t,a8sa8« to and from
New
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra
Goods forwarded to and from
Philudelnhia Mo”
Mon
treaLQuets* St John, and all
83^ Freights taken at the lowest rates

Combination Heating,
All who

pattTrffi;

Simple! Cheap! Noiseless I

use

furnace heat and have

isfactorily warmed,

can

find

a

legion of

Portland.
rooms

not

For

sat-

remedy by applying

W. H. PENNELL & CO.,
No. 38 and 40 Union St.,

j

AM

TioWs srnl

Exchange

apply to
former information
Sent Portland.

iVe,

^Street?^

A large Assortment Selling Cheap.

Passenger Trains Leave Portland.
It yon wi«h lo Mirap n Blanket, call
10,45 A. M. for all stations, running through to
for the Patent Blunket Buckle au<l Strap,
Johnson, Vt.
and you can Strap your Blauket without
‘*•45 P. M. for Upper Bartlett and intermediate
Rivet* or Sticking.
stations.
Arrive in Portland:
11.15 A. ML from Upper Bartlett.
4.10 P. M. irom Johnson, Vt.
272 middle Street.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
:
OCt
Portland, Oct 9, .876.
oc9dtf
d2w

HENRY DUNN & SON,

x

«

^£

t

k> P,er 3!h E- K-> New York.
ng°°m,i
can
als0

obtain^,3ttt22

Excursion Tickets

where the Combination may be scon at woik.
dim
sep30

HORSE BLANKETS.

trusses with their

gripping

pressure upon

the spine, abdomen and delicate parts ariiacent to
Itupture, sooner or later cause klducv and bladder
affections; destroy manhood, making the young old,
and the old useless, until iile settles into
frightful
apathy. The afflicted should think seriously „? this
subiect and.act in accordance with tire dictates of

DR. SHERMAN’S

Treatment is Practical, Rational,

and Economical: its object is immediate relief ami
eventual cure. It is based upon scientific
principles
and easily demonstrated to the
comprehensions of
every intelligent person. Though he does not use a
truss he uses a support
infinitely superior which
keeps eveiything in proper position while the Cuia-

tive'Compound applied daily by the patient, excites
Healthy action, adhesion and cure. Besides this
treatment does not interfere with labor or exercise
on horseback or
otherwise, and uflords security
agninst id flamed and strangulated rupture,
ar® coming trom all
partsot iho country. lerms moderate,
'non the case*
depend'
Persons from* the
uncut and
country can re.
leave tor home °n the same
Semi '.j cents for
day.
lor. Sherman’s Books with likeness oi bad cases beiore and after cure.
to gentlemen
Deferences
who have been cured. Office Nogiven
1 Ann Street, New
®eware ol the fellow calling himself Or. W.

G.

Crempion and using Dr.

■—TO—

PHILADELPHIA ID REM!
T-Vsi1

»■>>

Sherman's

advertisements to decoy the afflicted.
vertisement.

In his

name

Save this ad-

d4wt

oct!6

CLAIRVOYANT.

■

Yo?kUer

Safe!

RUPTURE
Pntlrut. cured 30 yearremain
ml. Ilr. J. A. Sherlimn’- a*o^
succHsful treatment cr Itupture has induced
unprincipled persons
to advertise the elastic trusses as accitain
cure.
Knowing them to be bnt an imperfect support,
ibousands of victims are to-day suffering through
this Elastic Txuss delusion.
If it is worn light around the
body it wastes away
the muscles, interrupts the circulation and predisposes to paralysis; besides, the strap between the
legs drags the great ball of wood u|»n the ligaments,
spermatic corns and Pelvis Bone in a manner to produce impotency with all its horrors
Indeed the

reason.

31 1-il Exchange St*

F. G,

w.t

—on

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

SALE

JOHN

_

INDIA

and
al

A

oiniuhVJini

OIV ST. JOHN STREET
Terms reasonable and easy payments. Apply to

myl3dtf

CONTAINS.

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

For Sale.
New two story French-Roofed
House,
No. 422 Cumberland St., containing fourteen rooms fitted up with furnace,
gas,
Sebago water, and all the modern improvements of a first-class house. Inquire of JORDAN BROS., No. 11 Dauforth St.apr4dtf

IT

FOREST ITTV AND JOHN BROOKS
as fallows:

wilt, until farther notice, run alternately
Leaving

Kent.

MA

WHAT

20 Sheets or Paper.
1 Fabers Lead Pencil,
1 Slate Pencil,
1 Steel Pen,
1 Pen Holder,
I Rubber Eraser,
1 40-Pase Account Book, 1 Child’s Illustrated Book
20 Envelopes, (white and bull), good duality.
DENTS « ANTED.
Sample package,
wholesale price list aod outfit sent by mail on
receipt of 25 cents. Large discounts *o agents.

ang!7__dtt_
first class residence, centrally situated on
State Street; all furnished. Address
ju28dtfP. O. BOX 1602.

Stationery Package.

The grandest offer ever made, it can’t be
beat i Try it and be convinced.

FOE

JIALE.

sep26d4wt

_

Centennial

dtf_

No. 599 Congress Street, now
occupied
by the Subscriber; can be examined any week
day between 3 and 5 p. m. For terms, inquire at
34 Union Street.
WM. C. HOW.

day

a

evening.

New York.

a

residence in this city. This house is of brick
and is supplied with all the modern improvements:
a nice stable is within easy access. There are about
6000 feet of land. This is one of the most
eligible sit
uatiens in the city of Portland. Terms of
payment
made easy. Apply for particulars to E. T. PATTEN,
on the premises, 307 Brackett, corner of Vaughn St.
oc* 10

sep2Gdlwt

A WEEK iai.1<i0Wc’ng!™NSIeadv
$60
work that will bring you #240 month at home

or

....

AHEAD

English Dictiosa-M

Sas

for

m.

best practical

extant.”—London Quarterly Iteruic, k,
N
E Oct .1*73.
Tlie sales of Webster’s Dictionaries through- a
out the country in 1873 were 20 times as large L?
the sales of any other Dictionaries.
D
One family of children having Webster’s d
-r Unabridged, and usiDg it freely, and an,
1
other not having it. the first will become 1
p much the most intelligent men and women Q
Ask your teacher or minister if it is not so,
^
R then buy the book, and use, and urge its use, Q
freely. Published bv
C
&
S «, A: c. 31 KKt(HAITI, 8pringfl«-l«l,
ry

DAYS, at 8.30 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day of
sailing.
For farther information apply to J. B. COYLE.
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or

Pour

D|CT|0nary

10,000 Words and Meanings

HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to' Windsor, Truro, New Glasand Picton, and steamers for Prince Edward
land; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with
steamers for St. Johns, N. F.
(yRETURNING will leave Halifax on TUES-

&

dtf

Webster's

The Steamship FALMOUTH,
(built expressly tor the route)
Capt. W. A. Colbv, will leave
Boston Railroad wharf, every

Norfolk, Baltimore

England

WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY by Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY by
Old Colony Railroad via Fall
River.
Good# Received at Depot*
Daily.
Through Bills Lading given from Boston and principal points in New England to the South and South-

Wilh connection, to Prince Edward I*,
land, Gape Breton and Hi, Johns, N. P.

oct28dtf

Boston & New

STEAMSHIP LINES.

Scotia,

at 5 30

leave end of

reduced

nciceis issued at

rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for
New England, No. 3 India Street, Portland, Me.
HTSight Nterling Checks Issued in sums
to suit for dCl and
my9dtf

Halifax,

will

Wuarf,
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday and SaturReturning, leave tfarpswell Monday,

a

House and return
;{ OO
Fabyan House and return
tf.OO
Bane of Hit. Washington and
return, 4.00
Nuintuit and return yia Fabyan'et
6.00
Summit aud return via Glen
•
8.00
All the Mountian Houses will make reduced rates to
parties holding these tickets.
septlG
dtt

Shortest Ocean Toy age.

Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.

FOR J5ALE!

&JGDMBCRG"

PORTLAND

SOLD ONLY AT

,

For Sale.
GOOD House; seven rooms; in nice order; near
GEO. A. WHITNEY,
City Hall.
octl4d2w
No. 46 Exchange Street.

a. at.

We take pleasure in referring you to all the Fish
Lobster Dealers, Produce Dealers,
Wholesale Dry Moods Merchants. Whole
sale Milliners and any others of
Portland, who
are now shipping by this route.
Our landing in New Yors is Pier 40, North River,
(Norwich Line, foot of Canal Street)
For rates and lurther imforroation, apply to
J. M. LUNT, Supt. Portland, or
H. N. TURNER,
Freight and Passenger Agent, Worcester, Mass.
Portland. Me., May 4, 1876.
mv4dtf

them a short time according to tue directions on
each
bottle and he convinced that all is true which is now
said of them. The best article of the kind ever offered for the relief of tho sick and

176 Middle St

REAL ESTATE.

and

1par-

Dppepaia, Jaundice, Look
Uenernl Debility, Cot-

D. B. SAWYER’S

For full information apply to
JAMES LIDGEBffOOIl A CO.,
oct20dlm
75S Broadway, New York.

—

Freight leaving Portland

CORNS]

CORNS

VASSiP, BAHAMA ISLANDS,
Now Open,
T. J. FOBTEB, Prop.
Steamers leave New York, Oct. 28lh, and Nov. 20th.

Freight Reping Jery Quick Despatch.

suffering,

Pure White Lead.

FOR

Trni“» wUI™l‘« <oiiow..

classes of trade
with

We would respectfully call the attention ol
Merchants and others to the superior facilities
ottered by the

ALLAN LINE.
SUMMER SERVICE.

STONINGTON

THE ROYAL VIM HOTEL

miict

my residence,

charge.

the

TERMS :
Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day.
Suits of rooms, iDcludiDg parlor and bed-room
$3.00.

WINTER RESORTS.

bottle

DR. PELEG STAPLES,

NEW

THE NEW

Have not had

feet. It cures Scratches in the Horse immediately.
PRICE 50 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
Address all letters to

84

HOTEL TO LEASE.

give satisfaction.

BEST LOCATED HOUSE
FOR BUSINESS MEN.

Best ot attention given to guests. Table Eet with
the very best the market aflords.

cases of all kinds after
as incurable.
It will

here.
1 wish to call particular attention to Staples’ Compound Tar Ointment. It will cure Piles, Chilblains,
Chapped Hands, Sore Lips, Sore Nose, and good for
all kinds of sores; will generally cure in 24 hours, and
often one application is sufficient. It cures Herpes
(which often afflict males very unpleasantly) in three
or four days
It cures Perrigo (intense itching)
which affects both sexes. Have known persons that
have been sufferers for years that have been cured
with one bottle of the Tar Ointment. There aro
manv people in this city that say there cannot be too
much said in its favor. A few references may satisfy
most any one:—Rolof Dodge, Joseph Steel, Samuel
Rolfe, Richard Collins, and hundreds of others. I
have sold over 2000 bottles with the understanding
that the money should be refunded in any case where

House and stable for Rent.
No. 30 Oak Street, between Congress and
Cumberland Streets, contains nine rooms,
together with a stable upon the premises. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS,
Real Estate

has cured thousands of

JUJE>

WOLCOTT & CO., Proprietors.
anglOdoodtf

reach all cases that are curable, it has cured more
Chronic cases than all other medicines combined.
A !1 that read the Portland papers from two to six
years ago and noticed the certificates of cases from
some of our well known citizens of Portlaud and
elsewhere, could not tail to see its wondertul effects.
I do not propose to repeat the certificates, but refer
to a few of them.
Cured of Rheumatism.—Wm. J. Smith, David
Keazer, L. W. Whalen, and Avery Gordon; Stephen
C. Munsey ot Salt Rheum; of Catarrh, Charles Sawyer, A. M. Morgan, Miss Katie Miles.
Scrofula—Elizabeth Chamberlain, Mrs. Susan Carter, Mrs. Wm. I. Lewis, Henry D. Ladd. 1 could
refer to thousands of other cases if space would
permit. Any one wishing for farther proof will
please send and get a circular. Also by euclosing a
postage stamp I will send books explaining diseases and the necessary remedies.
Cases can be
treated by letter; any one writing will please explain
their case near as possible, and if I think I can cure
1 shall so say, and if I tMnk I cannot cure 1 shall say
so.
For of all abominations I consider none greater than to deceive and rob the sick.
I have been
stopping in Minneapolis for six months, and have
many certificates of cases from there, but it being so
remote it would be quite useless to present them

Both rooms on the same
every respect.
floor and all other convenients, with Sebago, Firstclass occupants and good recommendations desired.
621 CONGRESS St.o<21dlw»

octl2d2w*

sept28dtf

a.m._

—

given up by the Physicians

Hotel,

HEATED BY STEAM.

Greatest Success of the Age.

front room9 to let without board, with gas,
all modern improvemences, and frescoed; firstTWO
class in

TO

THE

GROUNDS.

This elegant fire-proof structure was
ibuilt by Richard J. Dobbins expressly to
'accommodate Centennial visitors at reasonfable prices. It has 325 100ms, all completely furnished. The cuisine will be first-class
in every respect. Large rooms can be engaged for use of commissioners, etc. A fine store in
the building to let. Address,
P. S. BOOTHBY, Manager.
eodtf
feb26_

Situated in the very Center of the City.

University Medicines MERCHANTS’ OH DESPATCH.

City Building'
STREET.
dlw*

HOTEL,

Curtis,
I* Capt.
Commercial

days.

rrepuia

HARPS WELL
STEAMER BAG1KET,

Bw

PORTLAND,

Philadelphia and Return
change of cars between

FOR

Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapo
lis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Sh'ediac, Amherst, Pictou. Fredericktown, Charlottetown and
Sumuierside, P. E. I.
^“Freight received oh days of sailing until 4
o’clock p. m.
sep20dtf
A. R, STUBBS, Agent.

Liverpool,

Railroad Wharf.
ocOiitt

Portland, Oct. 7,1876.

*

lor

Monday

inquire of
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Agent,

TRIPS PER WEEK.

On and after Monday, Sept.
18th,
the Steamer. New
Brunswick,
Capt. E. B. Winchester, and the
City of Portland, Capt. S. H.
Pike, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State St., every Monday and Thursday at
6.00 P. M., tor Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
same

at uar iiaruor ou
on her

coni'iig West.
For further particulars,

pALL ARRANGEMENT

TWO

-SATURDAY

CENTENNIAL

trip

Uigby,

and Ml.
John,
Windsor and Halifax.

A. KEITH.

UNITED STATES

me steamer Lewiston toucces

her Friday trio from here only and

international steamship co.
En.lport, Calais

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,

ALL RAIL.
Portland to

to

E. B. HAH I'NON, Agent
TO Long Wharf* Boston.

3. A. MERRILL A CO., 139 middle St
J. A. MERRILL.

TEN DOLLARS.

Passage apply

or

CAPT. 1411.KV,
leave Railroad Wharf every Monday,
and Friday Kvruinu* nt III
o’clock, for Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden,
Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport ami Hampden.
The City cf Rich mend connects with SteamerChas.
Houghton, Capt. Ingraham, at Rockland every Tuesday morning lor North Haven. Green’s Landing and
Oceunville (Deer Isle), So. West and Bar Harbor,
Mt Desert, and Wiuter Harbor; and every Thursday and Saturday mornings for Ellsworth, touching
at No. Haven and Green's Landing and Oceanville
(Deer Isle).

will also

VledueMrfay

sailing vessels.

Jo23-ly

Stair Builders.
P. LIBRY, No. 35‘J Pore Street, cor.

S16.00

HIE NEW YORK

near

Real Estate Agents.
C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

Street.

B*

STEAMER CITY OF RICHMOND

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE

Bar Harbors (Mt.,Desert), Millbridge, Jonesport
Machiasport.

ami
and

From Ldng Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m*
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate o

For Freight

leave Railroad Wbnrt
Tuesday and Friday
terming* m IO •’dock for
Deer Isle, Sedgwick, South West

AND

Steamship Line.

WHITNEY & MEANS, Prarl Street, opposite the Park.

Hi.

CAPT. DEEKIKIS,
Will

ers

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

steamerTewiston,
every

PHILADELPHIA

Carpenters and Builders.

JOHN

miss jxen ana l ai-

Let.

A.

3. I. BARROIJR, 330 Fore Street, Cor
of Cross, Portland.

PASSENGER TRAINS leave Portland
for Scarboro’* Saco, Biddeford, Kenncbuult. Wells North Berwick, South
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,

—

middle Street.

Plumbers.

*NOWS.

everybody knows,

FOGG, No. 91

HOYT &

JAMES mi LI. ER, No. 91 Federal Street

The proprietors of Benson’s Capcine Porous
Plasters have found it necessary to warn the public
against bogus articles that are offered them, under
the name oi “Capsicin” or “Capsicum,” as beiDg the
same as Capcine; the facts are that they are totally
unlike the genuine in their effector composition,
and such imitations are calculated to injure the excellent remedial qualities of Benson’s Capcine
Porous Plasters. The unparalleled success of this
famous and vigorous medicinal combination has
stimulated unscrupulous individuals to issue articles
under the above similar sounding words. To further
protect the consumer, wo have cut the word
“Capcine” in each Plaster. Their powerful vegetable properties afford instant relief, and insure a
quicker cure than any known medicine. They contain no metallic or mineral poisons, and are superior
in their effects to electricity, and more certain.
Price 25 cent 8.
W. if. PHILLIPS & CO., Agent*.
oct2deod&wlmiO
EVERYBODY

DIRECTOR^

Booksellers and Stationers.

PORTLAND & PHILADELPHIA.

To

ju3

9, 1876.

CAUTION AGAINST IMITATIONS.

at 7.00

W.

and all points in the

Mt. Desert, Machias, Bangor, Ellsworth and Deer Isle.

BOSTON-

__

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, MilwauCincinnati, Ml. Louis. Omaha,
Maginaw, Mt. Faul, Malt Lake City9)
Denver, Man Francisco,

INSIDE LINES TO

oc3dtf_CAPT.

Ho Wharfage.

kee,

STEAMBOAT CO.

Will leave the West Side of Custom

“JTmZelm House Wharf, every week day, for
Scott’s Landing at 6.15, 8.30 and 11.15 a. m., 2.15 and
5.00 p. m.
Returning, leave Scott’s Lauding at 6.40, 9.00 and
11.40 a. m., 2.40 and 5.30 p. m.
Fare lor Round Trip, !I5 ceuu. Package
of five round trip tickets, $1.00. Tickets lor sail- at the
office of Rollins, Loring & Adams. No. 22 Exchange
Street, and on board Steamer.
C. II. KNOWT TON.

—

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates \

Railroad,

OCT.

THE STEADIER TOURIST

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

To

STEAMERS.

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

GEORGE

N. B. The author can be consulted on the above
named diseases, as well as all diseases requiring skill,
Office hours, 9 a. m. to 6
secrecy and experience.
P. m.auglTTh&Sly&w31

MOST

AMD

—

House.

vere

TO LET1

w.

m.

Halifax.
tP oilman Sleeping Car attached.
tMixed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
Portland. Oct. 0,1876.aii3ldtf

ivy

ixxaoa-f

and 12.40 p.

m.

12.40 p. m.
Bath $7.00 a. m., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 12.35 p. m., 5.05 p. m.
Farmington 12.35 p. m.
The m.3o a. m. train tor Bangor makes close connection with E. & N, A. Railway foi St. John and

of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, (or W. H. PARKER, M. D., Consulting Phyoiuaui/

12.35 p.

Augusta, Haliowell, Gardiner, and Brunswick
t!2 35 a. m.,$7,00 a.m., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Rockland and Lewiston via Brunswick $7 00 a. m.,

brilliancy.
“Altogether, in its execution arid the richness of its
materials, and size, this is decidedly the most noticeable medal ever struck in this country for any purpose whatever, It is well worth the inspection of
Numismatists. It was fairly won and worthily bestowed.”—Massachusetts Ploughman, June 3d, 1876.
B3T*Catalogue sent on receipt of 6c. for postage.
Either of the above works sent by mail on receipt

week that her will should be made law.
Possibly, had my advice been solicited, I |
should have counselled a still longer postponement, temembering a certain banker in
New York who might be deemed to have an
interest in the matter. But the stoic
army
of husbands holds no veteran more thoroughly disciplined, and I doubt not my excellent uncle received such dispatches from
his commanding officer as
well-nigh reconciled him to the catastrophe.
I can vouch that the wedding breakfast—
for that feature of the ceremony was not
omitted—was in all respects a delightful
feast, although the happiness of the married
pair may have been a thought less beaming
and irrepressible than we are wont to see on
such occasions. ’Squire Allen was the file
of the banquet; indeed, he could
scarcely
have shown more elation had the wedding
been hi3 own. There was another person in
the company who might have liked a
place
beside the gentle hostess, but, as the ’squire

STOKE

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

9,

Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Waterville,
Belfast and Dexter at t!2 35 a. m., 12.40 p. m.

and even the old.”—New York Tribune.
The first and only Medal ever conferred upon any
Medical Man in this country, as a recognition of skill
and professional services, was presented to the author
of these works, March 31st. 1876. The presentation
was noticed at the time of its occurrence by the Boston Press, and the leading journals throughout the
country. This magnificent medal is of solid gold, set
with more than one hundred India diamonds of rare

a

city,

Central

MONDAY,

Philadelphia Enquirer.
“It should be read by the

naturally of a romantic turn, and recalling
sundry episodes of her youth. Besides, she
could not but acknowledge Euth’s authority
irt*the premises, and consented at the end of

TO

Trains will arrive as follows:
Express train from Gorham at 8.30 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 2.30 p.m.
From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.45 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.45 p. m.

RAILROAD.

“You can finish that,” said Buth, softly,
“if the lady sits to you all her life.” And
she put Clara’s hand in his.
Of course, the wedding, ladies, did not
take place that very day; but
although Aunt
Tyrrell’s bewilderment and perplexity were
extreme, she was not long obdurate, being

so

Mail train 1.50 p. m.
(stopping at all stations to
Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.

m.

Maine

ARRANGEMENT

iston.

For Wolthorough and Centre llarbor at
9.00 a. m.
For Rochester and Farmington. N. H., at
6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
For Scarborough, Piuc Point, Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddeford and Kennchunk at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3 00, 5.30 p. m.
lllorning Trains will leave MLennebunli
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

Medal

the

portrait.

JF

ALTERATION OF TRAINS.

alter MONDAY, Oct. 16, 1876,
•jgffffigaftjn On and
trains will run as follows:
Express train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.
Express tor Auburn and Lewiston at 7.00 a. m.
Express train at 12 25 p. m lor Auburn and Lew-

Awarded to the Author by
Medical Association,” March Jlst, 1676.
*
“Tlie untold miseries that result from indiscretion
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland at 3,00
m early life,
Those
may be alleviated and cured.
Boston
and
7.30
a.
m.
who doubt this assertion should purchase the new
p. in.,
Medical Work published by the Peabody Medical
Excursion Tickets to New York and
Institute, Boston, entitled ‘The Science of Life, or
Self Presentation.* Price $1. Vitality impaired
Philadelphia for sale at Boston & Maine Railby
the errors of youth or too close application to busirood Ticket Office, including
Free Carriages from Depot in Boston to any
ness, may be restored and manhood regained.
Also
another valuable medical work treating
other depot and return. Choice of carriages.
N. B.—Bates as low as by any other Lise.
exclusively on Mental and Nervous Diseases',
more than two hundred royal octavo
Tickets via all Lines to all points for sale at
pages, 20
elegant engravings, bound in substantial muslin. lowest rates.
Pr ce only $2. Barely enough to pay for printing.”_ I
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
London Lancet.
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Easti>ort, Calais,
The “SCIENCE OF LIFE” also conAlso, connect with Grana
St. John and Halifax.
tains MORE THAN FIFTY VALUABLE
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
MEDICAL
and
Portland
&
each
PRESCRIPTIONS,
Ogdensburg trains at
Ceutraj Station.
transfer
one of which is worth the price of the
All trains stop at Exeter ten minntes for refreshbook.
ments at first class dinning rooms.
“The Book for young and middle aged men to read
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland. oc7utt
just now, is the Science of Life, or Self Preservation.
The author has returned from Europe in excellent
health, and is again the Chief Consulting Physician
ot' th
Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulfinch
Street, Boston, Mass.”—Republican Journal.
“The Science of Life is beyond all comparison the
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.”— Boston Herald.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box, and
hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing o
these valuable works, published by the Peabody Medical Institute, which are teaching thousands how to
avoid the maladies that sip the citadel of life.”—
OCT.
1876.
Gold

and eager, Clara colorless as a white rose.
Bob followed in grande tenue, and our little
cortege was ready to set out for the village
church, whose bell was ringing a merry peal.
“Where’s Buth?” cried Nellie. “Ah, here
she is 1” And Bnth came in, robed in white
as became a bride: with her wedding
veil,
too, but that she carried on her arm. There
was a dew, I think, in her kind
eyes, but her
lips were parted in a smile.
“Were you waiting for the bride?” she
said.
A screen stood in the corner of the room,
and she moved toward it, holding Clara’s
hand.
“Move the screen, dear Bob,” Buth said,
“I want to show you something.”
He pushed it aside, and saw the mutilated

verted one another.

Kc.ere

More Thun One Million Copies Sold.

assembled in the big parlor—Aunt Tyrrell, the ’squire and I—joined presently by
the two bridesmaids; Miss Nellie radiant

uauu,

fortheIsimds.

Passenger Train-* will leave Portland for
Boston at 6.15,9.00 a.m., and 3.00 p. m., arriving at SoMton at 10.45 a. m.. 1.40, 7.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. mM
12.30, 3 30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10,
5.00, 8.10 p m.
For IVrlls, North Berwick, Halmon Falls,
t-reat Falls, Dover, Newmarket, Exeter,
Hnverhill, North Andover, Lawrence,
Andover and Lowell at 6.15, 9.00 a.m., 3.00

Or, NfLV'PREDERTiTlOIV.

were

rigut

Grand Trunk R, R. of Canada.

RAILROAD.

Boston,

THE SCIENCE OF

that nonsense in your head ? You can make
me happy, dearest.
None knows you but is
happier and better.”
“Thank you for saying that,” she said simply, and looked up once into his face; “you
have a loyal heart, dear. I judged it rightly.
Perhaps I may be worthier of you than I
said, and” here her voice again sunk to a
whisper—“I will try to prove it.”
.at last it came, me wedding
day. We

xvutu »

liulflnch St.,

4

(OppoaiU'

“Dear Ruth!” he said, aud his eyes were
wet with generous tears, “what could put

I shall be happy to expose. Likewise, the
business of au unfinished picture seems to

require investigation.”

hoarse aud

not talk to you and feel as others do.

oat uu

Boston & Maine
Commencing Monday Oct. 9, 1876.

greater and higher, I know well. While I,”
6he went on sadly, “am just the same—a
farmer’s child, fit only for the farm. I can-

river flung headlong down the jagged steep ?
There is, you know, a contagion in strong
feeling, and I am sure the glow on Clara’s
waiLucu

came

worthy

STEAMERS.

I

of each other, aud I
ol neither. Do what I will, I must be
false,
I
cannot even give you that blotted
disloyal.
canvas, because”—here the man’s voice shivered into a kind of passionate sob—“because
it is a confession aud a prayer.”
He was gone; I heard his footsteps in the
hall. But I would not look at Ruth; my
own pulse quivered, and I moved
away.
Ruth and Clara were thrown much together at this period, and a very cotdial, sincere attachment
appeared to bind those
young ladies. It had been decreed in secret
conclave that Miss Tyrrell should be one of
the bridesmaids—Miss Nellie, of course, being the other, and urging forward with the
utmost zeal and excitement the necessary
preparations for the wedding. That event
was now at baud, and Robin bore himself
quietly and thoughtfully, as became a man
vowed to grave responsibilities, and evinced
little of that petulance and restlessness which
I had remarked at an early stage.
It may have been a day or two before the
ceremony that Bob was roving about the orchard, when Ruth came out to him, and laid
her hand shyly on his arm.
“What is it, dear?” he said, gently, for the
girl’s cheek was flushing, and her eyes did
not meet his own.
“There is something,” Ruth whispered,
“something, Bob, that ought to be said. You
are different, now, dear, from what
you were
when we liked each other first. Something
are

RAILROADS.

WINTER

less because the artist was too
happy to finish it! It will remind me of your
happiness
and Ruth’s—dear Ruth, whom I love so
dearly, and who loves me.”

short—“you

RAILROADS.

VlAI>l»0\,the celebrated
MADAiUEN.k,
Clairvoyant, Fortune Pelter am! Dottrels,
can

located at Market Square, rear of the Dollar
Store, owposite oliu Horse Car Drp.it, where site can
be consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame VI. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, bidden or stolen
treasures, <£c., and was never known to be at lault.
Do not miss tills opportunity of consulting the
greatest fortune teller of I he age. Per ns
entering mioany
new business or profession, the con
acting of which
they do not understand, will find U to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell Hie destiny
of frieuds in auy part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
Shehasgiveu universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels siuce she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00; Ladies SOjcents. Offce hours
rom 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
rofidtt
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